RECEIVING BAND

Y SIGNALS

D1TOR :FJ.CAMM

onbents`
ESTER-CATHODE TUBE SiORTS
ITV

IN DIFFICULT AREAS

UN.VERSAL
A

A
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ALIMENT

600 Mc

s

METHOD

OSCILLATOR

CUBICAL AERIAL FOR

TV

PRACTICAL TELEVISION

Build our own

t

July, 1958

a

4 7WOMF
Aerials..

AFRBA

III,

FITTINGS

Use
III, fu/l

FOR BAND
RADIO F tel.

&

and

hints for
constr
tr etand your own aerial
illustrating
ating our increased Catalogue
Alloy Fittings, range of
D1ed st
Band 1 Mast including
Reflector to
Couplera
and
Holders.
Director
Insulators (both
Rod
and
" Inlinc "
tings, M`
Masthead Fit
and Elements
Fit-Elements
'
Brackets,

ut

etc. Send
for the above
to

:-

MARLBOROUGH, WILTS.

A PRE -AMP FOR BOTH I.T.V. AND B.B.C.
Following the success achieved by our Band Ill
Pre -amp, we introduce a combined unit designed
to overcome the difficulties experienced in
situations where reception of both I.T.V.
B.B.C. is extremely poor.

Units now available

"DUAL BAND"
Co -ax Inputs
I

and

Ill.

and

:-

B.B.C. -amplified.
Single Output to
Receiver.
Price L9.10.0 C.W.O. or

C.O.D.

BAND"
* Co"SINGLE
-ax Inputs for Bands
and III.
-amplified.
** I.T.V.
B.B.C. -Diplexed.
C.W.O.
Price
I

E6 -6 -8,

required.
Both Units have a high signal to noise ratio, and
will produce excellent results in localities where
the signal is normally unusable.
Units have Built -in Power Packs 200 -50 v. A.C.
6 x 4 x 21 in. (Fly Lead, 3;'6 extra).
Dimensions
:

,111t VISION "

(Electronic Equipment Manufacturers)
14

Tri rVIIO1
TBES

WE

OFFER

MULLARD

BOULTON RD., SOUTHSEA, HANTS.

-

COSSOR

-

EMITRON

Etc., From Stock

for Bands

I.T.V- amplified.

Output to Receiver.
* Single
or C.O.D. Please state channels

st
in stamps
my
i

Phone: 657/8

SOMETHING NEW!!

*
**
*

I

- £5 10.
14'" MULLARD TUBES £6
12" TUBES

-

(Or equivalent)

14 MAZDA TUBES £6 10.
17 TUBES £7 I0.
""

Please add 12/6 Carriage and Insurance.
All Tubes Guaranteed for 6 months.

MARSHALLS for TELEVISION
131

St.

Ann's Road, Tottenham,
London, N.I5.

Callers welcome.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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SPECIAL OFFER!!!
SMALL

10 /6

EY5I

TYPE

ONLY

EXPRESS SERVICE

I I

I

ANY ORDER UP TO £IO INSURED AGAINST
DAMAGE IN TRANSIT FOR ONLY 6d. EXTRA.

C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M., EITHER
ST' LETTER, PHONE OR WIRE, DESPATCHED

THESAME AFTERNOON, ALL ORDERS RECEIVED
BY,

A3
AS
C5
D6
115

L4
LD5
LNS

N5
R5
S5

T4
U5

2A7
2D13C
2X2
3A4

FIRST POST DESPATCHED

3/-:6AU6

10/6 6L6G

6/- 6B4G
6/6
12/6:687
10/6
10/6 6B8GTM 4/6
11/- 6B8M
5/6/6 6BA6
7/6
5/-6BE6
7/6

7/-'6C8

12/6
12/6
12/6
12/6

12/6,6C9
12/6 6C10
5/- 6CH6
3Q4
7/6. 6D6
3Q5GT 9/6:6E5

306

5X4G
5Y3G
5Y3GT
5Y4
5Z3
5Z4G

6R7G

11/. 68R7
11/6 6SG7GT
8/- 68W6 - 9/6 6SH7
8/- 6BW7
8/- 6SJ7
7/- 6BX6
8/- 6SK7GT
10/-'6BY7
8/- 6SL7GT
I0/6:6C4
7/- 65N7GT
7/616C5
6/6 6557
4/6.6C6
6/6 6U4GT

3A5
387

354
3V4
5U4G
5V4G

13 -

8 - 12AT6
6N7
6Q7G
10/- I2AT7
6Q7GT 11/- I2AU7

10/- I2AX7
65A7GT 8/6 12BA6
7/6 6SC7
10/6 128E6

5/-6BJ6

6/6
12/6

7/616F6G

7/9/-I6F6GTM 8/-

8/616F8

12/6

12/6;6112

7/6

12/6 6F13

605G

8/-.6F16

9/6 7C5
12/6 7C5
10/6 7H7

6/6 6J6

6A18

9/-

6AK5
GALS

6AMS

6AM6
6AQ5
6AT6

5/-'6K7GT

5-

12Y4
14R7
1457

19AQ5

8/6 25Z4G
81-

25Z6G

3/6 2807

7'6 30
4!- 30C1
I5/- 30F5

10/6 10F9

6%6'6K7GT

125)7
12SK7
12SQ7
12SR7

9/- 25Y5G

6/- 10FI

6J7G

125H7

10/6 25Z5

7S7

5/6 10CI

8/- 6J7GT

8/- 35W4
91-

9/6 DAF9I
7/6 DAF96
35Z5GT 9/- DF33
41MTL
8/- DF91

91_

10/- 5005

II/-

12/6 DF96

8/6
8/6
8/6
8/6
8/6
8/6
8/6
8/6

I5/- DL2

15082
220P
807
956

15/- DL33
10/6 DL66

7/6 DL92
3/- DL94
7/- DL96
12/6 OLSIO
12/6 DM70

1203

4033L

5763
10/6 7193

10LD3

19/6 30FLI
I I/6 30L1

8/- CK505
10/- CK506
9/- CK523

12/6

13/6

8/6 30P16

CV85

IOLDII 16/9 30PLI
19/6 CV271
7/6 6K8G
8/- IQPI3
17/631
7/6 CV428
8/6 6K8GT/G
11E3
15/-.33A/158M
DI
8/6
II/-12A6
6/6
301_042
61-

EF89
EF91

EF92
EL32

EL4I

6/6 EL9I
7/6 EM34
10/- EM80

10/- EBF80

10/- BL63

6/e/6/I5/-

10/6 EL42
2/6 EL8I
8/6 EL84

10/- AC/P4
8/- EBC33
10/6.AC/VPI 15/- EBC4I

-

10/- EF36
7/6 EF37A

8/6
2/9/6
9/7/6

S/- EASO

7/6 EA76
17/- 9002
5/6 EABC80
II/- 9003
5/6 EAC9I
10/- 9006
6/- EAF42
I6/- ACEPEN 7/6 EB34

7/- ATP4
7/6 AZ3I

9/14/12/6

10/- EF85
10/6 EF86

1016 7475

10/- AL60
10/- AP4

ECH8I

10/-

7/6 EBF89
5/- EC52
10/- EC54

9/6
5/6

7/6 EC70

12/6

6/-

6/6 ECC3I 15/6/6 ECC32 10/6
6/6 ECC33 8/6
12/6 ECC8I
10/6 ECC82
30/- ECC83
3/- ECC84
10/6 ECC85

8/-

10/6 PCL82 12/6 UBC41
12/6 PCL83 17/6 UBF80
14/- PEN4ODD
UBF89

8/- KT63

17/6 KTW6I
10/- KTW62

6/-

RM-1

7/-

RM-2

7/6
9/6
20/-

RM-3

RM-4

RM-5

W4
W6
WX3
WX4

24/-

36

3/6
3/6
3/6

6/- PY82
8/6 PY83
8/6 QP2I

7/-'QVO4/7IS/R2
R12
SD6
SP4(7)

5¡6 KTZ63 10/6 SP41
tl/- L63
6/- SP42
11/6 LN152 14/- SP6I
IS/- LZ319 10/- SU61
10/6 MH4
7/- TP22

EACH ADDITIONAL VALVE 6d. EXTRA.
C.O.D. ORDERS 2/6 EXTRA. WE ARE OPEN
FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS MON. -FRI. 8.30 -5.30.
SATS. 8.30.1 P.M.

9/-

3/6

9/5/5/-

VT6IA
I5/- VR501
10/6

7/6 U16

7/6 EZ80

9/6
9/- EZ8I
10/- PCC85
10/- FW4/500
PCF80
9/6
12/6 PCF82

12/- W76

UABC80

12/6
10/- UAF42

12/6.UB4I

14A163
3/6
38/I4RA 2-I-16-1 21/148130
35/16RC I-I-16-I 8/6
I4RA I-2-8-2
25/19/I6RD 2-2-8-1
I2/I4RA I-2-8-3 23/6
27/16RE 2-I-8-1
8/6
28/I4A124
Full technical details free on receipt of S.A.E.

FREE.

3/6
12/6 VR 150/30

7/6

10/- MHLD6 12/6 U18/20 12/6 W81M
6/10/6 ML4
12/6 U22
8/- X61
12/6
EMBI
10/6 ML6
6/6 U25
15/6 X63
10/.
EN31
34/9 MU14
10/- U31
10/- X65
12/6
EY51
OAIO 12/6 U43
10/6 X66
12/6
(Small) 10/6 0A70
5/- U45
10/6 XD(1.5) 6/6
EY5I
0A71
5/- U50
8/- XFWIO 6/6
(Large) 12/6 OC72
30/- U52
8/6 XFYI2 6/6
EY86
15/- P61
7/6 XH(1.5) 6/6
3/6 U76
EZ35
6/6 P215
10/6 U107 11/10 XSG(I.5) 6/6
Y63
7/6
EZ4I
106 PABC8015J- U404
10/6 Z63
10/6
PCC84

18/-

TERMS OF BUSINESS :-CASH WITH ORDER OR
C.O.D. ONLY.
POST /PACKING CHARGES 6d.
PER ITEM ; ORDERS VALUE E3 OR MORE POST

8/6
10/6

10/6 VMP4G I5/VP2(7) 12/6
101- VP4(7) 15/10/6 VPI3C
7/12/6 VP41
7/6
15/- VR 105/30

15/-

8/8/7/6 KTW63 8/6/6 KTZ4I
8/-

S/- MHL4

IS!11/6

5/- QP25
15/- V 150
5/10/- QS' 50/15
VL5492A E3

WX6

14A86
14A97
14A103

9/- UL46
9/- UL84
9/6 UY4I
7/- UY85

20/- PY8I

NEW METAL RECTIFIERS, FULLY GUARANTEED
RM-0

8/6
9/6

10/6
5/25/- UCC85 10/6
12/6 PEN45 19/6 UCH42 11/.
HABC80
PEN46
7/6 UCH81 11/6
13/6 PL82
10/- UCL82 1S/6
HK90
10/- PL83
11/6 UF4I
'9!HL23
10/6 PM2B
12/6 UF80
10/6
HL4I
12/6 PMI2
6/6 UF85
10/6
1-11133130
PMI2M 6/6 UF89
10/6
12/6 PY80
9/- UL41
10/6

8/- EF40
12/6 EF4I
9/6 HVR2
10/- EF42
12/6 HVR2A
15/- EF50(A) 7/- KF35
916 EF50(E)
S/- KL35
15/- EF54
5/- KT2
7/6 EF73
10/6 KT33C
9/- EF80
8/- KT44

12/6 DK96

85A2

5/6 GZ30

7/- ECL80
10/- ECL82
8/6 EF39

8/-25L6GT 10/- AC/HL/
E841
8/-'25Y5
10/6
DDD 15/- EB9I

5Z4GT 12/6.6H6GTG 3/- 7V7
6A8
10/-i6H6GTM3/6 7Y4
6A87
8/- 6J5G 5/- 802
6A88 -I4/- 615GTG. 5/6 803
6AC7
6/6 6JSGTM 6/- 902
6AG5

81- 12SA7
141- 125C7
7/6' 12SG7

816' 19H1
8/- 20D1

7/6 7Q7
6,16

5/- ECC9I

6/6 ECF80 13/6 GZ32
11/- ECF82 13/6 GZ34
8/- ECH35 9/6 H30
10/- ECH42 11/- H63

7/6 35Z4

7/6 12Q7GT 7/6 83V

8/6;
7/6V6GTG 8/7/-:
6X4
6XSGT 6/6
6Z4/84 12'6
6Z5
12/6
6/30L2 10/7A7
12/6

8/6 6F17
12/6 6F32
12/6 6F33
10/6 6G6

81- 35/51
12/6 D63
10/6 35A5
I/- D77
10/6 35L6GT 9/6 DAC32

8/- 12E1
30/- S0l6GT 9/6 DH63
8/- 12JSGT 4/6 72
4/6 DH76
8/-' 1217GT 10/6 77
8/- DH77
8/- I2K7GT 7/6 78
8/6 DK9I
8;- 12K8GT I4/- 80
9/- DK92

61/7G
6V6G

12/6 7B7

ORDERS OVER E10 INSURED FREE.

SAME DAY.

9'6 12AH7
12AH8

6L18

BRITISH
MADE

Z66

10/6 Z77
10/6 Z719
12/7 Z729

20/7/6

8/-

17/6

I8RA
I8RA

I-1-0-1
4/6
I-1-16-1 6/6
I-2-8-1
11/I8RD 2.2-8-1
15/-

BRA

ALL VALVES, NEW, BOXED, TAX PAID, AND
SUBJECT TO MAKERS' GUARANTEE. FIRST
GRADE GOODS ONLY, NO SECONDS OR REJECTS. GOODS ARE ONLY SOLD SUBJECT TO
OUR TERMS OF BUSINESS, OBTAINABLE FREE
ON REQUEST. CATALOGUE OF OVER 1,000
DIFFERENT VALVES 3d.

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

38

CHALCOT ROAD, LONDON, N.W.I
Prirnrose 9090

PLEASE ENQUIRE FOR ANY VALVE NOT LISTED.

3d.
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

4n0

NEW PRACTICAL WAY
OF LEARNING AT HOME

-

completely up -to -date methods of giving instruction
in a wide range of technical subjects specially designed and
arranged for self -study at home under the skilled guidance of
our teaching staff.
NEW

-

experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatchcd
on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is
allotted to each student for personal and individual tuition
throughout the course.
NEW

Radio and television courses, with which specially prepared
components are supplied, teach the basic electronic circuits

amplifiers, oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages,
to the compute design and servicing of modern Radio and T/V
equipments.
studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby
or interest, commencing a career in industry or running
your own full -time or part -time business, these practical
courses are ideal and may be yours for moderate cost. Send
off the coupon to-day for a free Brochure giving full details.
There is no obligation whatsoever.
If you are

Courses with Equipment

RADIO

SHORT WAVE RADIO

TELEVISION
CHEMISTRY

ELECTRICITY

MECHANICS
PHOTOGRAPHY
CARPENTRY

ELECTRICAL WIRING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

'HI -FI'
ART etc.

E.M.I. Factories
Hayes
England.

1

Fill in for FREE BROCHURE
E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 138X, London, W.4.

Name

__

.............._.
_

_....

Ate
iIf under 21)

Olt

..

_

Address

BLOCK

EMI

1

INSTITUTES

am

interested

in

without equipment

the following subiect(s) with

CRPS
PLEASE

..
_

visits)
ersonal visits
(We shall not worry you with personal

JUL

5

c;es

The ostey fltrirce S'Ccudy Coetege ?wes ey, k`,

Wored-wede
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ESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESESES33ESESaì33fESlMiIRESESES93 )c ESES

Famous Transmitter
famous

ES

virtually given away

The
ES
ES
ES

93
ES
ES
ES

ES
ES

Kc
Mc

with

chassis.

H.F. stage and magic eye.
Unused but may be slightly soiled
and need servicing -less valves.
power pack and tuning scale. Contains really fine coil pack which
alone would cost twice what we
are asking for the whole unit. Price

s.
s

3-5.5

and

Has unique

set useful as an educational set for
beginners, also makes a fine second
set for the bedroom, workshop. etc.
All parts, less cabinet, chassis and
speaker. 196. Post and ins.. 2 6.

®Data free with parts or available
F{ separately. 1 6. 3-valse battery
ES torsion also available at the same
price.
ES

c l i c

k

stop" mec-

hanism ,7
stops) and

permits

selected

frequency
to be held.

easily converted

with valves.

returned to. etc. I la r tley Oscillator. Power
Amplifier. Keying and
Speech. Wonderful breakdown value, meters. relays.
switches. Complete with valves -real bargain at
29 6 plus 10 - carriage.

ESL

circuit

93

Brand new stock, not surplus. with coils for Band
I and III complete with
valves. Model 1 LF. outSeries
put 33 33 Mc's.
heaters Model 2 I.P. outParallel
put 1619 Mc's.
With instrucheaters.
tions and circuit diagram. 796. With knobs
3 8 extra. post and insurance 2.6.

_FE

FB
ES

83

i:
ES

ES

Simplex Transistor Kit
Makes ideal bed voie
radio, uses one tian-

istor
and
° crystal diode.

t

®

plete less case
case 5- extra.
and ins, 16.

í

ES
ES

_

o

Cru
19

'-

)i

p.,

T.V. SERVICE SHEETS
111

ES
ES
ES
ES
ES

for ES
ES

III, 39 6. carriage and packing 7'6.
Isolation Transformer. 150 watt,
mains in, Isolated mains out, makes
servicing safe. 29 6.
Filament Transformer. 6.7 volt
314 amps.. tapped primary. 8 6.
Transistor Suitable A.F. or low
Band

For the Best from Band Ill R.F., new tested, O.K. most circuits
Use Our Turret Tuner 66.
Mldgef Output Transformer,

ES

ES
ES

diagram. 22.15.0. ES
Carriage and insurance 7.6.
ffl
4 Valve Superhet Chassis. Long ne
and medium wave complete with
valves. but not scale. Unused but
slightly soiled and may need servicing (no data available), 29.6. ES
plus Insurance 36.
10 Valve Superhet. l'. meter ex
Government but unused. complete

5.5 -10 Mc s.

THE SKYSEARCHER
Thi 19 a 2 -va Ice plus -metal receiver

Valve 5 Waveband superhet

7

slightly soiled
and not e
t e s t. e d.
Covers
200 -500

93

Summer Sale Bargains jp

-unused but

R1154N

ES

standard pentode matching. 4'6.
Midget

Transformer.

(tut ant

Special for battery sets. pentode

matching. 4 6.
T.V. Cabinet by famous
1 4in.
maker cost over f4 to make, new
and perfect, 15 -. carriage 4 6.
Metal Rectifier. 250 v. 60-80 milli amps, Ideal for mains set or instrument or to replace that expensive
valve. 4 6.

t'onsiruelor.

ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES
ES

83

ES

pa

.-valve
superhet chassis. 15 s 15 a 2 with ES
waveband glass scale. pulleys, ES
Coil Pack Snip three
and ES
post
drive
head.
etc.,
9
6.
plus
Covers the Medium insurance 1,6.
200550
Waveband
an
Switch. Standard metal ea
metres and two short Toggle
35'120 body, type with round dolly. fixing
wavebands
ring and on off indicating plate. 1 3
metres and 13-42 or
doz.
metres. for 965 Kc. For12'I:xlra Po)) er plugs. 7.029 ES
I.F. Extremely well
made, supplied com- three -core cable. 500v. grade, 70 - ES
plete with diagram for 100 yd. coil. carriage 5 -.
of connections. Only ')'bin Paxolin Panel.. Size 8in. a 03
9 6. plus 1 6 post and Sin. 2'6 doz.
Midge) I.F. coils 465 Ko s but with ES
Insurance.
feed hack winding for economy ES
414
circuits. 6 6 pair.
Super Sensitive (2,000 O.P.V.) Multimeter
Mains Transformer. Standard 230 ES
D.C. volts 0 -5, 0 -50. 0 -100. 0-500. 0- 1.000.
Ranges
v.. inp
250-0-250 at 80 m A., 6.3 v. ES
A.C. volts 0 -5. 050. 0 -100. 0-500. 0- 1,600.
ac 5 A. 26.
ES
D.C. milliamps 0-5, 0 -100, 0500. Ohms 0 -50.0(0 with
t 'onneeting N ire l'.V.l'. l'overing. 1jj
internal batteries. 0- 500,000 with external batAll colours. Sale price 2 6 per 100 ft. mi
teries.
coil
or
5 coils different colours. 10 ES
All the essential parts Including metal case. 2in.
the lot.
moving coil meter, selected resistors, wire for
50 Assorted Resistors. Well mixed
shunts. range selector. switches. calibrated
and
and
' watt. 5 useful
values
2.6
scale and full instructions. price 32 6, plus
for 50.
ES
post and insurance.
Ditto. but watt. 6,6 for 50.
.1 mid 350. Small tubular metal
Parcel,

:

1ut

ES

Eli
Iffl
ES

ES

;

ffl
covering the most
popular post-war Televisor:: by
RI leading
makers -Cossor, Elmo.
Ferguson, Pye, etc. £1 post tree.
ES
ES

ES
ES
ES
ES
ES

100

1.1,

W 1H5
E/ LLD.;

l'ri

.

Latest AVO Testmeter
Can be

1R5
1S3

1T5
2A5
2A6
2A7
2X2

96
9-

6C6
6C8
6D6

36

6G8

12

92 6

1211
10 -

6F5
6F6
6F8

7 -6

6146

76
6

8 -

126

12.6

6J5
6J7
6K6
6L5

6L6

12'6: 6L7

46

GX7

6 6

5-

605

6V11

6 6

6X5

7 6

7A7

9'6 6Zí
9'6

78
26

b-

67 99 -

73'7

707
71-9

2513
25Z4
25Z0
27

23D7

8 6
9 8
7 6

9 6

38

10
19

30

8-

41

8

-

4:t

10-

'6

i4

for

FB
FB

ES

304
503

.R4
5U4

89'8-

607
6R7
65A7

8 -

6SH7
6SJ7

916

5E)

bbl-

FL OA7

12'6
10'-

ES

r

3S4

534

1S

SAI

ES

033

h/

6B4

918

58

7)

6SC7

6SK7
6SL7
6SN7

5'. 6SQ7
4'- 6537

7:i
78
64

- 89

8

807

9 -

954

9,-

ESi31ESESESESESESES ®ESffl

19'-21)

fflffl

10
10

-

-

96

useful ranges

amp.

as

6,6

106
3 6

2'-

Welding Transformer.
continuous

12v. -50

exceeds 2,000 amps, 45' -. carriage

and packing

ES

5. -.

Metal Rectifier. Equivalent of
RM5 -250 mA., 250 v.. 12.6.
Cathode Ray Tube 0('16517. 7 6.
carriage, etc.. 3 6.
Thermal Delay Vacuum Relit)
with batik of interesting circuits
4 6.

for prompt attention please
,

ES

ES

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
Post orders are dealt with from Eastbourne, so
post your orders to 66, Grove Road, Eastb

ES

rating-inter-

follows- mittent rating tor spot welding- -

D.C.
volts
0-1.000 (seven
rangea). A.C. volts 0 -1,000 (rive ranges), D.C. Current
0 -1 amp. (5 ranges). resistance 0 -2 megs. (2 ranges),
Immdiate delivery.
(complete with test leads).
('ash price £9.10.0.
FREE GIFT. -All purchasers will receive Range
Extender scale and data which add capacity 0-1 m.f.
in two ranges. Inductance 0 -100 henrys, etc., etc.

12 6
86

8 6
12 -

Co'

2 6 doz.

per yard-we offer three leads for g(

most

19

:

ES

cased condensers made by Duhi bier,

ohms
per volt and
10,000

9 6

1036

paws

Loudspeaker Bin. energised field.
ES
96. carriage 36.
6rt. t nbrrakable Mains Lead. ES
Type of lead fitted to electric razors fj(
makes fine lead for test meters and ES
any other devices where subject to
continuous bending. Twin figure ES
has a sensi- eight construction, soft cream ES
tivity of P.V.C. covered. Normally costs 2= ES

15-

96
88
1098
10 6
10-

)

only 10 - deposit
and 19 payments of
10 - weekly.
Like all AVO
meters it is a
very fine instrument: It

Unused and Boxed Valves

iI)

ES
ES
ES

1

4merlean list, others in sloth.
Enquire or order 0.11.1).
tAi
9 - 6C4
6 6 6T148 12 -

ES 1A7
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ES
ES 1FÚ
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sheets

marked Department 7.

Windmill MIL
Ruislip, Middx.
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EH
ES
ES
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88. Grove Road,
F'in -,bury Park 7.4.
l'roy don.
ii
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ãAÁMICS

Air

for all electronic applications
Silvered Ceramic Condensers cover a variety of useful shapes, including
Pearls, Discs, Beads and Tubes, and have many applications in R.F.
circuits
particularly where ultra -high frequencies are present, when
their low inductance and excellent power factor are of special advantage.
A wide choice of negative and positive temperature co- efficients permits
the temperature compensation of other components, and frequency
stabilisation of tuned circuits.

-

Hi -K CERAMIC DISCS

Hi -K TUBULARS

for decoupling purposes in T.V. and
spark suppression in small electrical
apparatus -extremely low inductances.
Up to to,000 pF at 50o v. D.C. working. Finished in a moisture- resisting
compound that does not soften or crack
up to too °C.

combine high capacity with small
physical size : used widely as by -pass
condensers in T.V. and other H.F.
receivers where low inductance is of

LOW-K TUBULARS

with the choice of four temperature
co- efficients and a wide range of
capacity values, serve many purposes
it general circuitry.

special value.

LOW -K PEARLS
of up to to pF capacity and
LOW -K DISCS of up to 5o pF. with

high negative temperature co- efficient
permitting compensation of other components and frequency stabilisation in
tuned circuits.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION:

NORTH ACTON

LONDON

W.3

Telephone: ACORN

INIMMINEMIII

0061

Signal Generator
FOR BANDS

1,

II &

...

111

ON FUNDAMENTALS

" AV O " Signal Generator Type III
An inexpensise A.M. Signal Generator of entirely ness
design, for the Service Engineer. Provides six frequcnc
bands covering 150 kc s- 220.Mc s. Accuracy
The

'

-Mc/s-

kels
500 kc/s
ISO

1.6

5.5
IB
70

MclsMclsMc/s-

!_

kc/s
Mc!s
5.5 Mc/s
18 Mc/s
70 Mc,h

S00
1.6

220

1

Continuous wave or

modulated

at

1.000 c /s. L.F. signal

available

for

test

purposes.

Mcls

of attenuator ensures close adherence of the
output to the attenuator calibration. The instrument
provides a force output of 250 mV, whilst the folloss ing
outputs are available via the attenuator
A new type

:-

Minimum to 100 ltV, x I, x
Output impedances -80!1,

10, x 100, x 1,000.
200!_> and 400!].

This instrument operates on 100 -120, 200 -261V, 50-60 c/s A.C.
mains. It is light and compact and employs double -screening to

ensure minimum radiation.

Writs for a free copy of the latest
Comprehensive Guide to " Avo " instruments.

AVO

LT

AVOCET

HOUSE

D

Telepho:,c

92 -86
LONDON

:

S.W.!

£33

VlCtoria 3404 (9 lines)

VAUXHALL
.

List Price

BRIDGE

ROAD
SG.
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TELEVISION TIMES
Editor

Vol. 8

No. 96

ACCORDING to Television Audience Measurement (TAM),
during April 70 per cent. of the total time spent viewing
television in the homes which have a choice of BBC and
ITV was devoted to watching ITV, or 3 per cent. more than in
March. This does not necessarily mean that ITV are putting
out programmes which appeal to the majority, but it can mean
that their programmes are appealing to a higher proportion of
the teenage group. Much as we may criticise BBC programmes,
it cannot be said that the quality of the ITV programmes is
better than the BBC. The BBC programmes, in general, appeal to
a more adult audience, and because of lack of advertising,
especially advertising of a cheapjack nature (and much of the
ITV advertising matter comes within this description), their
programmes are more compact and cohesive.
The ITV
programmes are no more advanced technically than the BBC.
The latter, in any case, has a quarter of a century of experience

year

on

per annum
per annum
per annum

CONTENTS:
Televiews
...
...
...
A TV Pattern Generator
Receiving Band V Signals...
ITV in Difficult Areas
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567
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...
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The Cub:cal Quad Aerial ...
A Universal Alignment
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...
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Servicing
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Receivers
...
...
...
Underneath the Dipole
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...
...
Correspondence
News From The Trade ...
Your Problems Solved

.

574
576

601

The Editor will be pleased to consider
articles of n practical nature suitable
for publication in" Practical Television."
Such articles should be written on one
side of the paper only, and should contain the name and address of the sender.
Whilst the Editor does not hold himself
responsible for manuscripts. every effort
will be made to return these ifa stamped
and addressed envelope is enclo.sed. All
correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed to : The Editor,
" Practical Television," George Newnes,
Ltd., Tower House, Southampton Street,
Strand, W.C.2.
Owing to the rapid progress in the
design of radio and television apparatus
and to our efforts to keep our readers
in touch with the latest developments,
we give .no warranty that apparatus
described in our columns is not the
subject of letters patent.
Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles published in
Practical Television" is specifically
reserved throughout
the
countries
signatory to the Berne Convention and
the U.S.A. Reproductions or imitations
of any of these are therefore expressly
forbidden.

k
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589
593
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BBC v. ITV

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

4

J. CAMM

TELEVIEWS

Telegrams : Newnes, Rand, London.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

including postage for
- 19s.
Abroad - - 17s. 6d.
Canada - - - 16s.

F.

EVERY MONTH

Editorial and Advertisement Offices :
PRACTICAL TELEVISION
George Newnes, Ltd., Tower House,
Southampton Street, Strand. W.C.2.
© George Newnes Ltd.. 1958.
Phone : Temple Bar 4363.

r Inland

:

,,

behind it.
It would be a mistake, we think, for the BBC to change the
style of its programmes in order to recapture some of its loss of
audience, and thus start a sort of war with ITV. Experience has
shown that pop singers are very popular but only for a very
short time and it may be that the public will tire equally quickly
of advertising programmes.

SALES OF TV RECEIVERS
March, 1958, the last period for which figures are available,
IN sales
of TV receivers by retailers to the public were above
those for March, 1957. But the sales of radio receivers and
radiograms were lower.
During March, 1958, 88,000 TV
receivers were sold, 82,000 radio receivers and 16,000 radiograms.
Thus, TV shows an increase of 11 per cent. over the comparable period for 1957, whilst radio shows a decrease of 1 per
cent. and radiograms 20 per cent. In the first quarter of 1958,
the total sales of TV receivers were 318,000.

ANOTHER PRACTICAL TV SPONSORED LECTURE
will remember that last year this journal, in
READERS
conjunction with Mullard Ltd., sponsored at the Caxton

Hall a film show of radio and television interest. There have
been numerous requests for a similar yet different programme
and we are pleased to announce that arrangements are now
completed for the evening of Thursday, January 22nd, 1959.
There will be no charge for admission, but the seating capacity
is limited to 500. Readers wishing to attend should apply now.

-F. J.

C.
Our next issue. dated August. will be published on July 22nd.
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THE os flat Lr,; is a
modi d
athode
Hartley
' :circuit,
the
modifications
of

A

interest being ,the inclus
sion of RI in the oscilla=
tory circuit and the
omission of the usual
grid condenser and leak
for automatic bias.. The
purpose of RI is to
stabilise the output of the

July, 1953

grid of V2. The condenser C cannot change its

TV Pattern
Geneiatoi

charge
instantaneously
however and it is thus
left at a positive potential-i.e. at the peak of
a cycle.
The result is
that C always starts oft
by discharging (through
L) and therefore oscillation always begins in the
same phase.

If the output from the
frequency L and C are tuned,
gating stage is nov. applied
that frequency is maintained
to the grid of the " keying "
stage. the oscillator will funcccurately and at constant
tion in a series of bursts of
mplitude. Its value depends
R.F. oscillation coincident
on the Q of the LC circuit,
with the duration of line scan
and with the coils to be despulses and will be cut off for
cribed shortly a maximum
the rest of the time.
value of 10,000 ohms was
found to be appropriate. The
Combining. R.F. Oscillations
resistance is made variable iu
und Sync Pulses (Stage g)
order to adjust R.F. amplitude.
The
apparatus
so
far
R2 and the radio frequency
described has succeeded in
choke are arranged to have
producing the necessary eletogether a D.C. resistance
ments, and it now remains for
about right for the standing
This Useful Apparatus Duplicates
these to be combined into a
bias needed on the grid of the
form suitable for modulating
the
BBC
for
Test
Waveform
aloe. The idea is to operate
the main R.F. oscillator. It
the valve under Class A conBy D. R. Bowman
Purposes.
has to be remembered that at
ditions as nearly as possible,
the receiver 30 per cent.
t Cotvimrvd front page 532 June issue!
and so a total resistance of
modulation in black level; it
about 200 ohms is required for the valve specified therefore follows that the sync pulses must occupy
-half an ECC81. The R.F. choke should have a the first 30 per cent. of the modulation envelope,
self -resonant frequency of less than 100 kc /s how- the R.F. signal the remaining 70 per cent. '1 he
ever, and if the choke. used is big enough for problem of combining the R.F. and sync pulses
this it may have enough D.C. resistance without thus involves clamping both these signals to a
the inclusion of R2. If on the other hand its definite level.
This is the first that has been heard of clampresistance is appreciably higher than 300 ohms, a
suitable choke will have to be wound instead. It ing or D.C. restoration in this circuit; the reason
is
is better to have rather too high than too low a
that, so far, all the clamping needed has been
resistance. so that the valve cuts off rather than at zero level and the grid of a triode or other
valve
runs into grid current under oscillatory condition.
has been suitable.
In this case clamping
It is important to realise that this oscillator has to be effected at a level other than zero, so
between
clamp
diode
must shortly figure in the circuit.
must operate only
the line sync pulses. a
Fig. IO shows the long- tailed pentode pair used
During sync pulses it has to be cut off altogether.
What is more, each time it oscillates the oscillations must start in the same phase. The reason
tor this is the need for vertical bars to traverse
the whole length of the TV picture. Any delay
in starting oscillations would result in an irregular
edge to the vertical bars, and while this would
not matter unduly if picture line linearity were the
only quality to be investigated, it would rule
out any possibility of the apparatus giving " fine
detail " bars at 3 Mc /s. It is for this reason
that the more usual grid condenser and leak have
been omitted and a " keying" stage (stage e)
incorporated.

-oscillator.

so

that to whatever

The Keying Stage (Stage

"

e)

The other half of the ECC81 is connected as
shown in Fig. 8. The operation is simple enough.
\s, hen VI grid is positive VI conducts heavily
Iznd damps the LC circuit so that oscillations stop.
When VI grid is driven negative VI is cut off,
VI cathode drops sharply in potential -with the

HT.

(Left).- Modified Hg. 2, to give variable fly
time. Fig. 7. (Right).- --R.F. oscillator for vertical
bar generation isee previous article).

I'i1,. 6.
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for the mixing stag.. This is an entirely
straightforward stage. the point to note being that
X is maintained at the correct bias point by
virtue of the network of resistances between
H.T.+ and H.T.
R.F. is clamped at zero.
negative -going,

-.

grid -diode

by/ the

action

of

VI, while the sync pulses are clamped, positive going, by the diode V3. The amplitude of the
sync pulses relative to the amplitude of the R.F.
is pre -set by the value of the common anode
resistor in the gating circuit, and the R.F.
amplitude can be adjusted as described previously.
The combined output of the circuits so far
described gives about 8 -10 volts peak -to -peak,

HT*

General view of the final wave -form.
Noie the marrow
line sync pulses below the R.F. by the broad frame sync
pulse.

to enable small adjustments to to made to I.F.
and R.F. circuits to obtain correct definition. or
to scan circuits for linearising the raster. However. if it is desired. a good slow motion dial
and a highly stable tuning circuit may readily be
fitted. If this is done. the only modulation should
be by the sync pulses. and a switch may be placed
in the heater circuit of the ECC81 (Stages e and
f) for the purpose of rendering the bar generator
inoperative. If the H.T. is switched off and the
heater left running. there may be some danger of
the cathode emitting surface deteriorating. The
usual method of dropping the H.T. to 20 -30 volt.,
does not always prevent the stage oscillating.

Composite
sync. pulse

Constructional Notes

Fig.

8.- Oscillator

and keying

stage.

which is just about right for modulating the final
Alternately positive
stage of this instrument.
and negative modulation is easily obtained.

The R.F. Output Stage
This is an orthodox oscillator of tuned -anode
circuit. Bias for the suppressor grid -by which
modulation is effected-is obtained by a cathode
resistor. Output is taken at low impedance from
a tertiary winding coupled to the tuned circuit.
The tuning for this stage is arranged to cover
the bands shown in Table 3, and from this it will
be seen that, practically. all
R/
R2/
usual needed frequencies are
covered without range- switching. This is possible because
the oscillator produces on the
fundamental far more output than is ever needed -even
for preliminary alignment of
a receiver, and even the fourth
harmonic can be relied upon to
swamp a receiver which is even
roughly aligned.
It has not been thought
necessary to provide calibration for the R.F. output stage.
because normally an accurate
signal generator is used for
receiver alignment. The
function cf this apparatus is

There is in the main little to go wrong in this
circuit. and values of resistor and capacitor are
not highly critical. Layout does not present great
difficulty, and any straightforward arrangement of
The
components should prove satisfactory.
development work for the circuit was carried out

on a chassis 21 in. deep. 13in. long and Tin. wide.
but though there was not overmuch room there
was no special cramping. The chassis employed
was. in fact, one which had previously been in
use for television receiver development; and as
it just fitted nicely the unsightly holes left by
I.F. transformers and unwanted valve -holders were
tolerated-after all. it has to go into a metal
screening cabinet to prevent stray radiation.
Probably a slightly larger chassis would enable a
better appearance to be obtained.
VR/

Fig.

Vert. Bar

Tuning

9.- Suggested

www.americanradiohistory.com
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c

ably. too, the power pack should be stabilised_
because variations in H.T. voltage can and do
cause material variations in multivibrator speed.
About 50 mA at 250 v. is the supply current. and
R50 should be so chosen that the voltages given
on the complete circuit diagram are obtained.'
Approximately 1.000 ohms 3 watt will be needed.
-

Alternative Components and Valves
Details of the frame sync pulse. The interruption of the
R.F. by each line pulse can be seen in this illustration

Some readers may wish to use " near s alues
for some components. so it is fair to state what
limits must be imposed. CI, C3 and CS must be
within the normal manufacturing tolerance unless
the constructor is prepared to re- design the multi vibrators. With ('4 and C6 rather smaller values
may be used --but not much smaller and certainly
not larger. R7 is fairly critical. but 4.7 K. will do.
instead and doubtless a 5.6 K. would also suffice.
R24 and R27 are not quite so critical, but too
much departure is not recommended. R6, R 1,
1

HT.

Another view of the final wave -form shown on page 563.

The vertical bar generator and the associated
keying stage should be totally enclosed in a good
screening can -coils, switch. etc. The adjustment of VR2 can enable square- topped R.F. to
be developed in the gating stage, but the harmonics so generated can be contained easily by
screened leads at P and Q (in the main circuit
diagram). If VR2 is adjusted to give sine waves
only, very few harmonics are generated as the
ECC81 stage is running under very nearly (lass
is conditions.
The multivibrators give very little trouble.
about the only special precaution needed being
to adhere to a logical layout. The phase -splitter
stage may be offset from the three 6SN7's in line.
and is then conveniently placed for supplying
input to the gating stage (d). Fig. 9 shows the
layout recommended, looking down on top of the
chassis from above.

tve.4Fmod

ve RFmod,

Sync pulses

ve

Sync pulses

the
vl

oulse
train

?F
in

in

t

Power Supplies
A very well- smoothed power supply is needed

It should consist of at least
two filter sections. and a final smoothing capacitor
of 100 µF or more is not too much. It is quite
important that no hum modulation occurs, and a
ripple of ' volt or less must be the aim. Prefer-

for the H.T. input.

t

Fig. I0.- -Pulse mixing stage.
R18 and R26 may he 20 per cent. tolerance. but
RIO and R12 should preferably be matched to

within

5

per cent. from the constructor's stock:
this is more important than the
actual value.
R3I controls the size of the
sync pulses and 1.8 K is the
" design centre." It may need a
little alteration depending on how
good or how poor the X65's are.
R39 and R42 should be matched
from stock to within 10 per cent.,
but the actual value is not important within 20 per cent.
Capacitors C2. C7, C8, C9. C10.
C13. C16. C19, C21, C23 may all
be larger than that specified
as much as 100 per cent. if convenient -hut should not be much

-by

An underside v'i2w of the Generator.

smaller.
All the electrolytic
capacitors may be of higher value
if handy.
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Concerning valves. the query is certain to be good amplitude. and reduce the connecting conraised whether miniature valves may be used denser as far as possible while still getting pips
instead to get a smaller apparatus. The 6J6 is fin. high.
an attractive possible substitute
TABLE 2 -COIL CONSTRUCTION
for the 6SN7, and if used might
be even an improvement. If this
L1-600 turns No. 34 s.w.g. enam. tapped at 300 turns. Windings pile is done, some change in R7 may
wound between cheeks ¡in. apart, Aladdin former 0.4in. diameter
be needed.
Certainly a 6C4
with iron dust slug. Adjust iron core so that with 500 pF in parallel
could be used instead of the 6J5
resonance indicator shows 100 kc -s.
without component change.
L2-134 turns in 4 layers, 35, 34, 33 and 32 turns, centre tapped as
nearly as possible. No. 34 s.w.g. enamelled wire. Iron core adjusted
In the gating stage. the X65.s
with 500 pF in parallel to give resonarce at 500 kc,s. Same former.
have been used because they
L3, IA, L5-36 turns No. 36 gauge enam. close -wound (IA), one end interwere available to the writer.
leaved with 15 turns No. 36 gauge wire (L3). Five turns No. 24 gauge
X79's should be usable instead
wire spaced one diameter (L5) separated from " cold " (interwith little current change. apart
leaved) end by 1'16in. Former 0.3in. dia. with " purple " iron core.
from ensuring that the screen
voltage is right. Pentode
TABLE 3. -R.F. OUTPUT RANGES (APPROXIMATE)
substitutes for the X65's are
not recommended because
Fundamental 2nd harmonic 3rd harmonic 4th harmonic 5th harmonic
this would' entail major
7 -16 Mc /s
14 -32 Mc 's
21 -48 Mc 's
28 -64 Mc s
35 -80 Mc s
changes in the design of the
gating stage. 6AM6 valves should be usable in
(10) Increase oscilloscope timebase speed until
stage (g) (V7 and V8). but R40 may need adjust- two pips from V3 are visible. adjusting sync for
ment. A 6AM6 might be suitable instead of a base lock.
the EF50 in the final stage, though re-design might
(11) Adjust R1 until 15 or 14 pips are visible
be needed; at all events the suppressor character- between the V3 pips.
istic should be plotted and R47 altered if
The multivibrators should now be running at
necessary to suit.
the correct speeds.
(12) Replace the ECC8I. and remove V4.
Setting Up the Circuit
(13) Connect oscilloscope Y amplifier input to
This circuit is not V5 -V6 anodes, and adjust timebase speed to
difficult to adjust, pro- about 50 per sec. Check that practically nothing
viding an oscilloscope is is seen of pips at all. If large pips are seen, even
available. The following at, small Y amplifier setting. check the X65's for
procedure assumes one goodness. Small pips may indicate not quite
equal amplification by the separate X65's. or small
is being used.
(1) Remove the two differences in the waveforms from the phase X65 valves
and the splitter anode and cathode. These do not matter
much. especially if they are in pairs. but whole
ECC81.
the oscillo- pips of considerable amplitude indicate some
(2) Set
to
scope
" external fault. Fig. 11 shows what is acceptable generally:
sync " and inject 50 c.p.s if (a) and (b) (derived from V2 cathode and anode
respectively) are of slightly different amplitude,
mains.
an output of (c), (d) or (e) may be obtained.
(3) Apply mains input
(14) Replace V4. Set oscilloscope timebase to
to the Y amplifier termi- about 10 sweeps per sec. (just flickering). Connect
(e)
nals. using 6.3 or 4 v. Y amplifier, set at low gain. to cathode end of
Fig. 11.
Variation of and adjust the timebase
waveforms referred to to display three or four R.F.C. (stage f, V9) through 50 pF condenser sync
amplifier at minimum-the waveform now will
in the text.
complete cycles.
only by a miracle give proper sync and it is
(4) Adjust the sync control until the trace
not worth the trouble; careful adjustment of speed
barely locks. Remove Y input.
(5) Connect Y input to the point labelled
GATE B2 on the circuit diagram, and adjust R2l
until V4 is running at exactly 50 c.p.s. No sync.
or very little, should be needed. If difficulty is
found in getting an exact lock to 50 c.p.s use
100.000 ohms (R50) inserted as shown in the
(d)
circuit diagram.
(6) Increase the oscilloscope timebase speed
until just two V4 pulses are seen. Change sync
from " external " to ` work " and so allow V4
to control timebase synchronisation.
(7) Adjust sync control for a bare lock.
(8) Adjust R15 until 14 or 15 pips are seen
between the 50 c.p.s pulses.
x
x
(9) Remove oscilloscope input from " Gate B2 "
(b)
and connect through 50 -100 pF condenser to V3
second anode (R19). Adjust Y amplifier to get
Fig. 12. -Final waveforms.

-D`
-
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will keep the trace steady enough to see.
PreferablyoleÈ SI to top frequency -about I Mc /s
Fig. 12 (a) shows the waveform
or more.
produced.
(15) Transfer the oscilloscope Y input to anode
of V7. Fig. 12 (b) should now be seen. Check
that the R.F. occupies 70 per cent. and the sync
pulses 30 per cent. of the vertical height of the
trace. Adjust the value of R7 if necessary, but
try adjusting VR2 first.
(16) Transfer the oscilloscope to VS -V6 anode.
Set the oscilloscope to about 500 sweeps per sec.
and check line pulses. Set sweep to 50 c.p.s. and
investigate the width of the frame sync pulses
(Fig. 12 (b) " x "); each should contain 6 -10 line
pulses inverted; to correct. adjust VR1.
(17) Connect output of C25 to the input of a
TV receiver known to be good; tune C24 and
C25 for raster. Set Si to low frequency. and
adjust VR2 for best definition of the vertical bars
displayed. Check over all settings of SI and

At this stage there is little to go w
g,
and the generator should be found to ",go l
a
bomb." 'Here it is worth while listening o a
sound receiver to this " vision " signal; an exact
audible lock to 50 c.p.s. can easily be obtained.
Besides its primary use as a pattern generator.
this device can be used as a very stable source
of accurate square pulses of a good rangee. of
frequency. These are often needed in the exitrimenter's laboratory. and for those who intená to
use the multivibrators only for such a purpose
only one word of advice is offered-use a cathode follower after each multivibrator.
The amateur may also find the vertical bar
generator circuit a highly stable master-oscillator
for many purposes. The need here is to keep
VR2 as high as will allow of oscillation at all.
The keying stage is also recommended: if used
with a morse key. closure of the key should
connect the grid of the keying stage to about 20
volts negative.
C15.

(j'

SOUTHERN TELE-

Common
s t u d o
VISION
studios o
equipment
includes
are at the Television
Mole
Richardson
Centre, Southampton.
microphone booms.
formerly the P l a z a !
Vinten " Pathfinders
TECHNICAL
DETAILS
cinema which has been
and " Pedestals " and
very extensively
Lintel picture monitors.
modified. The transT he
announcers'
mitter. built on a commanding site on Chillerton booth will be equipped with a M.W.T. studio
Isle
Down.
of Wight. will be conveniently vidicon feeding direct to master control. The
placed to give service to the 21 million sound channel includes an advanced type of
inhabitants of the D- shaped reception area. The limiter amplifier (M.W.T.) to simplify sound
transmitter is a 4 kW Marconi Wireless Tele- control.
graph Co. design and construction fed to an
aerial with a gain of x25 towards the land, and Telecine Facilities
hence the E.R.P. will be approximately 100 kW.
A large telecine area will be ultimately
The aerial is erected on a mast 700ft. high at with four Cintel multiplexed flying spot, equipped
optically
a point 550ft. above OD. Channel 11 is used. compensated scanners. These are flying spot
It is expected to cover beyond Weymouth in machines and hence allow preview of associated
the west. Brighton in the east and Newbury in sources during transmission. The total machines
the north, at the extent of the service area. A involved are four 35mm.. and four 16mm. and
standby transmitter of similar power will be two slide scanners. grouped as four units. The
installed, and the aerial is arranged for parallel telecine area also houses a combined clock and
feed by the two transmitters to separate halves caption device incorporating a M.W.T. industrial
should such an arrangement be ultimately camera. When this is switched on an associated
required, which would double the power.
tape deck for sound is activated. Gramophone
turntables are also provided in this area.
i

Southern Television

I_

The Studios

The theatre building has been used as a shell
and houses two studios of 3.250 sq. ft. and
600 sq. ft. respectively in what was formerly the
auditorium. There is also a small booth for an
announcer in picture. The former stage houses
dressing rooms and offices, the foyer more
offices.

The Main Stage
The main stage is equipped with four E.M.I.
cameras (C.P.S. Emitron) and there are spacious
control rooms.
The vision control room has a partition for
segregating the camera control and lighting control
area from the main vision control staff; it is
elevated about 5ft. above the studio floor. A
sound control room with a sliding partition is
adjacent. M.W.T. soùnd equipment is provided,
with echo and fold -back facilities.

O.B. Facilities and Links
An O.B. vehicle of ample size is provided with
E.M.I. cameras (C.P.S. Emitron) and their associated equipment. as it is expected to range widely
over the area for O.B.s. Three modern E.M.I.
(ML4a) Links are provided on a frequency in the
7.000 Mc /s range. Communications are by Pve
Ranger" 15 watt equipment. Owing to "the
situation of the studios in a saucer shaped
depression. a M.W.T: BD 401 Link is available
for the relatively short run home.

Film Handling
Film handling is carried on by a department
with 16mm. and 35mm. projection facilities.

cutting and editing equipment, magnetic striped
16mm. camera equipment and rapid processing
plant.
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Receiving Band V signals
A 600MC'S OSCILLATOR FOR BAND V
4AST November the BBC began V.H.F.
television broadcasting experiments on the
present 405 line standard; vision was on
654.25 Mc /s and sound on 650.75 Mc /s. In April
this year the 625 line standard was due to be
adopted, with vision on the same frequency and
sound -frequency modulated at ± 50 kc /son 659.75 Mc /s.
Experimenters within the "optical " range of
the Crystal Palace aerials will no doubt wish to
attempt reception of these new broadcasts, and the
oscillator here described may be of help to those
who wish to "get started " in this direction.
It will be realised that reception of signals in
the 650 Mc /s range represents about the limit at
which more or less conventional valves will work.
At higher frequencies disc -seal or "lighthouse
valves have to be used. while above about
1500 Mc/s the klystron is the device of choice
as a local oscillator.
This sort of thing gets
rather far from the pocket of the average experimenter, even if his technical knowledge and skill
-not to mention patience-are not too far
stretched by such techniques. However, those
bridges will no doubt be crossed when we come
to them; for the present. conventional or near conventional methods and apparatus may be used.
even for the frequencies of the new transmissions.
The experimental receiver of choice at the
moment will consist of a superheterodyne circuit
comprising a "front end " of oscillator and crystal
mixer. Following this will be either an I.F.
amplifier operating at about 60 Mc /s or, using the
double superheterodyne. a R.F. and mixer stage
accepting input at about 100 Mc /s with a conventional I.F. amplifier at 10-40 Mc /s. The latter
enables current V.H.F. (Band II) receivers to be
pressed into service in preliminary work on
Band V.

T

By D.

R.

Bowman

R.F. Amplification
R.F. stages are omitted because of the difficulty
in amplifying at 600 Mc /s and over. Though
some gain can be obtained by the use of suitable
triodes in suitable circuits. one is unlikely to
" get started** in this way. The silicon crystal
mixer is entirely satisfactory as a first stage.
The oscillator stage is important. not only as
the means of converting R.F. at 660 Mc /s to a
manageable I.F.. but also because it is the source
of nearly all the noise generated by the receiver.
It must be stable in frequency -not a simple
matter to arrange.
In deciding on the source of oscillation more
than one choice is open. For a received frequency
of 659.75 Mc /s the requirement is plainly for a
600 Me /s source rather than one above the signal
frequency. It may be generated directly. or an
oscillator may be run at 200 or 300 Mc /s using
third or second harmonics respectively for supply
to the mixer.
In the interests of frequency
stability a crystal -controlled oscillator working at
30 Mc /s or so, followed by several multiplying
stages. has strong claims to consideration.
For simplicity -among other reasons -the
oscillator chosen consists of a single triode
operating at about 600 Mc /s. With due care its
output is sufficient -over 3 volts -and its frequency stability good enough to enable the sound
transmission to be heard without noticeable drift
(after a ten minute " warm-up " period) when
fed into the V.H.F. receiver described in
Practical Wireless, December. 1955. For this
purpose the receiver input was slightly readjusted to accept a lower frequency R.F. input.
Since the oscillator works at a fixed frequency.
the I.F. amplifier has in any case to be adjustable
to receive whatever I.F. is produced.

The Circuit
Fig. I shows the theoretical diagram.
The
valve is an Acorn. type 955. and the transmission
lines LI and L2 consist. in the final state of the
oscillator, of pieces of 6 B.A. copper rod. Cl
is 25 pF ceramic N700K. while C2 and C3 are
50 pF silver -mica. R is 22.000 ohms. The R.F.
chokes consist of about IO turns of No. 22 gauge
tinned copper wire (bare). with turns spaced by
the wire diameter. Three such chokes are needed:
they are all self -supporting, and the former on
which they are wound is a half-watt resistor 0.2in.
diameter.
This is readily seen to be a conventional
Lecher -line circuit. It oscillates readily and the
important details are the constructional ones.
which are now given.

Construction
Fig. 1.-The theoretical diagram of the oscillator.

The materials required are a piece of copper
4f in. X 2in., about 3in. of 6 B.A. copper

sheet
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(or brass) rod, a three -tag board on feet for
mounting at right -angles to a chassis, a soldering
tag, an insulated tag (chassis mounting) and the
In addition, silver components given above.
plating apparatus, as described in PRACncAL
90

90

70

60

wire, soldering this time to the inside of the,
grid pin of the Acorn. Before these operations
are performed sufficient practice needs to be ha¢
with oddments of wire: the valve only needs to
be cracked once to be useless.
Holding the anode and grid pins, in turn, with
a pair of pliers, bend the Lecher wires so th tt
they run parallel. They should now be about
cm. to 1.5 cm. apart.
Next, polish the copper sheet with metal
polish and bend the ends over to form a chassis
3jin. X tin. Wash the chassis now very
thoroughly in detergent and hot water, swabbing
firmly with cotton -wool. After a light pickling
in dilute nitric acid (1 part acid to 3 parts water
silver plate heavily. At the same time. and in
the same way, silver plate 7 cm. of No. 6 B.A.
copper or brass rod. If preferred, after the
plating operation. polish both chassis and rod
\vith plate polish (not metal polish).
Fix the 3 -tag strip to one end of the chassis
and, using the technique described previously.
solder the cathode terminal of the Acorn to the
Solder R.F. chokes from each
middle tag.
heater pin to the outer two tags, connecting one
heater pin direct to the middle tag also. Connect one 50 pF condenser between the other
heater pin and the cathode tag. The leads
to the condenser must be cut so that the total
length of condenser and leads is as short as possible and not over in. Connect heater supplies
to the outer tags and check that the valve heater
lights up.
Using gentle heat- -about 100 deg. C. -bend
the Perspex so as to form a bracket standing
off the chassis. Drill holes to take fixing
bolts and the ends of the Lecher wires. Do not
fix yet; but pass the Lecher wires through the
holes and solder Cl directly across the ends.
leaving +in. of the condenser leads for attaching
the R.F. choke and R.
Attach the other end of the choke to an
insulated tag; connect C2 across from this end
to the nearest earth point and connect a lead
for H.T. ±. Solder R between the end of the
other Lecher wire (the grid wire) and the same
.

50

40

O

/

2

3

4

5

6

7

LECHER LINE LENGTH IN Cm.
This length includes valve Pins, uP to the
g /ass, connections to lecher lines, end length

of connecting leads of condenser CO

I

Fig. 2. -Graph compiled by the author.
is needed. and some
No. 22 s.w.g. and 20 s.w.g. tinned copper wire.
together with a piece of Perspex sheet láin. X
lin. 10 -12 cm. of tinned copper wire, No. 20
s.w.g., are straightened carefully. This is best
done by fixing one end of a much larger piece
to a firm support, such as a door-knob, and
pulling hard on the other end until it " gives " a
little. The 12 cm. length is then snipped into
halves.
An Acorn valve, type 955, is then prepared
as follows. If the electrodes are already brightly
tinned, only burnishing is needed. If they are
dull or not tinned they are
scraped carefully with a sharp
knife until bright. An instrument-type soldering iron is
brought to as high a temperature
as possible without " burning ";
auxiliary heating is necessary
and this is supplied by a gas jet
or a small blowlamp. The end
5mm. of one of the Lecher
wires, 20 s.w.g. wire, prepared
as above, is next tinned.

TELEVISION, August, 1957.

Have ready

a

piece of

cotton -wool soaked in water.
With the tinned .end of one of
the Lecher wires still in contact
with the hot iron, bring it up to
the inside of the anode pin
of the 955 and solder on. This
should take half a second or
less, and the wet cotton -wool is
then placed on to the join to
give instant cooling. Repeat the
process with the other Lecher

A photograph of the completed unit.
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earth point. Switch on the power supplies and
touch one end of a miniature neon lamp on the
anode or grid end of one of the Lecher wires.
A characteristic bluish -red glow indicates that the
oscillator is working.

Adjustments
Adjustment to the required frequency is obtained
snipping down the Lecher wires, about 3 mm.
at a time, and re- soldering Cl in position.
meanwhile measuring the wavelength.
This
technique will be described shortly. When the
Lecher wire length has been adjusted. the length
right up to the glass of the Acorn is found by
measurement. Snip off the wires, leaving about
din. attached to each valve pin. Next enlarge
the holes in the Perspex bracket to take the
6 B.A. rod, a smooth fit without forcing. Cut
two lengths of 6 B.A. rod such that when
soldered to the wires left on the valve pins the
length is about 2 mm. less than the previous
Lecher wires. Solder the rods into position
as new Lecher wires.
Push the holes in the
Perspex bracket over the free ends of the
Lecher rods, solder CI across these ends and
attach R and the R.F.C. as before. Fix the
Perspex bracket to the chassis so that CI is
right up against the Perspex. Check the wavelength of the oscillator once more; it should be
very nearly the required value.
by

Measuring Wavelength

To measure wavelength. proceed as follows.
Across the room stretch two parallel bare wires.
18 or 20 gauge. about an inch apart, to forni
a transmission line. These wires need to be
very securely fixed and stretched taut. About
8ft. will be needed. but a longer line is better
than a shorter. One end is short-circuited -in
fact. the transmission line is best made from a
single length of wire 16ft. or more in length.
Using a piece of twisted flex (the shorter the
better) fashion a loop which can be coupled
inductively to the Lecher wires by placing it about
l in. -I Zin.
above them. The other ends of the
Ile( are connected to one transmission line wire.
one to the other. about 15 cm. from the short circuited end.

Platting a Graph

Using a valve -voltmeter with V.H.F. probe
attached, find the position of the standing waves
on the transmission line and adjust the position
of the flex coupling connections to get a good
voltage. Move the probe along the line and.
with a strip of gummed paper as a " rider.mark the position of voltage minima. Plot
about three or four minima near the middle of
the line-avoid the ends and do not use paperclips to mark the. minima: they affect the
The
these frequencies.
at
measurements
distances between the minima are measured
carefully with a metre rule. The distance
between minima is half a wavelength.
Careful snipping down of the Lecher wires.
with measurement each time, will result in an
increase in frequency of the oscillator, which is
shown by the minima getting nearer together.

569

When the distance is 25 cm.. the oscillator is
running at 600 Mc /s.
The graph (Fig. 2) shows the results achieved
by the author with one particular 955. In its
final form it oscillated at a frequency of 606.1
Mc
corresponding
to
wavelength
a
of
49.5 cm. when the Lecher wires were 3.0 cm.
in length. This particular Acorn oscillated well.
with H.T. supply of 220 volts. at a frequency of
636 Mc /s. and might have gone higher.

/s-

Harmonics
With the Lecher lines about 5 -6 cm. long as
installed, and before the cutting down
operation is completed. spuriously " short "
standing waves may easily be obtained on the
transmission line. This is due to harmonics and
the fact of their occurrence can be recognised
by the minima being poor as well as close
together. As shortening of LI and L2 proceeds
however. the oscillator output diminishes and the
harmonic content of the R.F. decreases greatly.
As a result. voltage minima suddenly seem to
be farther apart. At this stage the oscillator.
though producing a good output still. cannot
be greatly increased in frequency; care is needed
now to shorten LI and L2 by only a very small
amount each time.
Harmonics on the line, and the poor minima
mentioned above. can be eliminated if correct
matching of the oscillator to the line is arranged.
This is. however. unnecessary here, Since the
purpose of the oscillator is not to feed a
transmission line but to supply R.F. to a crystal
mixer. A very small loop inductively coupled
to LI, L2 will readily give the energy transfer
needed.
Note. -In the photograph an extra condenser
is connected between the end of the anode Lecher
line (at the R.F.C. end) and the nearest earth
This is of 50 pF and was used to
point.
prevent standing waves appearing on the H.T.
lead. It may not be necessary; try it without
first. If required. it is shown dotted in the
circuit diagram.
first

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
JULY ISSUE
NOW ON SALE
PRICE is. 3d.
The current issue of our companion
paper, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, which is
now on sale, contains the following
principal articles :
A Beginner's Constructional Course
A Hi -Fi A.M. Receiver
A Radio Jack
Standard Musical Pitch
A Mains -Battery Portable
Single Track Stereo Sound
A Pocket Transistor Receiver
Review of the Cossor Pocket Receiver
Model 561
Short -Wave Section
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ITV in Difficult Areas
SOME PRACTICAL HINTS ON COPING WITH DIFFICULT RECEPTION
By B. L.

TRANSMISSIONS in Band III have provided
a new set of problems from the viewers'
point of view. Generally speaking it can
b: said that the coverage of the transmitters is
greater than was at first anticipated, but one of
the major disappointments has been the fact that
at some places quite near to the transmitters
reception can be very difficult.
The latest transmitter to be brought into
operation -the TWW' transmitter at St. Hilary,
South Wales-has followed this general pattern,
but in spite of the fact that it is the most high powered Band III station in the world, there are
many places quite close to it where reception is
well -nigh impossible. This is in part due to the
rather difficult terrain; the hills and the valleys
of South Wales cause obstruction and ghosting.
and even in near -by Bristol we have certain areas
where reception is almost impossible.
It has been found that the signals from Band
III transmittters are not refracted to the same
extent as those on Band I. They tend to keep
to straighter lines and to throw deep shadows. We
then have the situation where houses on one side
of the street obtain perfect reception with the
simplest of aerials, while houses on the other side
lind things very difficult.

Pre-amplifiers
One of the most important things to realise

is that an amplifier cannot amplify nothing, and
if no signal is received with the usual aerial array,
then it is useless fitting a pre-amplifier. The
golden rule is always to attend to the aerial

system first, and then to think about preamplifiers.
There is also a limit to the usefulness of pre amps. In Band III valve noise is the predominant
factor. In many cases a pre -amplifier will boost
up the signal but at the same time produce so
much noise that the picture is
useless due to " snow " effects.
If first -class pre -amplifiers of
the grounded grid type (cascode
circuitry) are used then about
two complete stages is roughly
the limit which can provide
useful amplification.
A good guide on the utility of
a pre -amp can be judged from
the existing picture. The first
point to note is the amount of
(By snow we
snow present.
mean the speckled white dots
which appear on the screen
superimposed on the picture.)
In mild cases it makes the background of the picture appear
" dirty " and in severe cases it
makes the picture appear as
though' action is taking place
in a severe snow -storm.

Morley
Where an existing receiver is working to the
limit, yet the Band III picture is weak but free
from snow, then a pre -amplifier can be of real
help. Where the receiver is working to the limit
and the weak picture is troubled with snow then
it is likely that a pre -amplifier will increase the
snow to such an extent that the receiver is better
without it.
Generally speaking. cascode type pre -amps are
better than the straightforward R.F. type in
Band III.
Let me repeat this important fact: always try
to improve the aerial system first. When the limit
has been reached in this direction, then consider
fitting a pre -amp.

Mast -head Pre -amplifiers
In some cases the fitting of a pre- amplifier at
the mast -head may be of value, but its functions
must be understood clearly. A mast -head pre amp will not give greater gain than a pre -amp at
the receiver.
Its main function is to provide an increased
signal to the feeder. Where the feeder is long
and passes through an area of high interference,
then a mast -head pre- amplifier can be used. It
will then give a high signal -to -noise ratio at the
receiver, so far as the noise picked up in the
feeder is concerned.
If conditions are such that the aerial has to
be sited at some distance from the receiver (at
the bottom of the garden, for instance) then a
pre -amp at the mast is a good investment.
Bearing this fact in mind, we can exercise a
much greater freedom in positioning the aerial,
and where this necessitates a long feeder, then
a pre -amp can be fitted, not necessarily at the
mast -head, but as near the mast end of the
feeder as can be conveniently managed.

Catenary span coaxial cable

Underground electric supply

Fig.

1.- Remote

aerial with pre -amp.
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Remote Aerial System
Fig.
shows a typical layout for a remote
aerial. The aerial has been fitted on a tall mast
1

Turnbuckle

ïr
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If a pre -amplifier has its own power supply
then all that is necessary is to arrange an underground feed for this supply.

I -/ ft.--i

Coaxial cable

Fig.

2.-Method of fixing
cable to the wall.

at the bottom of the garden. At a convenient
height a catenary span has been erected to carry
the cable to the television receiver. The height
of this span will depend upon local circumstances.
but it is a wise thing to ensure it is erected above
the height of the washing line.
The line supporting the cable can be galvanised
iron or steel such as is used for clothes lines,
or any strong wire which will take the strain.
In judging the height of the span it is important
to realise that there is likely to be a considerable
dip in the wire, the amount of dip depending upon
the length of the span. If the span is very long
then a small post can be erected at the centre
point so that the dip can be taken up. and the
strain on the supporting wire eased.
The fixture on the mast will be determined by
the wire used and the nature of the mast.
Precautions must be taken to avoid slipping of
the wire. If the mast is of wood then the loop
of wire round the pole can be képt in place by
a strong staple. If the pole is metal then a
bolt can be inserted to prevent the loop slipping
up or down.
If stranded wire is used. then two turns should
be taken round the mast. and then the wire
unstranded at the free end. winding each strand
tightly. one by one. over the main wire.
A turnbuckle should bé inserted so that the
wire can be made taut.
At the house end the fixture will again depend
upon the length of the span and the pull likely
to be exerted. In the simple case a screw -eye
can be driven into the brickwork by means of a
plugged hole and the wire terminated on this.
However. it is always best to avoid a direct pull
if possible and if the screw -eye can be mounted
round the corner of the house so that the pull of
the wire is at 90 deg. to the fixture, then a much
stronger termination is achieved.
A turnbuckle should be inserted at this end
also. so that the wire can be stranded and made
taut.

Having erected the wire the cable can be
fastened to it by use of insulation tape at intervals
of about 1ft. It is very important to avoid acute
bends of the cable at each end. Don't bring the

cable off at an acute angle but make a gradual
bend as shown in Fig. 2.
It is a wise precaution to fit an additional guy
from the point of the mast where the catenary
wire is attached to the ground using a good
anchorage buried deeply.
The pre- amplifier can be fitted in a ventilated
but weather -proof container on the mast at the
point where the catenary span is fitted.
The power supply can be run directly underground: it is preferable not to fit this cable to
the catenary wire but to run it entirely
separately. The cable can be run in conduit
buried at about 1$in. deep where it will be free
from normal digging operations. If polythene
cable is used it could be buried directly in the
ground without the conduit if low voltage (not
mains voltage) is used by employing a transformer
at each end.

In either case it is a wise precaution to cover
the cable with tiles. bricks or half-round asbestos
guttering.
The supply should be fused at the house end
in each leg of the supply using z amp fuses. and
a double pole switch employed. All mains voltage
wiring should be fitted by a competent electrician.
It is unwise to take risks. All installations must
be up to the standards laid down by the electricity
regulations.

The Standard Installation
In most cases where television is installed an
aerial system is erected on the chimney. This is
normally the highest convenient point for an
aerial to be fitted. It is not
® Transmitter
always the best.
Under normal conditions
where
adequate
signal
strength is available it
answers very well but where
signal conditions are difficult some other position
A to a is
accept3rce
may prove to be better.
angle
However. at this stage let
us consider producing the
best results from this popular aerial position.
The most notable difference between Band I and
Band III aerials is in the
- --size of the individual ele- A\
meets.
A
dipole for
Channel 1. for instance. is
-D/recto: s
over l0ft. long. while a
dipole for Channel IO is less
Dipole
than 21ft. The net effect of
this is that ' there is less
RetYecto
element area presented to
3.- Showin the
the signal by the Band Ill Fig.
narrow acceptance angle
aerial than is the case with of
a five element array.
the Band I aerial and, apart
from all other considerations. the pick -up quality
of an aerial depends to some extent upon the
amount of element area in it.
To achieve a similar pick -up from a Band III
aerial to that of a Band I aerial we must therefore
employ more elements.
This is one of the basic reasons for the
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increased number, of elements and greater complcvity of the Band Ill system. Where a simple
" X " type of aerial is sufficient for Rand I it
is probable that a five -clement aerial is required
for Band Ill.
Fortunately so far as the physical considerations are concerned the shorter length of the
individual elements of the Band Ill aerial enables
us to construct high -gain arrays which are not

unwieldy.
The popular live -element array consists of three
directors, folded dipole (for accurate matching)
and reflector.
The normal method of erection is with the
directors facing the direction of the transmitter.
It is surprising to note that aerials fitted by
novices are often fitted in reverse, with the
directors pointing away from the transmitter.
The directors are, of course, the shortest
elements of the array.
The standard five- element array has a fairy
narrow acceptance angle. By "acceptance angle
we mean the angle through which the aerial can
without the signal falling off
be
rotated
appreciably. A simple dipole will receive signals
at equal strength from all points of the compass;
a yagi array such as the five -clement array will
also receive signals from all points of the compass.
where signal strength is adequate, but the strength
of the signal rapidly falls off as the aerial is
turned away from the direction of the transmitter.
This is shown in Fig. 3. As an average figure
it can be said that if the aerial is rotated through

Fig. 5

slop).- Tilting
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(Bottom).- Using

the aerial. Fig 6
a stub.

an angle of plus or minus 20 deg. there will be
little change in observable signal strength. We
thus have an arc of 40 deg. to play with.
Where signal conditions are good it is not
necessary to align the aerial accurately by
compass on the transmitter.
This fact enables us to tackle one of the difficulties of-Band III reception. That is the reception of ghost signals. A ghost signal is one which
produces a second image on the television screen
slightly displaced from the first and to the right
.

of it (looking at it from the front of the screen).
In the simple case the aerial can be rotated until
the ghost is reduced to negligible proportions.
In cases where the signal picked up by the
is \leak then it is worth while rotating

aerial

--- Y

Added

-

Directors
Fig.

.1.

-- .Adding

directors to

a

yagi arrays

the aerial round all points of the compass to try
to find a stronger signal. Band III signals are
cry prone to reflect from solid objects and it is
quite possible to produce a stronger signal with
the aerial pointing away from the transmitter.

well worth trying.
a standard five- clement array proves to he
not quite strong enough, then it is possible to
add up to three further directors without appreciably spoiling the matching, where the aerial is
constructed on the 0.2 wavelength spacing
principle. Make the first new director of the
same diameter material as the existing and make
it S per cent. shorter than the front director.
Mount it at exactly the same distance in front
of the front director as the front director is from
its mate.
This process can be repeated making the next
new director S per cent. shorter than the first new
one, and repeat the process once again with a
third new director. as shown in Fig. 4.
A limit is set to this process by the amount of
mismatch introduced. Where signals are weak
then an array with more directors may be
required.
With a multi -director array the acceptance
angle is very narrow and the aerial must be
aligned on the point from which the strongest
signal is obtained quite accurately. This in itself
poses some problems which will be dealt with
later.

It

is

If

Double Arrays
The question is often asked. "What is the
advantage of the double array " In the first
instance an array which has been doubled usually
provides about an extra 3db gain. There is
sometimes the thought that if an aerial gives, say.
10db gain. then two of them mounted together
will produce twice this amount, that is 20dbJ
This is far from the truth; the extra gain is about

'

3db.

Double arrays. howecr. beside giving an extras
are also helpful in discriminating against
ghost signals. particularly those coming from arf
3db

.ot
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of 90 deg. to the main signal. A very useful
array for this purpose is one which combines the
features of the double array together with a slot
aerial. Greater gain can often be obtained from
a multi- director array. but greater gain is not
always preferred to better discrimination against
ghost signals.
There is a limit set to the gain obtainable with
a double array. Adding more directors means an
increase in the overall length of the array and a
point is reached where the two arrays side by side
will affect each other. Two eight -element arrays
mounted side by side are about the practical
maximum which can be achieved. If more gain
is required, then it is best to use a straight yagi
array with more directors.
angle

Aerial Alignment

To get the best from Band III it is necessary
to align the aerial to the strongest signal point.
This involves some difficulties when the aerial is

Sand /
Dipole

Bane J
Dipole

673

should be plenty of flex available to allow easy
movement.

Tilting the Aerial
When passing over rugged terrain it is possible
the vertically polarised signals to become tilted
and it may be possible to obtain a stronger signal
by tilting the aerial up slightly. see Fig. 5. About
5 per cent. is the limit of useful tilt but in town
areas it may be worth while to give a greater tilt
than this. Further consideration should be given
to tilting sideways as well as in the upward
direction.
With two operators checking the
signal as described, then it should be possible to
arrive at a position which gives the maximum signal.
It can be noted that where indoor aerials are
used the effect of tilt is very pronounced and
can be employed to obtain an improvement in
signal level.

for

Search for the Signal
Under difficult situations the chimney may not
always be the best position on which to erect an
aerial. For those who have the patience then a
real search can be instituted to find the best signal.
For this work it is almost essential to have
two operators equipped with telephonic com-

munication.
In built -up areas particularly the signal can
become distorted and twisted out of its normal
path and a difference of only a few feet in the
position of the aerial can often produce large

L ti
Pa :s
I

High
Pass

Fig. 7.

It

-A

combiner
unit.

To

Receiver

remote from the televisor as. for example. when
it is erected on the chimney.
Undoubtedly the best solution to the problem
is the establishment of two -way communication
between the man on the aerial and one at the
receiver. Dealers and aerial-riggers may find it
worth while to invest in a pair of headphones and
breastplate transmitter for the man on the roof.
and an ordinary telephone for the man at the
receiver. The man on the roof can then be kept
accurately informed of the results of his
movements.
One snag which must be taken care of is the
operation of the A.G.C. in the receiver, and it is
as well for this tp be made inoperative until
the aerial has been accurately aligned.
Where fading is experienced great care must
be taken to distinguish between a signal varied
in strength by a natural fade, and one varied
in strength by movement of the aerial.
Simple two -way communication is not at all
difficult for the amateur to contrive and use can
be made of mikes and phones and even amplifiers.
When on the roof all sorts of extraneous noises
are heard which are not apparent in the room
below. and even a slight breeze will whistle round
a pair of phones. howling like a small gale.
Phones should sit tightly on the ears and there

differences in the signal.
Contrary to accepted opinion. the highest
position of the aerial is not always the best in
these cases. The writer has known cases where
the lowering of an aerial by 6ft. produced a
worth -while signal. If the aerial can be erected
at a great height well above the influence of
near -by buildings. then. of course. we expect to
obtain a greater strength of signal. but in built up 'areas-especially those where houses have
been built on hills and the surrounding 'area is
of a hilly nature -then the normal accepted laws
do not appear to apply.
In dealing with Band III we have found that
shadows can be thrown for a considerable
distance and at times it almost seems that the
signal can be bent round corners !
If. in an accepted good- signal area. difficulty
is experienced with the normal type of installation. then alternative situations must be sought.
Try another chimney; try making the aerial
higher; try fixing it lower; try on the eaves of
the house; try on the apex; try to get away
from the house entirely and erect the aerial on a
pole in the garden. The further the aerial is
from near-by objects, the more likely is the signal
to conform to the accepted standard. An aerial
erected on a 30ft. pole in the garden will often
produce better results than one erected 40ft.
from the ground on the chimney.
Don't always accept the orthodox. try
unorthodox methods. A dipole moved about the
house in different positions in different rooms may
produce a worth -while signal. An aerial in the
attic may get a signal where an aerial on the
chimney has failed.
(To be continued)
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Heater -cathode Tube Shorts
OVERCOMING A COMMON FAULT, OR NEW TUBES FOR OLD
By T. Deakin

AHEATER -TO-CATHODE, short in a television tube need not necessarily imply that
In
a new tube is automatically required.
fact any remedy that can prolong the life of a
partially unserviceable tube is welcome, bearing
in mind the prohibitive cost of such a component.
Shorts of this nature, whether temporary or
permanent, are embarrassing because most set
manufacturers arrange that the cathode of the
tube is the element to which the picture information is applied. The grid, normally used for this
purpose in valve circuitry, is merely employed as
a beam current, or brilliance, control. Thus when
the thin insulation between heater and cathode
breaks down, or provides an intermittent contact
between the two electrodes, the video signal (and
the sync as well as a rule) is fed to the low
impedance heater chain via the short. The net
result is loss of signal and sometimes sync.
Now this arrangement is not obstinacy on the
part of set manufacturers, nor is it a ruse, as
imagined by some, to sell more tubes.

low capacity winding provides from earth.
Such transformers are readily available from
radio component suppliers.
They are not easily wound by the constructor,
however, and an electronic rather than electromagnetic solution is more easily and cheaply
available to the reader vvith the usual kit of radio
spares.
In its simplest form the circuit requires three
diode additional stages and the assembly can
either be mounted as a neat sub -unit at the back
of the receiver cabinet or suspended as a "gorse

bush" type of construction from the neck of the
tube. This latter method will appeal to the
reader with the least time at his disposal. either
by his own inclination or the demands of the
rest of the household.

Tube Modifications

30%

The first step consists of changing the role of
grid and cathode of the tube. Because the cathode
is held at the voltage level of the heater, all
further attempts at control of this electrode must

Sync.{. ßlack
Level

702'

he abandoned.

Vision
Peak
White

Fig.

from the rest of the heater supplies and though
the heater- cathode short still remains, very little
of the signal developed at the video anode is lost
as a result of the good degree of isolation that the

l.--Video

and sync waveform at the tube cathode.

At the video output stage the signal consists of
both video and sync, and in a video stage feeding
the cathode of a tube will appear as shown in
the waveform of Fig. 1.
This waveform is also coupled to the sync
separator sv hich, at its simplest, is of the leaky grid detector variety. The waveform charges up
a condenser so that the positive peak of the waveform is at earth potential at the grid of this type
of separator. If the signal amplitude is large
enough (which of course it will be if the same
signal is also driving the tube), then only the sync
part of the signal is amplified, the remainder
being beyond the cut -off bias level of the sync
separator.. By this means a series of negative going pulses appear in the anode circuit for
integration and differentiation in frame and line
timebase circuits respectively.
This arrangement economises on the number
of stages required and is widely used by set
manufacturers.

Instead, the functions of brilliance control and
modulation of the tube must be combined at the
grid, and both involve some additional circuitry.
A large proportion of television sets are wired
with the heaters of the valves and tube in series
for A.C. /D.C. operation. Step No.
involves
moving the tube to the earthy end of this line up.
1

(1f the set is a superhet receiver using an X78
frequency changer, the latter stage must always
he at the earthy end of the heater chain, and the
tube heater must be connected immediately before
Anti-clockwise
end

Brilliance

control

2S
PF

C,R Tube

heater

Cures for the Trouble
One popular remedy for the fault with which
this article deals is well known and involves the
use of an isolating transformer with a special
low- capacity winding.
The tube heater is then supplied separately

Approk

SOV. A.C,

/respect to

earth

with

1i-1b-11_
Valve heaters

Fig. 2. -Bias line derived from the heater chain for
brilliance control.
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the final R.F. stage, through the detector and
interference limiter. It will be seen that normally
the output is direct coupled via the 68K and
100K divider resistors to the cathode of the tube.
The 0.22 pF condenser couples the A.C. component of the video waveform with no attenuation. while the direct coupling provides the
correct D.C. level for the signal.
The interference limiter is simply a diode whose
cathode is maintained at a controllable level set
by the 0.1M potentiometer.
When interference transients appear on the signal they
appear at and above the peak
white level of the signal at
the grid. At some particular
setting of the limiter control.
/nterferenc?
these positive -going excurLimiter
sions of interference will
cause the video output stage
grid level to exceed the control potential and the diode
will conduct.
On conduct tion the .047 pF capacitor is
now connected between grid
and anode of the video stage.
and the interference is very
effectively degenerated due to
integration by feedback.
Z77
Now the simplest way of
Vision
inverting the waveform is to
Output
reverse the connections to
both the defector diode and
the interference limiter diode.
That is. connections made
formerly to the cathodes of
the diodes must now be made
to the respective anodes, and
vice versa.
Hg. 3. -A circuit of a typical detector and video output stage modulating
This solution entails a certube cathode.
tain amount of work under
A.C. supply is taken from a tapping on the heater the chassis, changing valve base connections, and
chain. Its level should not be critical and will as this circuitry is generally screened and is somebe governed in the final instance by the effective- what inaccessible as a result in the average set,
ness of the brilliance control on the picture. the alternative solution may appeal to some
Obviously if the brilliance cannot be decreased readers, particularly as certain types of set may
sufficiently, the tapping level on the heater chain not function so well with the first solution.
should be increased.
If EA50 diodes are used in the voltage doubling Large Screen Sets
circuit then some space can be saved by wiring
Large screen sets fall into this category where
them in directly by their valve pins rather than the amplitude of the drive feeding the cathode
valve
The
heaters
using the appropriate
holders.
of the tube is excessively large.
The circuit of Fig. 3 shows how the video
should be connected in parallel, and then included
assuming
in series with the main heater chain,
output stage cathode is maintained at an artiline
up.
a
latter
is
a
0.3A
Alternatively
the
ficially high positive level by current from the
double diode of the D77 or EB91 variety can be brightness and frame and line hold and height
is
is
0.3A
and
wired
in
series
used. The heater
controls being fed through the cathode resistor.
directly.
Bias for this stage therefore is not entirely due
With the tube grid being modulated rather to the cathode current alone.
Now the grid waveform of the video stage in
than the cathode, the video waveform must be
inverted so that, at the grid, peak white level a set in which cathode tube modulation is
employed
is the reverse of that shown in Fig. 1.
is now the positive limit of the waveform.
The grid waveform, in fact, must look like that That is, the peak white signal level is positive of Fig. inverted. There are two ways of doing going while the sync is negative -going.
As only a limited amount of gain is available
this and some experimentation may be necessary
in a video output stage, the large amplitude of
to determine the best results.
output signal demands a fairly high input level
Inverting the Waveform
at the grid.
Fig. 3 shows a typical video output circuit from
(To be continued)

this stage.) In the worst case (i.e.. a dead short)
the cathode will be at approximately earth
potent ial.
For control of brilliance the grid must be negative with respect to the cathode (and hence earth)
and this involves supplying a bias rail.
This is easily achieved on A.C. /D.C. sets work im on A.C. and Fig. 2 gives the necessary details.
Here it will be seen that a voltage doubling
rectifying system gives a negative bias rail. The

1
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AERIAL

THE CUBICAL
AN AERIAL THAT

IS

BECOMING POPULAR IN AMATEUR TRANSMITTING
By S. A.

CIRCLES

Money

IN

should not be more than about 20s. and the aerial
can be built and fitted in a couple of hours.
Principle of Operation
The driven loop behaves approximately as a
pair of half-wave dipoles spaced a quarter of a
wavelength apart. If the loop is fed at the centreof one side, as shown in Fig. 2, the current distribution will be as shown by the dotted lines and
the direction of flow as shown by the arrows.
It is seen that the peaks of current occur on the
vertical sides of the loop and that the currents
in these sides flow in the same direction.
Radiation will therefore be mainly from these
two sides. Since the currents cancel on the
horizontal sides there will be little or no radiation
from them. This loop will therefore be vertically
polarised. For reception maximum pick -up will
occur on the vertical sides of the square and the
loop will act as two vertical dipoles spaced a
quarter wave apart. one being fed at the centre
and the other at the ends. Maximum pick -up
will be in a direction perpendicular to the plane
of the loop.
If the loop is fed at the centre of the lowwside, the aerial will become horizontally polarised
with maximum pick -up on the horizontal sides of
the square.
By placing another loop at a distance of 0.2
wavelength behind the first, as shown. in Fig. 330011 Cable
a two -element array is formed. If the second loop
is made about 5 per cent. larger than the first
ig. I.- -The original quad aerial.
it will act as a reflector. in the same way as the
In its original form the quad aerial consisted reflector of an H aerial, and the gain and direcof two diamond -shaped loops, one acting as the tivity of the aerial will be increased.
driven element and the other as a reflector. The
sides of the loops were made a quarter of a Clain and Impedance
wavelength long and the feeder cable was conThe power gain of a single loop, fed at the
nected to one of the corners of the driven loop. centre of one side. is about 1dB over a simple
The reflector was placed about 0.2 wavelength dipole. If the aerial is close to the ground. or
behind the driven loop and was usually fitted the roof of the building, the gain drops to about
with a shorted stub for tuning. In order to match zero and in some cases the aerial may he worse
the driven loop to a 300 ohm feeder it was usual than a dipole.
to make it with two turns to step up the
(C'oninrued on page 579)

recent years a new and rather interesting
type of aerial, known as the Cubical Quad,
has become popular in amateur transmitting
circles. This aerial, which is compact, has quite
high gain and is simple to construct, and seems to
have great possibilities as a television aerial. Its
size and shape make it highly suitable for use as
a loft aerial when lack of space prevents the use
of conventional dipole or slot aerials.
The original version of the quad aerial is
believed to have been developed and used by the
broadcast station HCJB in Quito, Ecuador. and
first came into prominence in 1948.

I

impedance.
A later development of the quad aerial, known
as the cubical quad, made use of two square
loops with the feeder line connected at the centre
This
of one of the sides of the driven loop.
arrangement is much better for matching to the
feeder since the impedance is found to be about
75 ohms. This type of aerial was also found
to have slightly higher gain. Power gains of up
to 10dB over a simple dipole have been claimed
for this aerial, though a gain of 8dB seems to be
a more reasonable figure.
The space required for a cubical quad aerial
is a cube with sides of a quarter wavelength.
For Band 1 the sides would be about 4ft. to 5ft.
long and for Band III about 15in. long. The
loops are made from coaxial cable and the supports are of wood. Total cost of a Band I aerial

Zero

current
Current

Input

Fig.

maxima

Ft
----2.- Current distribution around the
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Our specialist buying knowledge and reputation
ensure a square deal.,, and enable us to
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T/V CONVERTER -180 Mc /s -205 Mc /s

Suitable for London, Birmingham, Northern, Scottish and Welsh ITA Transmissions.
only £3.19.6. Carr. & Pack. 26. Band I.
Mk. 2 Model as illustrated. Latest Cascade
Band 3 Change -over Switch and B.B.C.
circuit using ECC84 and EF80 valves giving
over
(+
18
db)
standard
aerial socket, 8'- extra.
improved sensitivity
CONVERTER ACCESSORIES
circuits. Built -in Power supply AC 200 -250 v.
only
6¢in,
x
4in.
Sin.
Ht.
Band -Band 3 Cross-over Unit, 7/6. Var.
Dimensions
Attenuators 6db- 36db., 7/6.
Simple and easy to fit-only external plug in
BBC Pattern
wired,
aligned
and
ready
Filter, 8/6. Band 3 Aerials- outsida Single
tested
connections,
Dipole with 4 yds. co -ax., etc., 13/9. 3
for use. State Channel required. Guar.
Element Beam, 27/6. 5 Element, 351 -, etc.
Bargain Offer -good results or full refund,
1

Volume Controls 80 ('AüII

COAX

I

I

"A"
yd.

3,

pas

l'uolclnpnmry style, resin, covered cabinet tu
mottled red with cream interior. Size 131 o 131 a ht.
including speaker
Blin., fitted with alla
Want
ant and plastic fret Sparc available for all

Carr. and kw.., 3;6.

AMPLIFIER Mk. I.
200;03() v. A.C. Modern circuit. with Mi:rh Colo
1:1,94 output and doble Bound Mr, iva 'Transformer,
variable loue and volume controls, wired and tested
2-VALVE

Oí0. Speaker and O:P Truss. complete with
knobs and drilled ready to fit Baffle Board in above
cabinet. Only £3.12.8. tare. 3 Pack. 215.
2 -VALVE AMPLIFIER Mir. 2.
2151, 250 v. A.C. Specification as above loot a higher
fidelity add greater output (approx. 5 watts) is
obtained by using latest Twin blase Triode -pentode
Valve EI'LOt and negative feedback Trace Control.
Complete wired and tested as abut e 63.19.8. Carr
k Pack. 216.
SPEAKER FRET.- Espareled Bronx, e uadiscd
metal 8 s 8in., 2;3; 12 x nia.. 3; -; l_ s 10in., 4 /f;
12 a 16ín., 61 -; 04 s l2io., 9' -, eta.
TYGAN FRET (Murphy pattern) 10íu. s 12ín., 2; -;
12 .c I8í u., 3 ; -; 13 s 24in., 4, -, etc.

TRS

I

9

BIiABC@0

6H:

8

6Q:

(Pt:CC'e:,
8 ECC84

TV TUBES -RECONDITIONED
Tested and Guaran. 6 months,
GENUINE OFFER. -all tubes Reconditioned
and

virtually

am

9
8

7

714
DAP'96

9

12
6EC'F80 12
6,1:C1(82 12
8 EC'H42 30
- ECHhI 10
8 EC'LBU

10 8

'6 1'C'Lxú 19 d
6 P1.81

81PL82
8.1'1,83

6iPL41
8'EI.84
&EMn.i

'6

?Yee

8'l'Y8I.
6'PYB:

glLYll

6tiY86

PY83
8',1'21
11125
6

8 11740
8 EZSO
6 1:7.81.

14 d

19-

11'8
9.6
016
8 8

106

81

12,4

8 1.C1142 10 6

6 MC14

y 8 1.(1.81

B

1.1.41

8 1-1,41

1

10

-

10,6

9 -IECLS2 12.8 PC'180 1 6 1. Y4l
6,'8
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
1113, 1T4, ISO. 1S4 or 3154, or IVI ...
... 171
1/1196, OF96, D.AF06, D1.96 ...
...
... 35 6R8, 667, 6Q7, GVG, k74 or 6X3 ...
...
35 ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW ITOCK
Tubular Wire Ende
ko -1-32 330 v. B.E.C. 58
25
- v.,
12 V. 1'9 Can Types, Clips 31. ea.
m i 1 .l'.
2I- 815140 s Dub.
3,ß

14.

2--

8

2 3

16

v
4-.n V. 2

'l'.,

1.,,

..

,

4. 00

Inn"
a
3

,

lt.);...

4

c la 4d0 v. 1'.1
16/450 v. B.E.C.

6

5
3 6
4

O

16300 v. Dub.
16 - n; 450 v T.C.C. S 8
B.E.C. 4 " v. Dub. 5

'

and

as good as new.

Mallard, Russia, etc., 66.10.0. (As
Molar], Mazda ¡Rect.), 27.0.0.
I7in. Mallard, Mazda (Hcct.l. 28.10.0.
101n.
1410.

7
7

7C1

9

6
10

EBC4I

EF80
-' LF86

10(1EF9t

8

+8N51í v. T.C.C.
líí i.in V. Hunts
.

Ins

I
v

32, -3'd

:

,

v. T.C.C.
11.1.1.'.

273 v. Hunts
321 :42,400 v. T.C.C.
230,330 v. B.E.C.

4 8
5 -

5.6
4

-

4 3

61
8'6
86

60:3;0 v. T.C.C.
60+ 100'330v. B.E.C.11 6
60+ 030'273v.11.1.1'.12'ó
Inn _nn _' 7.5,.Il. E.í'.12

Isolation Transformers

New improved

All

Re- vacuumed

6V6
6X4
6X3

:8 1'C1'82

9-

U696

L96
61131,6

I

C.R.T. Heater

uliable).

types -mains prim.

200/250 v. topped.

.1 inn

Transformers now supplied with
altenaiTil, 70 boost, pine ?
and plisa 10%
taunt taps, at no extra charge.
OV.
.2A type
12'6 (P. 1 P.1 ;ó)
8.51'.
.6A .,
12'8
12'6
..
13V.
.3A
121
Gelte rollogre
ccurse of production.
Small size arid tag terminated for eery Oiling.

Carr. L Ms 12,6.
t
COMPREHENSIVE STOCKS -QUICK

F.M. TUNER UNIT 87 -103 Mc 's.
DELIVERY JASON
Designer Approved Kit of parts to build this modern
highly successful unir. drilled chassis and tamed,
typ. dial. Coils, ca
and all quality components,
I.F. TRANSFORMER -465 kc/s.
etc.. for only 5 gus. r post free. net of 4 epee. EFT'''.
Bond new es-manufacturer's midget 1.F.T.
or equiv. valve.., 30 -, bast free. Illustrated handvise 21in. a lin. s ri . dust core tuning. Litz
book with full details, O -, post free. FREE WITH
wound coils. High Q. Bargain offer, 71 pair.
' IC [T. 48 hr. nlignntrnt s_rv:ce, 7;G plus ?,- P. @ I'.
:

Listed abuse are only a few items from our very- borga
stem k.
head 31. slump today for Complete Bargain List.
Ternie : C.W.O. or C.O.D.

::1

ALL
GUARANTEED

9'- Eh4l

6

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
4 op. BSR (1'!19), 92 6. 4 sp. COLLARD JUNIOR,
14.10.0. 4 sp. GARRARD (4 0.11.1, £7.15.0.
Carr. @ ins. 3 ii.
AUTO CHANGERS. -4 s(.. BSR (CAS). £8.10.0.
4 sp. COLLARO, £8.15.0.
4 sp. GARRARD
I RC126'411 2).
910.5.0.
Carr. @ Ms., 4/0.
All above writs are latest model.. and are
fitted with modern atyted l'welght Xtal.
sills turnover head and twin sapphire styli.

modern amplifiera and autochangcrs, etc. Uncut
record player mounting board 11 s 13iu.

with

I:176
1.

6.9\ 7

222

dal 3. 0.
£3.

7$ DF96

11E1191

3

Cabinet Price

T4

oA'l'o

ALL -WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
WAVEBANDS
5 VALVES
S.W. 16 m. --SO no.
LATEST MIDGET
MAY. 200 m. 400 In.
B V A
L.W. 800 m.-2,000 m.
SERIES
Brand new and guar. A.C. 00`030 v., 4 pos. Wit''
sw. Short- Medium- Lung- Grani. P.L. socket. High
Q dust core coils. Latest circuit technique, delayed
AVC and neg. feedback O.P 4 watts. Chassis
size 131 x 51 a ^-tin. Dial loin. s 41in. Hur. or Vert.
station names. Walnut or icurp knobs to choice.
Aligned and calibrated ready for use. dens tidty
and Quality at Low Cost.
Chassis isolated from mains. BARGAIN
I
Carr. and ins., 4'6.
PRICE 114
8 or 10in. speakers to match, 20 - and 25 -.
7 Valve De Lute, push -pull EL41 version, 7 watt
output, with H Duty Output Transformer, 912.10.0
Carr. 8 ins., ;,

RECORD PLAYER CABINET]

VALVES

:PIED

Log. ratios, 10,000 ohms STANDARD him ditto.
l'olylheoe imalated.
Drug
bicgelulu.
ONLY.
year GRADE
spindles.
guarantee. Midget Edist a type.
Bd.
ea.
D.P.Sw.
SPECIAL -- Scmi 'iiir
419
3;60
10.000 spaced polythene.
Liam Ratio.
Megohms. ohm Coat 1n, diam.
Le
switch, 3'- each.
Lusses
core.
Standard
Coax
Coax plots. 11.
Couplers, cot
sockets, 1 -,
pd.
1 3.
Outlet boxes, 416. Ideal Band :. 9d.

Kindly

'TRANSFORMER & COIL WINDING CAPACITY]
AVAILABLE FOR PROTOTYPES & SMALL RUNS.

make cheques, P.Oa, etc., payable to T.R.S. Post Pooling up to ¡lb. 7d., 11D. 1p, 315. 1/6,
Hours : 9 o.m: 6 p.m.
I
p.m. Wed. Open chi day Saturday.
'

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
70 BRIGSTOCK

ROAD,

THORNTON

50 yard; Thornton Heath Scaoon.
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WONDERFUL OFFER OF A.M. -F.M. CHASSIS BY FAMOUS MANUFACTURER
Why buy a F.M. Tuner at the same price?
Only 50 available at £12.12.0 (P. & P. 8/ -). UNUSED.
Tapped input 200 -225 v. and 226-250 v. A.C. ONLY.
Chassis size 15" x 61" x 51" high ; 7" x 4" Elliptical speaker.
Dial 14 ¡" x 4" in gold, red and deep brown.
Pick-up, Extension speaker, Ae.. E., and Dipole sockets.
Five " piano " push buttons-OFF, L.W., M.W., F.M. and
Gram.
Covers 1,000 -1,900 M. ; 200 -550 M. ; 88 -108 Me, s.
Aligned and tested. With all valves.
Valves EZ80 rect.. ECH81, EF89. EABC80, EL84, ECC85.
Cabinet to fit, polished, with back, 47/6.
WORTH TWICE THE PRICE.
TERMS :-£5 Down and 4 Monthly Payments of 42, -.
GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIER with 6d" tor 7" x 4"1
SPEAKER
ONLY 60/)
ECC81 valves.
With metal cabinet as illusMains and Output Transformers. Metal Rectifier.
trated. Stove enamel grey
_
ECL82 Valve. Tone and Volume Controls. On -off
/i
hammer finish. 5" x 71"
°övr
roxixc
switch. Plenty of Volume. Fully Guaranteed. Two
i
J
x 4 ",
FINAL OFFER of last few hundred of highly successful Knobs supplied.
High Gain Band 3 I.T.A. T.V. Converters (over BATTERY ELIMINATOR.
Converts your Battery
20,000 sold in 2 years).
(After this batch we are
to Mains. For 4 Low Consumption Valves (DK96
supplying only the Moulded Case design to use Set
90 v. 15 mA. and 1.4 v. 250 mA., 42,6
materials already in stock.) Walnut Finish Cabinet, range).
5/- extra. Fully Guaranteed. 2 valves. Internal (2/6 Post). 200-250 v. A.C. Size 51" x 31" x 2 ".
Power Pack with Metal Rectifier. All exactly as in
Posted Orders to Camberley, please. Delivery by return.
previous issues of P.T. and P.W. (Post 3/ -; C.O.D. 2/ -.)
Terms
One -third down and balance plus 7'6 in
Write for details of our 2 Valve -I- Rectifier Portable four equal monthly payments. Postage with down
Guitar Amplifier in Carrying Case. Less than £8.
payment.
'

£4.7.6

WHY PAY MORE ?

:-

GLADSTONE RADIO

Tel.:

82B, High Street, Camberley, Surrey, and 3, Church Road, Redfield, Bristol.

REVACUUMED T.V. TUBES
SIX MONTHS' STRAIGHT GUARANTEE

Mullard
ün.
14

14
14
14
16
17
17
17
21

21

f

MW 36 -22
MW 36 -24
MW 36 -44

AW

36 -21

MW 41 -1
MW 43 -43
MW 43 -64
MW 43 -69
MW 53 -20
MW 53 -80

in.

IO
10
5 IO
5 IO
7 0
7 10
7 IO
5

4

5

4

7

10

10

IO
IO

!0

4
5

7
7
21
21

14
17

14I K

K
172K
171

5

o

7

0
0

10
7 10
10

s.

5
6
7
7

IO

10
10
IO

IO IO
IO 10

0
0
0
0
0
0

Brimar
14
14
17
17
17

Cossor
14
17
17

CRM 41
CRM 42
CRM 43
CRM 53
CRM 71
CRM 72
CRM 211
CRM 212

d.
5 10 0
5 10 0

f

Guaranteed New and Boxed

C14FM

5 10
5 IO

CI7BM

7

C17FM
CI7JM

7 IO
7 IO

f5
f7

10

5V40

5Y3GT
5Z9G
6AL5
6AM5

0

6BD6'C

IO O.

6BAG

TIDEWAY 4506

5 6 9
7 6
7 3
-

12Q7GT
12Z3

14S7
19AQ5
25AGG

25L6GT
25Z4G
25Z6GT
8 6 35L6GT
7 6 35Z4GT
7 9 7 -

6F6G

6K7G
fiK7GT
6KBG
6Q7GT

6SL7GT
6SN7GT

8r- DK92
9'- DK96
DL33
9'- DL35
8 - DL96

8,- EABCBO
8.- EAF42
8i- EB91

` 6.12J7GT 10'6 EBC33
96.I2K7GT 7 6EBC41
5 6'12K8GT12'8.EBF80

7

6BE6
6BH6
6BJ6
6BR7
6BW6

7.6 ECC81
7 6 ECC82
- ECC83
7:6F.CC84
EC
6 ECM
8'8 ECF80
9M ECF82
9/. ECH21
9/6 ECH35
716 ECH42

12

tor 27/6.

8 6 EF55
10 6 EF80

11 - EF86
8 6 EF91
7 6 EF92
" 3 EL33
196 EL38
9 6' EL41
8 6, EL42
9

13

-¡EL84
-

8 6

9
9 6
7

EM80
EM81
EY51
EY86
EZ40
EZ41

6-'AZ31
9B36

9- CL33
-iD77

7 8; DAC32

11'6
15,16, 9
5'8

EF39
EF41
EF42

7!6 PLB3
14(- PY80
6/9 PY81
513 PY82
1619 PY83
2213PZ30
916'R19

116 SP4l

8!9 SP61

9/6 U50
10/- U76

DII,°
g
1 6
g
1 .-

1-g
7
7

1113 1578

6
6
g

15'-'UABC80 95 6
719'.UAF42
9 g
" 6
10/3 UBC41
8 6
961EZ80
616UBF80 g89 EZ81
9/-UCC85
98 - FW4I5001018 UCH42
9 8-'G2,32
11!-UCH81 96
8-!KT33C
8/6 UCL83 15-

9 6'IKT63
9 6 MH4
10 6I MU14
11 -I N18

16 9' PCC84
10 -,
9 -' PCF82

256:43GT 12,6ECL80 1i9IPCL83
6 6'S0CD6G 18/9 ECL82
4 6,50L6GT 8;6 EF37A

918 PL82

616
6191716

UF41
UF42
UF89
UL41

UL44

2266

10'- URIC
12i-UY41

12 6

9%-

91- UL84

11 9 PENA4 11,- UY85
8 6 pEN36C 14/6 VP4B

6-

6/- VP41

PEN46
151- Vp1321
11 6 PL36
22I8. '1',".!,.'2,.
1
EP501S1-IJ PL38
18i8'8 PL81
11i9 6

8-

15 9 8 9
8 6

66
8

6

14 6
8

21 -6

8 9
11 -1
Postage 6d. per valve extra.
íZ719
83
Any Parcel Insured Against Damage in Transit 6d. esira.

6U9GT
6V6G

READERS RADIO

VIDIO REPLACEMENT CO.
HALES ST., DEPTFORD HIGH ST., LONDON, S.E.8

10 6 7S7
7 6 7Y4
9 6 12AH8
7 6 12AT6
8 6 12AT7
8- 12AU7
11 9 12AX7
-

3Q5GT
3S4
3V4
5U4G

4

8-DK32

7- 7H7

6AT6

Carriage and Insurance 12/6 (U.K.). Cash with order.
Personal Callers Welcome.

:

787C6

1S5
1T4
3A5
3Q4

o
o
o
o

10 O.

3Q4. 3V4, DAF91. DF91, DK,tl

DL94 : ANY
1A7GT 19/6 6V6GT 7:6'DAF96
1C5GT 131- 6X4
7:- DCC90
1D5
12/6 6X5GT 6,6 DF33
1H5GT 11/- 7B6
128 DF96
1N5GT 11/- 7B7
8'- 131176
1R 5
8- DH77
61- 7C5

6AQ5

in. Marconi, Emitron, Ferranti, G.E.C.
in. Marconi, Emitron, Ferranti, G.E.C.

Telept.one

midget, 1R5, 155, 1T4, 3S4.

GAM6

CI4BM

SA ME D_1Y
SERVICE

VALVES
All
1.4v.

Mazda
s.

51207.

24,

COLBERG PLACE, STAMFORD HILL,
STA. 4587
LONDON, N.16
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For a square loop the input impedance is about
100 ohms, which would give some mismatch if
used with 80 ohm cable. This type of aerial has
been tried at some 20 miles from the Rowridgc

Reflector

Direction

of

Pick -up

turns is merely to alter the impedance of the
driven loop.

Dimensions
The length of wire in the driven loop is made
about 0.97 of a wavelength at the frequency for
which the aerial is designed to work. The reflector
loop is made about 5 per cent. longer, in the same
way as the reflector in an H aerial. The dimensions for the two loops and the spacing between
them for each of the television channels are given
in Table I. These dimensions have been calculated for frequencies at the centre of each channel.
The table also_ gives the diagonal length of each
of the loops since this dimension is very useful
when constructing the support for the aerial.

Construction
80 fi Cable

Fig. 3. -The cubical quad aerial.

The aerial elements are mounted on a wooden
framework consisting of two X-shaped frames.
to support the two loops. and a cross -beam to
give the desired spacing between the loops. This
is shown in Fig. 4.
The frames supporting the loops are made from

transmitter and gives about the same performance
as a dipole. The power gain, in this case, was
probably lost due to mismatching of the cable.
TABLE I
When a reflector is added the power
gain over a simple loop is about 7dB. and
Dimensions for the Television Channels
over a dipole about 7dB to 8dB. This
Driven Loop
Reflector
is an unusually large increase in gain for
Channel
Spacing
the addition of a reflector and is probably
Side Diagonal Side Diagonal
duc to the type of elements used.
With a reflector spaced 0.2 wavelength
1
5' 6"
7' 9r
5' 91"
8' 21"
4' 11"
behind the driven loop the impedance
4' 9"
6' 9"
2
4' 11" 6' 11"
3' 7"
becomes about 75 ohms. which gives a
4' 4"
6'
3
4' 7"
6' 5r
3' 3"
good match into 80 ohm coaxial cable.
4
4' 0"
5' 73"
4' 2"
5' Il"
3' 0"
For correct matching the cable should be
5
3' 8'
5' 24"
3' 10"
5' 5"
2' 9"
of the balanced twin type. but the use of
6
16"
224"
16f"
23r"
2"
coaxial cable does not appear to affect the
7
154"
22"
16"
23"
2"
performance of the aerial unduly.
153"
8
21r
16"
224"
l'
If the spacing between the reflector and
9
141"
20g"
151"
211"
1"
the driven loop is reduced the impedance
14V
10
20.j"
151"
21,"
1"
falls, becoming about 50 ohms for a
14"
II
19V
141"
20g"
04"
12
13-I"
19 *"
spacing of 0.1 wavelength. The gain also
141"
20V
04"
134"
13
19"
144"
20"
falls off slightly as the spacing is reduced.
04"
If the driven loop is made up with two
lin. X lin. wood. Two lengths are cut to about
turns the input impedance is increased by
a factor for four. in the same way as for a I in. greater than the required diagonal for
folded pipe. Using a two -turn loop also increases the loop. At a point fin. from each end a hole
the bandwidth of the aerial. The reflector need is drilled to take the wire of t)e loop. The
not be altered since the object of doubling the size of this hole will depend upon the thickness
of wire used. A half -lap joint is made at the
Cab /e c empeo' to board
centre of each length of wood and the two are
fitted together to form a right-angled cross.
The cross -beam is made from tin. X 1 in. wood
and its length is made the same as the desired
spacing between the two loops. The two, cross
elements are then screwed to the ends of this
beam. At least two screws should be used at
each end, to prevent rotation of the cross relative
to the beam, and the screws are driven through
the halved joint so that this is also made secure.
Coaxial cable is used for the loops. with the
outer screen connected as the loop element. This
gives .larger diameter 'elements and tends to
improve the bandwidth of the aerial. Quite
good results can, however, be obtained when
Reflector
using ordinary flexible wire for the loops.
Loop
`JO
Coaxial cable
Caven Loop
The wire is threaded through the holes drilled
I

Ir

I

¡

CZ

Fig.

4.- Constructional details.
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A Universal Alignment
A FORM OF ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE SUITABLE FOR

lYl[etllaoc

THE MAJORITY OF SETS

By H. Peters

LET it be said at the beginning that this article
is not intended to supplant or disparage
the official alignment instructions which
have been carefully worked out by the manufacturers for their individual receivers and wherever

00//-/F

680 f2

Injection Points

Chassis

(b)

ACC. Line Shunt

Clip improvised from
fretsaw blade and

large pin

(e)

sensitivity. or an oscilloscope. A damping unit;
constructed from a large and small crocodile clip.
a 680 ohm resistor, and a .001 mfd. (or greater)
ceramic condenser. For receivers with vision
A.G.C. the control line must be tied down to a
steady value, and this can be done with a batters
and a 10 to 50 K. ohm pot, as in Fig. 1(b). A
grid bias battery is suitable, but a discarded 7.5 v_
block from the portable radio is just as good.

Damping Unit

To save time in finding the correct injection
point the signal can be applied from the generator
by means of a clip slid over the valve instead of
the screening can (Fig. 1(c)). A greater signal
is naturally needed than for direct injection, but
it does simplify the equipment needed and is
particularly useful where the set to be aligned
works after a fashion (which is usually the case)_
The signal generator clip can then be pushed over
the mixer valve and left in this position throughout the alignment. If the set is faulty or .hopelessly out of alignment the signal will need to be
injected at each successive grid starting at the
last I.F. and working forward. As most modern
sets have the chassis connected to the mains it is.
essential to ensure that the polarity is correct
before connecting the signal generator. The
chassis connection should be made to a soldered
chassis point in preference to the chassis itself
which may have oxidised to give poor contact.

Meter Points
(e)

Signal Generator
Termination

Fig. 1.-Extra equipment required.

practicable these should be rigidly followed.
There are, however, several occasions when this
is not possible, either because the instructions are
not available, or because they involve using
special equipment which is not to hand. On older
receivers the specified sensitivity and bandwidth
will probably be impossible to achieve without
replacing so many valves and components that
the job becomes uneconomic. It has been the
writer's experience that the average viewer is far
more contented with a nice creamy noise -free
picture with a bandwidth of between 2 -2.5 me /s
which is not riddled with sound on vision and
which doesn't drift noticeably, rather than resolve
an outstanding 3 megacycle grating and have to
continually adjust the fine tuner and hold controls.
To this end, and to save time when dealing with
unfamiliar equipment, a form of alignment ;nocedure has been devised which has so far
produced satisfactory results on the majority of

As long as the meter can give a good clear
indication of maximum signal there is no objection to attaching it to any of several points in the
circuit. A.G.C. and A.V.C. lines should he
avoided, however, as the sound and vision A.G.C.
systems are usually connected and this gives rise
to misleading results.

On the sound I.F. strip the simplest place to
the meter is across the loudspeaker

insert

r

AM./

M Detector

T6

sets aligned.

Equipment Required

The equipment required is simple. A modulated
signal generator covering 7 to 40 megacÿcles and
Band I. A multimeter with 1.000 ohm -per -volt

Fig.

2a.-Details
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terminals, on the lowest voltage A.C. range. Warning" farther on) tune T6 Fig. 2 secondary.
Alternatively the meter can be connected across T6 primary, T5 secondary. T5 primary, T4 secondthe D.C. side of the demodulator where a negative ary. and T4 primary (if tunable) in that order for
'reading of between
and 10 volts should be maximum sound reducing the sig. gen. output
expected. On the vision strip a suitable place to progressively to prevent A.G.C. action. If this
attach the meter is on the tube cathode or video produces instability it denotes a fault in the strip
amplifier anode (usually connected together). Here such as a cracked ceramic decoupling condenser.
a standing positive voltage of between 60 v. and
or overcoupled coils in the 1.F. transformers
120 v. is usual, which decreases with the applied
designed to give bandpass tuning. Eliminate faulty
signal. Thus when indicating maximum the meter "decouplers by bridging each in turn with a known
needle moves backwards.
good one before retuning the sound 1.F.'s for
Another vision take -off point is at the output bandpass as follows:
Bandpa.ss Sound /./'.'s.- Connect the damping
from the detector diode. where about 6 positive
unit across T6 primary and tune T6 secondary
volts is to be expected.
Sound.- Assuming the majority case (i.e., where for maximum. Transfer the damping unit to T6
the set works up to a point), remove the aerial, secondary and tune T6 primary for maximum.
or change to a vacant channel position, turn up Repeat with T5 and T4. damping the primary and
sensitivity and contrast and inject a strong modu- tuning the secondary and then vice versa. To
lated signal at sound I.F. frequency using the clip make this operation easier a condenser is fitted
pushed over the mixer valve. With the meter set in series with the damping resistor and this can
to give a useful sound output indication and be taken to a central chassis point.
(To be continued)
using a non..metallic trimming tool (sec " Word of
1

T61,

Pr

Sec.

'

AMFM,
Oetector

(see

Fig 2 a)

-

4

Fig. 2. -The circuit to which the text refers.

(Typical but not practical)
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MabERN TELEViSiiiP
THIS ARTICLE, REPRODUCED FROM OUR
RECEIVER DESIGNED BY M. CH. BAUD.

r. to the base.

Four chrome fillets, masking
the joints of the angles, are arranged
vertically between the two wood panels.
Two black plastic plates conceal the
chassis under the buttons and complete
the assembly.

Circuit Details

General Conception
THE ideal television set, like the ideal woman,
does not exist. Nevertheless, in what follows,
I will describe an apparatus that has been
specially built for personal requirements. The set is
built on a triangular chassis, and is a corner cabinet.
The feature that stands out is the F.M. amplification. vision and sound, designed to avoid clouding
on band 10, which is used on some Continental
transmissions. For this we have a F.M. circuit for
sound on 36 Mc /s, and for vision F.M. on 47.15
Mc /s. The F.M. vision circuits are super -coupled
transformers, the coupling regulated so as to obtain
a total band of about. 9 Mc /s. There is no tendency
to cloud (a fault found in most commercial television
sets), because the M.F. harmonics fall outside the
band received, that is, between 189 and 200 Mc /s.
The erasing is done on anode of the tube, which
is a 43 cm., so that the modulation electrode becomes
free for .the application of anti -parasites by inversion
of the signal, and possibly for push-pull operation
of the tube, which may be tried later.
Correction of the vided- stage has been reduced to
avoid all tendency to " silhouette." The response
curve of this stage,- verified by spot wobbler, is
practically- linear to near 12 Mc /s
The L.F. part has been carefully studied and is
furnished with a selective back = reaction to improve
the response curve._ The-two speakers (Gego, type
high fidelity sub -cone) are placed on each side of the
screen and ensure excellent 'sound.
In the H.F. part there -is a fine tuner, but only to
obtain maximum gain from the oscillator section.
fine tuning contrast,
The -controls shown are
brilliance, volume of sound. The four small adjustable buttons correspond to concentration, tonality,
line and image frequence.' Finally, inside the chassis,
there are two potentiometers for linearity and the one
controlling the height of the image.
The cabinet consists of two triangular panels 20 mm.
thick, of white oak lined with black and attached to
the base with screws. The speakers are mounted
on Isorel baffles, covered with tiss =a and also fixed
1

:

The entry circuit is of the symmetrical
type, the aerial coil being coupled to
the centre of the grid coil. The first stage_
cascode, is neutrodyned by capacity. a
solution which allows saving of a coil.
The connecting circuit between the plate
of the first triode and the cathode of
the second is by a series coil, as is usually the case.
The connection between the cascode and the frequency changer is by a classical band filter.
The oscillator is a Colpitts, fed with H.T. by means
of a stop -coil with centre connection. The means of
selecting vision and sound frequency have been
mentioned above.
A sound rejector is placed in the cathode circuit
of each of the three EF80 medium frequency vision
amplifiers, the first rejector allowing selection of
sound and controlling the grid of the first corresponding F.M. amplifier.
Video detection is by means of a diode crystal
type G60 (Westinghouse) placed, together with the
load resistance and the stop -coil, in the F.M. case.
The video stage comprises a single series correction
coil, strongly damped, in the anode circuit of the
EL83, together with a load resistance coil of 1,500Q
(diameter 7 mm., length 50 mm.). A series correction
coil with the load resistance has been suppressed
to avoid unpleasant super- oscillation. This is a
matter of taste, but we prefer a light degrading to
a super-oscillation, however mild it may be.
The second F.M. sound stage has been largely
" dampened." This stage required, at all costs, to
detect by the grid and the C.A.V., and has been
installed merely to stabilise it.
The L.F. detection and pre -amplification are done
by a EABC80, one of whose diodes is not used. The
diode with separate cathode is used to obtain negative
tension, as will be seen later.

Tone Control
Tone control is obtained by varying the scale of a
selective back- reaction. The two speakers (17 cm.)
are connected in parallel, giving an assembly with
impedance of the order of 2.75 Q. An output trans former for 2.5 1? on the secondary suits very well.
The conversion of the H.T. is done by two PY82
valves, heated by a separate secondary giving 19
volts, one end of which is earthed. This potential of
19 volts is also converted, to " negative," by the
separate cathode diode of the EABC80, then filtered
and used as stabilised potential for the grid of the
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F.M. Coils

The super -coupled M.F. vision transformers are made on LIPA formers of 8 mm.
diameter, normal model. The primary LI
comprises 15 turns, whereas the secondary
The two rollers are
L2 has about 12.
arranged in " bees nests," and the coil L2
H CONTEMPORARY "TELEVISION" DISCUSSES A SPECIAL
is arranged by interposing a layer of paper
THER ADVANCED FRENCH DESIGN IS SHOWN OVERLEAF
to slide along the tube.
The number of turns indicated above has been
6BQ6, and also for control of vertical linearity by
for
displacement of the operative point of the pentode voluntarily fixed at a too high value, adjustment
the frequency of the F.M. band transmitted being
ECL80.
of the turns, to allow
The separator stage uses a pentode ECF80, the done by progressive uncoiling
triodeof which acts as a vision detector and amplifier. for correct trimming.
At the beginning of the adjustment operation coils
The frame blocking oscillator uses the triode of the
ECL80 and, with the mounting used it is practically LI and L2 are separated by at least 8 -10 mm. Then
impossible to detach the vertical timebase. There is they are brought together progressively, while
desired
nothing special to say about the vision power amplifier adjusting agreement by the nut L2, until the
the nut of
(pentode ECL80), which operates without fatigue curve is attained, and without touching
with a high tension of 250 volts and includes a LI. The spacing between LI and L2 is normally of
to 3 mm.
the order of
linearity correction by means of feed back.
This operation, which sounds complicated on
On the side of the lines, one of the triodes of the
12AU7 amplifies and defines the synchronisation paper, is relatively easy if use is made of a spot
tops, while the other is mounted as a blocked wobbler or a wobble- scope. The same result can be
oscillator. In regard to the final stage, using a 6BQ6, achieved with a non -wobbled generator and an
the E.H.T. and the deflection system, the arrange- output voltmeter by the point to point method, but
ment is quite standard practice and we have not more time is required. One should, of course, begin
found it necessary to reproduce it entirely. Thè with the pre- detection transformer and move towards
equipment used is of the brand OREGA. The screen the input.
tension of the 6BQ6 has been adjusted so as to have
a T.H.T. of 14 kV.
A resistance of 109, placed on the earth return of
the 6BQ6 cathode, allows the measurement of the
cathode output of the tube without modifying its
operation and without disconnecting anything.
The erasing impulse is applied to the anode A
of the tube -images. This impulse is selected with
appropriate amplitude, and phase, at the " foot "
of the roller grid of the blocked image oscillator.
It should be noted that th_ output sound transformer. firstly located on the F.M. plate, near the final
valve EL84, has had to be taken off and placed much
further away because its presence caused " sound
on vision " by induction on the last F.M. vision
transformer as soon as the level of sound was
Also, the image output transformer,
increased.
placed under the tube, distorted the image by
magnetic radiation.

RECEiVER DESiGNÌ

I

I

Vision and sound

strip

A side view showing the interior.
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TAE TELEAVIA
ANOTHER

FRENCH

RECEIVER

DESCRIBED

IN

OUR FRENCH CONTEMPORARY

mounted on a large baffle located between the legs.
The ensemble is very harmonious in appearance and
comprises two tints.
Let us examine the advantages of this assembly :
the most important of these is the mobility of the
screen both horizontally and vertically.
As the
screen is at an average height of 1.15 metres from the
ground, it can be adjusted perfectly towards spectators,
whatever may be their position in relation to the
apparatus. Now here is a sensible thing. Furthermore, this directional movement allows the screen
to be adjusted, if necessary, so as to eliminate undesired reflections impairing view. The mask of the
tube discretely emphasises the surround of the screen.
without excessive heaviness, so giving the impression
of a much larger image.
The centre of gravity of the console has been particularly' carefully studied, and movement is very
easy. The sound comes from the axis of the picture,
which reinforces the effect of presence.
It should also be noticed that by this arrangement
the cathode tube is particularly well protected from
dust.

A French design with panoramic screen.

THE French firm of Teleavia which

has already
upset aesthetic preconceptions in regard to
television cabinets with its visiered case has
now produced the Teleavia with panoramic screen.
What are the real arguments in favour of this
product, compared to table cabinets? Should the
console be moved as easily as the tables on castors
on which television cabinets are often placed? The
shape of these pieces of furniture, their size and
weight, are major obstacles to their mobility, even
though they are on castors. Is the sound reproduction
better? For table cabinets, the argument is that the
loudspeaker, or loudspeakers are situated on the
actual axis of the image. But this advantage is paid
for dearly because it must not be forgotten that, to
reach up to the axis of the screen, nowadays situated
at some 80 cm. from the floor, one would practically
need to have a cupboard.
This makes it necessary to look at television while
seated in a low armchair. This requirement can be
very inconvenient, and not even always possible.
These were the ideas that caused " Teleavia " to
solve the problems posed, and they have done it in a
particularly audacious way.
The thing that strikes one at once, in examining
the " Teleavia " cabinet, is the large 54 cm. cathode
tube, totally enclosed in truly aerodynamic fashion by
two plastic half-shells. This assembly rests on a very
low cabinet containing the chassis, connected to it
by an articulated system allowing the screen to be

aimed in all directions.
The cabinet itself is supported by two legs equipped
with semi -spherical rollers. On the front face of the
cabinet an attractive gold instrument panel groups
together all the control buttons. The loudspeaker is
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No. 39 -A SELECTION OF MODELS !N
THE G.

By

E.

F.

RANGE

C.
E.

Apps

critical. In cases of this sort a slight adjustment
of L18, auto transformer to grid of V3, will cure
the trouble. Ll8 is directly behind sensitivity
control on the sub deck.

Additional Notes on Models BT1746 and
BT4743
THERE are many other models marketed by
the G.E.C. that have an identical chassis,
with some minor modifications, to the 1746.
They are the BT4743. which is a console model
with a 14in. tube, the BT5643, which has a 16in.
tube and has a different valve line -up. Here VII,
V13, V15 and V17 are PL82, KT36, U25 and PL82.

Some components have different values. They
are R49 the cathode bias resistor of the sound
output valve, which now becomes 270 ohms and
the line output valve screen feed resistor which is
now 1.8K ohms. Also C79 and R71 across
L32 width coil become a single 12K ohm resistor
only, and a 50 pF 5Kv P.S.M. capacitor is fitted
from V14, booster diode, cathode, to chassis.
Model 2745 has a 7401A, 17in. tube, and the
differences in circuit from 1746 are R51, C68 and
The first two are in
C96 which are missing.
brightness circuit and the other C96 from heater
of ENT rectifier U43 to ground. R50 22K now
goes direct to the slider of brightness control.
R55 to vision interference limiter becomes 100K
and R58 connected to hot end of brightness
control becomes 56K. Some 2745 receivers have
a Mullard 43 -64 tube, in which case pins 7 and 11
of the tube are connected.
Model 8640 has a 16in. 690IA tube. With this
*del R51 and C68 are missing. R50 isR55conisnected to slider of brightness control.
IOAK and R58 is 56K ohms.
-Model 1252 has a 14in. tube, 7203A, and
although the chassis are similar the I.F. frequency
is different from the 1746, which is 35.625 Mc /s.
In the 1252 it is 36.15 Mc /s. In some of these
sets the video amplifier cathode bypass is 1200 pF
or sometimes two 815 pFs in parallel.
Models 5248, 5347 and 8245 are all consoles
with 17in. tubes but with a different style of
cabinet. The Band III A and B core adjusting
screws on the tuner units are fitted with slotted
plastic knobs. Vision may be troublesome to
eliminate, especially as oscillator setting is very

Some of these models are fitted with G.E.C.
7201A tubes and others with Mullard 36 -24
tubes. Besides having different bases there are
several other points that should be noted if tubes
are changed over. The Mullard tube has an
ion trap whereas the G.E.C. use a magnet to
correct neck cut -off, i.e.. corner shadowing. Should
a Mullard tube be fitted in place of a G.E.C.
the following circuit corrections should be made.
Delete C'73 and C96.

Adjustment of Beam Centering Magnet
The adjustment of this magnet (on G.E.C.
tubes 6901A and 7201A only) is different from
that of an ion trap. The magnet should be
positioned not for maximum brightness but for
freedom from neck shadowing. The magnet
should be positioned as near the cap of tube as
possible and then rotated and, if necessary, moved
slightly forward along the neck with further
rotation until best position is found. Do not go
too far forward, otherwise it will be impossible
to centre the picture. The brightness should not
be affected if magnet is correctly positioned. The
arrow on magnet should point-towards the screen.

Changing of Valve V2

This valve, the frequency changer. may be either
PCF82 or an LZ3I9. if a PCF82. C23 is
16 pfd, but if an LZ3I9 it should be IO pF.

a

MW 36 -24

G'

-H

° K
H

Mullard 43 -64
A2

G

"

H

°
H

K

GEC 72014

G

H

2745 pins 7 and /1 are joined
Cathode ray tube base connections.

/n Mode/
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Alignment Notes for Model BT1252
For Band III channels adjust oscillator trimmer

for maximum sound. Adjust aerial and R.F.
trimmers for maximum picture brightness.
Readjust oscillator for maximum sound on vision.
Readjust aerial and R.F. trimmers for optimum
picture.

For Band

I

Channel

Adjust gauged tuning control to give best sound
with optimum picture. When making last adjustment turn control in anti -clockwise direction and
then a slight turn clockwise. Number of turns in
a clockwise direction for any Channel
to 5 are
as follows, starting from Channel 1 as zero, i.e..
as when despatched.
Channel 2, 4-; turns:
Channel 3, 6¡ turns: Channel 4, 9; turns; Channel
5, 114 turns. The Band I core adjusting screws
are connected together by a bar. This bar is
controlled by a fourth screw at the end of the
gauging mechanism. Thus all three tuning cores
1

CLOSED CIRCUIT TV

July, 1958

are operated together. The screw is accessible
through a hole in side of base board assembly
near the fine tuner control. The oscillator core
for Band I should not be touched. This has been
pre -set in the factory and normally will remain
O.K.
The I.F. Link in Model 1252
This " link " consists of L12 and L18, is very
critical and normally should not be touched or
adjusted.
Should they. however, be altered
accidentally. readjustment can be made as follows.
Connect a D.C. voltmeter to anode of video valve
and chassis. Connect an A.C. voltmeter across
primary winding of output transformer. Feed
an unmodulated signal of 36.15 Mc /s into I.F.
input socket of I.F. sub deck and adjust L18 for
maximum vision response. Reconnect the I.F.
" link " between tuner and I.F. subdeck and feed
an unmodulated signal at I.F. vision frequency,
i.e.. 34.65 Mc /s, to control grid of V2A (pin 2).
then adjust L12 for maximum vision response.
" poster " advertising may well be widened in the
near future to include a second and third dimension
of sound and movement.

To Make Passenger Announcements at West London
Air Terminal
CUBICAL QUAD AERIAL
FOR the first time in Europe television is to be
used to make passenger announcements at an
(Concluded from page 579)
air terminal. West London air terminal, the London in the support
air terminal of B.E.A. and most other European air loop the ends arms and in the case of the reflector
arc soldered together. For the
lines, has installed a closed- circuit television system driven loop
so that flight announcements and general information board and the two ends are supported on a small
connected
to the feeder cable. A
can be presented to passengers in a more personal small perspex
or paxolin board is used to support
manner. Attractive announcers will be seen giving the
cable
joint,
and
the
two ends of the loop
details of flight departures, which will be followed by a and the
caption repeating the information for the assistance this boardend of the feeder cable are clamped to
with
cable
buckles
or some similar form
of passengers.
of clamp. The two :ends of the loop are then
When the screens are not required for announce- soldered to the core
and
of the cable with
ments they will be used for advertising purposes. the lower end of the screen
loop connected to the
Mr. I. C. Pannaman, of Audio and Video Rentals, screen. In the case of vertically
Limited, the firm which is providing and operating the joint to the cable is made polarised aerials
the system, said today : " Other air terminals have up one of the vertical sides of exactly halfway
the aerial. For
already shown an interest in the use of television for horizontally polarised aerials
making passenger announcements, and it is expected at the centre of the bottom the joint is made
side of the aerial
that several other places in the British Isles will loop.
follow the lead given by Air Terminals, Ltd., who
For
indoor
installations
the
cable should be
run the terminal for B.E.A." The installation consists taken off at right angles
to the loop. In the case
of eight 21 in. contemporary Pye receivers -five in of outdoor
installations the cable is taken back
the upstairs passenger lounge, and three in the main to the centre of
and clamped there
hall on the ground floor. A small studio with a before it runs downthetheboom
mast.
miniature Pye television camera will be staffed by
After the cable joint has been soldered the
one camera operator and an announcer. The join should be covered
wax to keep out
" station " will be in use from six o'clock in the moisture. If the aerial is with
to be used outside, the
morning until 10 o'clock at night.
woodwork should be painted to protect it against

Revolutionary Results
Although television is already firmly established
in industry and research, it is as a public relations and
advertising medium that some revolutionary results
are likely in the near future. Already, for example,
Madame Tussaud's in Blackpool have installed a
TV system to show holiday makers on the promenade
the attractions inside the waxworks. Pictures of the
controversial Epstein statue, " Genesis," as well as a
wide variety of figures, are displayed on screens in
the window to entice the public into the establishment.
The new West London air terminal installation
provides another example of how the scope of

the weather.
An alternative method of construction which
may be used in the loft is to support the two
loops at their corners by means of cords fixed
to the rafters and joists in the loft. The two
loops must be placed at the correct spacing and
must be aimed in the right direction.
The aerial should be positioned with the cross
beam pointing in the direction of the station and
the driven loop nearest to the station. In cases
where ghosting or ignition interference are
present the position of the aerial may have
to be altered to reduce these effects, provided
there is sufficient signal available.
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NEWNES

Radwand Television
Claim yours now

Servicing

?Days

TELEVISION AND RADIOMEN

-

this is your opportunity to possess the
biggest money -maker in radio. Here, ready
for immediate use, are over 3,600 circuit,
component and layout diagrams-TV receivers and converters from single -station
sets to the latest 13- channel printed-circuit
models ; radios, radiograms, portables, car

FREE
Examination
6

000

send the coupon to -day

CIRCUIT. COMPONENT
& CHASSIS DIAGRAMS

3,500 PAGES

!

TELEVISION SERVICING DATA for

Ace, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy, Baird, Banner,
Beethoven, Brayhead, Bush, Champion, Cossor,
Decca, Defiant, Ekco, E.M.I., English Electric,

ADVISORY SERVICE

* FREE *

Ace, Alba, Ambassador, Argosy, Armstrong,
Banner, Beethoven, Berec, Bush, Champion, Cossor,

PLUS
POSTAL

RADIO SERVICING DATA for

Handy Enlarger
Just what you need
to follow intricate
circuits easily-magprint,
nifies small
too. Sent boxed with
lens polisher.

MOOD

-

Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.C., H.M.V., Invicta,
K -B,
McCarthy, McMichael, Marconiphone,
Masteradio, Murphy, Pam, Peto Scott, Philco,
Philips, Pilot, Portadyne, Pye, Rainbow, Raymond,
Regentone, R.G.D., Sobell. Spencer -West, Stella,
Strad, Ultra, Valradio, Vidor, White -Ibbotson.

YEARS'

MODELS

radios, record- reproducers, including transistor
and VHF /FM models. And in addition-LARGI
QUICK -REF FOLD -OUT CHARTS and Valve & Picture Tube Data. It's yours FREE for 7 days--Hurry,

VOLUMES

3,600

2

0p(JLAR,

-

Decca, Defiant, Eddystone, Ekco, Ever Ready,
Ferguson, Ferranti, G.E.C., Grundig, H.M.V.,
Invicta, K -B, McCarthy, McMichael, Marconiphone,
Masteradio, Motorola, Murphy, Pam, Peto Scott,
Philco, Philips, Pilot, Portadyne, Pye, Pye Telecommunications, Radiomobile, Raymond, Regentone,
R.G.D., Roberts' Radio, Sobell, Stella, Strad,
Ultra, Vidor, Webcor.

MOO
SEk\IGNG

mu) AD
noNisrA

F,.Att)t.liri

smiONG

A1.t.l'<xNy,

---:-:,
" One glance only was enough to cons ince
me of its worth " (J. F. B., Leicester).
" A boon and a must " (J. S.,
Manchester).
" Has more than repaid the cost in It
short period " (E. J. S., Wolvercote'.

ACT NOW

George Newnes. Ltd., 66 -69 Great Queen Street, London. W.C.99.
Send RADIO & T.V. SERVICING without obligat:on to purchase. I will return it in 8 days or
send 10'- deposit 8 days after delivery, and you will then send the ENLARGER. Thereafter
will send twenty monthly subscriptions of 10/- paying f IO IOs. Od. in all. Cash price
in 8 days LIP.
1

NA ME
sszïti#..t"a.

ADDRESS
Place X whete it applies

OCCUPATION

YOUR SIGNATURE

(Or your Parent's Signature if under 21)
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SPEAKER BARGAIN

Another Lasky Special !
WOLSEY

BAND

CONVERTER

3

-Special Purchase of Plessey P.M.
Speakers, 5" round or 7" x 4'
elliptical.
Lasky's Price
Post

LIST

SOLDERING

LASKY'S
PRICE

MAKER'S SURPLUS
COMPONENT BARGAINS

Post

&

/6.

14/6

IRONS

SOLON, ex- Govt., new and unused.
Pencil bit. 65 watts, 220 -250 v.
A.C. /D.C. List 27/6. Lasky's

L5/19/6

WIDE ANGLE 33 mm.
Line E.H.T. trans. Ferroscube core. 9-16 kV.
25 Scanning Coils low imp
line and frame
25 Ferrox-cube cored Scanning
Coils and Line Output
Trans., 10-15 kV. EY51
winding Line Trans. with
circuit die.. pair
50'Frame Output Transformer 813
Scanning Coils low imp. line
and frame
17 8
Frame or line block ose
Transformer
4'8
Focus Magnets Ferrox -dure 19'6
P.M. Focus Magnets, Iron
Cored
19,8
Duomag Focalisers
22,8
300 m/a Smoothing Chokes
15'STANDARD 35 mm.
Line O.P. Trans. No. E.H.T. 12 6
Line Output Transformers
6.9 kV. E.H.T. and 6.3 v.
winding. Ferrox -cube
19'8
Scanning coils. Low imp
line, and frame
Ditto by Igranic
14'9
Frame or line blocking
oscillator transformer
48
Frame output transformer 7'6
Focus Magnets :
Without Vernier
12/8
With Vernier
17,8
203 m/a Smoothing Cokes 10.'8

I

SPECIAL OFFER OF

L9/19/6

Price

3/6
Available on Credit Sales terms
and five monthly payments or 25/ -.

16/6

Post 1/6. Spare Bits, I/- each. Spare
Element (state voltage), 5/9.

Pkg.
:

25/- deposit

The famous WOLSEY is a Cdhverterof the highest
efficiency and TUNABLE OVER ALL 13 CHANNELS.
Incorporates own power supply for
200 -250 v. A.C. mains. 2 valves, cascode R.F.
amplifier PCC94 and PCF80, metal rectifier.
h ,sdsome ivory plastic Case, 71" x 31" x 41 ".
Brand new in maker's cartons. Limited quantity
only. Send to -day

-

!

CHANNEL

13-

ADAPTOR

End Tuner) at 49/6, post 3/6.

details.

(superhet

Front

See June advt. for

Few only left.

COLLARO
4-SPD. MIXER
AUTO -CHANGERS
RC.

C. R. TUBES, new, unused. 14 ", 114.19.6. 17 ",
116.19.6. IT, £8.19.6. 9 ",15,17.6. Carr. & ins. 22/6.

MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD, PLEASE

456,

Lasky's Price

Post 3/6.

LASKY'S (HARROW RD.) LTD.
4 ?, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, K".1.
Telephon_ : MUSeum 2603.

370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, N".9.

LADbroke

4075

and CUNningham

1979.

Open all day SATURDAY. Half day Thursday.

incorporates auto and

manual control.
Complete with
Studio crystal P.U. and sapphire
stylus. List 113/17/-.

RC. 457 or
Post 3/6.

£.19.6

" Continental,"

B .S.R., type UA8, 4 -spd.,
B .S.R. ful -fi P.U., 17,19.6.

18.19.6.

with latest
Post paid.

RADIO SUPPLY CO

(LEEDS) LTD., Dept, N, MAUDE ST.
(opposite parish church school), LEEDS 2,
Post Term; C.W.O. or C.O.D. NO C.O.D. under £1. Postage 1'9 extra under £2. EX- GOVT. MALUS TRANSI'.
2,9 under £5. Open to callers 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Sets. until 1 p.m. S.A.E. with
Removed from New ex -Govt. units.
enquiries. please. Full list 6d.: Trade list 581.
Primary 0- 200 -130-250 v. Secs 275 -0-275
BATTERY SET CONVERTER KIT
v 100 ma, 6.3 v7 a, 5v 3a
R.S.C. TRANSFORMERS
All parts for converting any normal type
21/9
Fully Guaranteed
of Battery Receiver to A.C. mains 200-250 v
All 200-250 v 50 c!s input.
Interleaved and Impregnated.
50 c/s. Supplies 120 v, 90 v or 60 v at 40 ma.
233-0-230v80
ma.
12.6v1.5a,5v2a
...
Primaries 200 -230 -250 r. 50 c's screened
11'9
Fully smoothed and fully smoothed L.T. 250-0-250 v 150 ma, 5 v 3 a
TOP SHROUDED DROP 'THROUGH
of 2 v at 0.4a tole. Price, including circuit,
350-0-350v160 ma, 6.3v5a,5v3a
... 27 9
260-0 -233v 70 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5v 2a
...18/9
49'9. Or ready for use, 919 extra.
400-0-40'0v250 ma, 5v2a,5v2a
350-0430v 80 ma, 6.3v 2 a, 5v2 a
... 18/9
ALL DRY RECEIVER BATTERY .450-0-450 v 150 ma, 6.3 v 5 a, 6.3 v 1 a,... 18,9
250-0-250 v100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a
...23/9
ELIMINATOR KIT. -All parts for the
5v3a
...29'9
350-0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4a, 5v 3a
...23/9
construction
of
a
450-0-450 v 250 ma, 6.3 v3 a, 6.3 v 1 a,
unit
(metal
-case
350-0- 350v150 ma, 6.3v4a,5v3a
...29/9
51- 4i -2in.) to supply Battery Portable
5 v 6a
FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
receivers requiring 90 V and 1.5 v. Fully
12.5v3a.5v3a .. ..
... 129
250-0-250 v 60 ma, 6.3 v 2 a, 5 v 2a
smoothed. From 200 -250 v 50 c's mains.
Midget type 24-3 -3in.
..
... 17/9
Ex-GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKESPrice, loo. point -to -point wiring dia250-0-250v 100 ma, 6.3v 4a, 5v 3 a
...28/9
grams,
399. Or ready for use. 499.
80 ma lO h 150 ohms
... 3'11
250-0-250 v 100 ma, 6.3 v 6 y 5 v 3 a
103 ma 5 h 100 ohms Tropicalised
EX -GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP
... 3 11
for R1355 Conversion ...
..
.., 31!109 ma 8-10 h 103 ohms Parmeko
UP,STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS
300-0300v 100 ma, 6.3v I a, 5 v 3 a
...23/9
.:_
120
ma
12
h100ohms
100103
-2))229 -210 V to 5 -0-75- 115-135 v
99
350-0-350v 100 ma, 6.3v 4 a, 5v 3 a
...23'9
150 ma 6-10 h 150 ohms.Trop.
or REVERSE. 8) -103 watts. Only 12'9,
...
.. 8' 9
350 -035Ov 150 ma. 6.3v 4 a. 5v 3 a
...33/9
150 ma 10 h 150 ohms
plus 23 post. 10-0- 100-230 -220 -240 v to
:::
425 -0-425 v 200 ma, 6.3 v 4 a, C.T. 6.3 v
10)maD)h200ohms
,,,199
99.110122
-136
-148
v
or
Reverse.
209
4a,C.T.5v3a
...49!9
n.
watts, 35 9, plus 7 6 carr. Both 50 c.p.s
FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
ELEC'TROLYTICS (NEW
EX -GOVT. VASES. Well ventilated, blac k
All with 200 -250 y 57 c Primaries 6.3 v
Can Type
crackle finished, undrilled cover. Size 14 8 mfdTubular
1.5 a. 519 6.3 v 2 a. 7'6 0 -4 -6.3 v 2 a, 7,9
450 v
8-8 mfd 450 v 2 11
1/9
x
in.
10
x
8l
IDEAL
high.
FOR BATTERY
12v1a,7/11 6.3v3 a.811 ; 6.3v6a,17/9.
mfd 450 if
8-I6 mfd 450 y 3 11
2/9
CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE. 16
CHARGER TR tNSFORMEItS
8-16 mfd 500 v 4/11
I6-16
mfd 450 c 4 11
OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR
203-250y 0 -9 -15 c 1: 'a. 11 9: 0 -3-15 v 3a, 1819 ;
mfd 25 v
1/3
32-32 mfd a,n r 4 9
AMPLIFIER. Only 9'9. plus 29 postage. 25
0 -9-15 v 5 a, 19 9: 0 -1 -15 v 6 a. 22'9.
50 mfd 12 v
32-32
1/3
mfd
450 c 5 9
Size
13;
x
8;
61ín.
x
with
undrilled perforOUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
150mfd450v
1/9
ated cover finished stoved grey enamel, 50mfd50v
100mfd25v
Standard Pentode 5,0)3 to 3 ohms ... 4/9
2/3
100-100mfd350vî8
7 9, plus 21 post.
Small Pentode 5.00) to 3 ohms
3.003 mfd 6 v
... 3'9
10)-200 mfd 275 v
3/9
-

.

-

.

:

:

;

:

:

.

SMOOTHING CHOKES
ma h50 ohm
...
100 ma 10h 250 ohm
...
80 ma 10 h 35) ohm',
...
6) ma 10 h 400 ohm
250

3

...11/9

...
...

... 8/9
... 5/6
... 4/11

...

...

SELENIUM METAI. RECTIFIERS
250 v 250 ma. 11 3
123 v 40 ma, 3,9
6,12 v 1 a F.W., 4 11 240 v 50 ma, 4/11
6 /12v 2 a F.W.. 8 9: 612 v 4 a, 149:250v
6'12 v 6 a F.W., 19 9 6'12 v
80 ma. 7/9
10a ,25'9;6.12v15a,359:21v2a,14/9.
CO-AXIAL l'AB1.l; Iin.
75 ohms 14/36
...
...
8.1. yd.
Twin- screened Feedar ...
... lid. yd.
'

;

:

;

:

1:X-GOVT. t
155
7.9
1T4
7'9
135
7'9
3S1
8.9
5Y3G
5U4G

6J5G
6K8G

7 9

8'9
4'9

99

6S7JGT 6.9
6V6G
6U5G

7 9

31

ALVIN (NEW)
6J6

6K7G
6Q7G

4,9

3'9

911

6X5GT 79
6SN7GT 8!9
6L8G
11,9
837

12A6

25Z4G
35Z4

MH4

79
7!9

9'9
6 9
4 9

6AT6
DF96
EBC33
EB91
ÉFC91

7'9
3/9

EF50
EI32
EL

4 9

EL91
KT66
SP61

61

8'9
8;9

3'9

106

59

11'9
2'9

www.americanradiohistory.com

6,000mfd6v 3,11
6 11
BATTERY CHARGERS.-For mains

2)0 -250 v 50 c /s. Output for charging 6 v or
12 r at 1 amp. In strong metal case. Only
27 9. Above can also be used for electric

train power supply.

Kli'.- Suitable for ElecConsists of mains trans.
c.p.s. A.C. 12 v 1 a Selenium
F.W. Bridge Rectifier. 2 Fuseholders, 2
Fuses, Change Direction Switch. Variable
Speed Regulator.
Partially
29/9
drilled Steel Case, and Circuit.
D.C. SUPPLY

tric Trains.
230 -250 v 50
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UNDERNEATH THE DIPOLE)
TELEVISION

PICK -UPS AND REFLECTIONS

By Iconos
ion. hour after hour. week
operating together in a first -class after w eck.
Kemp has added a
manner.
small 16mm. film department. jack Hylton
famous
HYLTON,
which secures news shots, puts JACK
them through an automatic
impresario and ex -dance
developing apparatus about the band leader, has certainly gone
size of a large home washing into television in a big way.
machine, and adds them as a His various live and filmed telelocal supplement to the Indepen- vision features have stcadl
The grown in popularity. particudent Television News.
main studio. 60ft. X 80ft., is larly his Monday Show and
first- class, too, with about 40 Thursday Show. Hughie Green
dimmed lighting circuits con- achieved a terrific come -back in
trolled through one of those the Double Your .Moue v profascinating Strand Electric organ grammes. and Jack Hylton.
controls. Here the lighting engin- always a shrewd judge of topeer sits and does his job by pres- talent, recently starred him in The
sing keys and pushing pre -set Monday Show. Hughie is a fine
memory tabs of lighting arrange- commentator and interviewer.
ments. He is the equivalent of able to draw the best out of his
the lighting cameraman of the interviewees and ever ready with
film studios, a man who must the impromptu " ad -lib ` line or
have a feeling for composition. gag. if the interview shows signs
tonal values and artistic expres- of flagging. This was hardly the
sion, backed up by sound know- case when he was interviewing
There that grand old actor. A. E.
ledge of electronics.
aren't many of this type of arty - Matthews. or the taxi -driver
rapid
The
Fred
Borders.
crafty engineers about.
exchange of observations and
opinions was an exposition of
Telecine Equipment
IWAS agreeably surprised at the television interview at its
the quality of the telecine liveliest best. Jack Hylton has
saw, both of gradually built up a fine protransmissions
The gramme organisation of script
16mm. and 35mm. film.
Cintel flying -spot scanner was writers. producers and producexcellent as usual. but I was tion personnel and his influence
particularly interested in the in the I.T.A. field will continue
highly satisfactory results on the to grow. It is significant that he
E.M.I. Vidicon telecine equip- is one of the largest shareholders
ment, of which there are two at in T.W.W., a programme comthis studio. It now appears to pany which is quite independent
me that, given a really good but has an arrangement for
print, first -class quality and interchange of programmes with
sharpness can be obtained with Granada.
16mm. film. The major difference seems to be in a, slight Television Society
Society's
Television
THE
unsteadiness which seems to
the
dinner at
annual
haunt the 16mm. picture. This
is probably due to the fact that Dorchester was one of the
the
almost all the 16mm. projectors pleasantest social events of
used for telecine in this country year. attended by professional.
are designed for occasional and amateur television engineers
home or classroom use, not for and their ladies, who mingled
heavy duty professional opera- with guests from the stage,

The George Mitchell Glee Club and Cintel telefilm apparatus. all
ONE of the brightest and
slickest musical half -hours
of the week is the George
Mitchell Glee Club. This is
notable for its professional
all
departments,
in
polish
particularly the very original
production work of Russell
Turner and the dance arrangeThe
ments of Dennis Bettis.
producer is not afraid of playing
with technical tricks, such as
" inlay" and " overlay," which
are cleverly introduced into
some of the musical numbers. I
particularly liked the electronic
trick which gave the effect of
little figures, cut out of newspaper, dancing and singing. But,
of course, the backbone of the
show is the fine singing of the
vocalists,
Mitchell
George
whether in a straight number or
in a speeded -up comedy sound
effect.

Versatile Engineers
THE Wales and West I.T.A.
Station is now running
very smoothly, steadily gaining
the
in
both
"customers "
number of viewers and the
lengthening of the queue of
advertisers wishing to book
space. Walter Kemp. the genial
young engineer who did such a
lot of development work for the
BBC and for High Definition
Films on telerecording. combines
the job of Chief Engineer with
that of General Manager of the
,studios. Assisted by a first -class
engineering team. he selected
and installed what he considered
to be the best equipment for
each particular job in the
electronic chain rather than give
The technical equipment contract
to one firm as a " package " deal.
Thus, when I visited the station
recently I was interested to see
a mixture of Marconi, Pyc and
E.M.I. television cameras and
control equipment, with E.M.I.

1
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screen, art, advertising and
equipment worlds. Sir George
Barnes. the new President. introduced the
speakers, which
included Sir Charles Wheeler,
President of the Royal Academy,
Sir Harold Bishop. the BBC's
Director of Technical Services
and Sir Donald Wolfit.
One of the high -spots of the
evening was the presentation of
the Society's medal to Cliff
Michelmore. as the television
personality of the year. As was
to be expected. Cliff responded
with an " off the cuff " speech
given in that pleasant relaxed
manner which has won for him
such a large circle of viewers for
Tonight. Not many interviewers
actors, for that matter
succeed in achieving the blessed
state of complete relaxation in
front of the televiion camera,
and at the same ti.nle do their
particular job in hard. Ludovic
Kennedy, Perry Co -.:o. Tony
Hancock and Mac Hobley are
a few of tile people who have
Notice that they
achieved it.
are all men!
function
This
television
formed a suitable prelude to the

Army Game " (Granada), " Take
Your Pick " (A -R) and " Emergency Ward 10 " (A -TV). and it
is only natural that these and
similar programmes should be
largely sought--and bought -by
the other programme companies.

Regional News
SINCE the Independent Television News started operations, its popularity has grown

and the average weekly time
allocated to it has increased from
160 minutes to 185 minutes. In
the Midlands, Northern and
Welsh areas, the local programme companies add about
five minutes a day of local news
supplement. a popular item
which contributes about half-anhour a week to the 15 per cent.
local programme quota. This is
either locally shot 16mm. film
or live news or interviews in the
local studio. 16mm. film, processed in the local studio, with
its sound recorded on a magnetic strip on the same film.
opens up great possibilities for
increasing local news coverage
and providing " open air " items
for regional non -advertising
first European Television Exhi- magazines. It is a very econobition, which commenced a day mical operation, since only negaor so later, not far away. in Park tive picture is required-positive
Lane House.
pictures being obtained from
transmission_ merely by a phase
The I:I'.A. Network
reversal switch.
IT is quite natural that advertisers prefer to book commer- The Provincial Touch
cial " slots " with the provincial
BOTH the BBC and the I.T.A.
area programme companies at
programme organisations
peak viewing times. when they have taken practical steps to
expect their commercials to be reduce the near -monopoly of the
fitted into slots in well-estab- television programmes by their
lished programmes, known to London Studios. Almost every
have high audience ratings by month. the BBC or I.T.A. seem
the Nielsen or TAM organisa- to be announcing the opening of
tions. The Independent Tele- new television studios in provinvision Authority keeps a fatherly cial centres. Nevertheless. the
eye on the activities of the pro- regional influence is not often
vincial programme companies felt, especially during the peak
and insists that the quota of hours of viewing. Local conprogrammes of local origin shall tributions seem to be principally
not be less than 15 per cent. of confined to the day or early
the total programme time each evening, restricted to the arca of
week. This means that Cardiff, origin and rarely networked to
Manchester, Glasgow and the the nation.
other provincial I.T.A. centres
As might be expected, the
must put on at least 51 hours of I.T.A. programme companies in
local material a week. It doesn't provincial
regions
" rubber
sound much, but it is not easy stamp:* the London network
to achieve without a large staff, programmes less than the BBC
plenty of equipment and ade- provincial centres. Indeed, quite
quate stage space for rehearsals a lot of Granada, A -TV and
as well as the actual shows. ABC -TV network presentations
Week after week. top viewing come from their studios in
ratings have been taken by "The Manchester and Birmingham. It

-or

-
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significant, however. that
Granada's London "branch"
studio at the Chelsea Palace is
often used for " Granada From
the North " programmes, and
this important theatre studio has
also been hired by ABC -TV.
Programmes from T.W.W. and
Scottish Television are not often
seen in the London area. though
some of them are highly popular
in their own areas.
is

Developing Machine
A very simple developing
machine has been designed by
Newman and Guardia Limited.
which develops, fixes. washes
and dries either 35mm. film or
16mm. film at the rate of 40ft.
per minute. There is a special
16mm. only model which does
the job at double this speed.
Called the " Lawley Junior." it
is the 1958 model of a type of
processing machine which has
been used in cinema film laboratories for many years. Its automatic temperature control of
developing solution and drying
compartment. its continuous recirculation of the developing
solution to provide agitation
and a compressed air device to
prevent carry -over of solutions
from tank to tank, make this a
simple
device
to
operate.
Making prints from the negative,
if they are required, is a much
more complicated operation, requiring additional equipment
and a highly skilled technician.
Printing is, therefore, usually
handled by one or other of the
established film laboratories.

"Spectacular" Shows
THE word " spectacular," used
as a noun, is a product of
the American television world.
It is the ambition of many
artistes, male and female, to be
engaged for one of the American
networked " Spectaculars," particularly if it carries their own
name in the title. A spectacular
implies elaborate staging, precision dancing by a large troupe.
top -class script writing, experienced stooges suitable for building up the star and -most
important of all
specially

-a

orchestrated musical background.
with a fine orchestra and
possibly a choir. How wonderful
it is for a performer to "lean
back " and wallow, completely
relaxed, in the luxury of all this
dressing.
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All the experts

SIGNAL GENERATORS
£3.19.6 or 25:- deposit and

monthly payments of 21 6.
J'. & l'. 51- extra. Coverage
103 lie x-100 Me, s on fundamentals and 100 Me:s to 200
Meta'
Vets un harmonies.
.t,e ltin..'t Olin. x 5 /in.. a
hammer finish. Incorporai'
hrec minfatur:, valves
fetal Rectifier.
A.C. M:.
2)120. Internal Modula t:
of 407 c.p.s. to a depth of :30
modulated or unmodu la
R l'.,
output cnntinuoul' triable.
mlllivli
107
and mod. switch. variable A.F. output. Incorporaiu
Fir :H as output Indicaim'. Ac.miacy plus of minas
£4.19.8 or 26- deposit and
monthly payments of 216.

use

TFGDE

tr

P. & P. 5:- extra. Coverage
120
Sc s -84 Me s.
Metal
loin. x 61ín. x Olin,

case

Reliable

Sise of scale, 6tin. a 31in. 2
valve; and rectifier. A.C.

mains 230 -250 v. Internal
modulation of 400 c.o.s. to a
depth of 30';,, modulated
or uamoduiated H.F. out pat continuously variable
C.N. and
100 millivolts.
mod. switch, variable A.1'. unpu t and moving coil output meter
:met white pane). Act tilt .'y plus of
Grey hammer finished
minus 2":..

A model for every purpose
..alt round

Leaflets on request from

p

Fief h,

GENERATOR

Engineering Sales rf partment
59 -62 High Holborn, Landon, W.C. 1.

- deposit plus P.

& P. 5
and 6 monthly payments Fil
21,6. Cash £6.19.6 Plus P. &
P. 5: -. Coverage 7.6 Mas -210
Me s in Ove bands, all on

Telephone: CHAncery 4361
Telegrams t " Henfetel, Ha'b, London

fundamentals, slow- motion
nosing, audio output, 8
ts:rtical and horizontal bass,
lu,gin:, :cnln. In

FOR 25 YEARS THE BEST

practical book on conversion-

E.

book provides information on the conversion of
those television sets which receive B.B.C. programmes
only so that they will receive both B.B.C. and I.T.A.
stations. Included in the Reference Data given in Section 3
are the sound and vision intermediate frequencies of many
hundreds of television models. The book contains over 170
illustrations and circuit diagrams, and is fully indexed.
TrIIS

illustrations
and circuit diagrams!
1

-

General

Principles

:

-

:-

Index to Receiver Models ;

Index

to Universal Converters.

25s. FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS
... or in cove 0/difficulty 2h.v. 3d. hr post from the publishers
GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
Slreel, London, W.C.2.

NEWNES

'Douer

c

\111.1.

I

I

louse, Sotttltamptan

\IlrER.\TIONS
.

NO

('. ramie te with built -in power supply.
2110 -250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish
use 511n. long, 31ín. wide, 4 ;in. high.
Incorporating gain control and band

stitch. Illus. with cover removed.
Wólsey 3 element
T.A. outside or loft aerial, °k) ft.
T.A. lead and 2 plugs. ,Wolsey 5
lenient 10 /- extra.) 25/- deposit plus P. & P.
utyments of £1.5.8. Cash £5.17.0 pin: J'. &T'..
£3.19.6 plus I'. & P. 26.

t'mplete with
L

I.

-, and

AC /DC POCKET MULTI -METER KIT
Comprising 'lin. moving coil ssr

scale calibrated in AC DC .',1:
ohms and milll -amps.

range AC: DC 0-50, 0- 100.
milli -amps 0 -10, 0 -100. Oh"
(1- 10.000. Front panel, tang,
wiry -wound pot (for o),
setting) toggle switch,

-

and metal rectifier. Ba'ii1
ment 2 mA.
In grey

1

:-

General Index ;

case

TO SET.

Conversion

CONTENTS Methods ; Aerial Installations for Bands and Ill ;
Aerialite ;
Interference Problems. Section 1- Conversion Data
Alba ; Banner ; Bush ; Cossor ; Decca ; Defiant ; E.M.I. ;
;
;
Ferguson
;
Ferranti
G.E.C.
;
H.M.V. ;
Ekco ; English Electric
Kolster- Brandes ;
Marconi phone ;
Masteradio ;
Invicta ;
Murphy ; Peto Scott ; Philips ; Pilot ; Pye ; Rainbow ;
Sobel) ; Spencer West ; Tele-mechanics ; Teletron ; Ultra ;
B.B.G. Television
Valradio ; Vidor. Section 3- Reference Data
Transmitters ; I.T.A. Television Transmitters ; Frequencies
Television
Transmitting
Stations
;
Receiver
of Television
intermediate Frequencies ; Models Aligned to the Upper Side
Band ;

II.\ \SELS.

1

170
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T.V. CONVERSION
FOR I. T. A. by C. Lotcho

Ititle

.

SIGNAL & PATTERN

:

W. T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS CO. LTD.

A

1

-1

* Speedy
* Long- lasting
65

'

í

M1ßN

ELECTRIC SOLDERING IRONS

*

591

llnished case.
Pl'.lus
sestru ; li
19/6 & P. T6.
',dill, to point wiring diagram l fi ce with kit.
e.I a.
Plllt'l'_111I.E A \IPLII'11;R. -Size filin. long, Siu. high, 2
deep. Will suit any type of crystal pick -up. Output apps
.i watts. Incorporating ECCI33 double triode, Convoy 112BT
out pentode and contact cooled rectifier. Fully isolat "rt
ransformer for 230 -250 v. A.C. mains. Bass, treble ant,
ntrols. 49,6 plus P. & P.:3 6. Sin. Bleaker and 0.1'.
inrnlet, if Purchased with above, 18 6. Plus P. & P.
I III.1.AIU) 4- SPEED .\I "l'IIN.111(' l'If :\NUiac
'.L'dc
suitable for use with above amplifier). Type .. u -pit l;
Size 12in. a 13 ;in. Min. clearance above hoard 5ín.. helow :
10 records. A.C. mains, 200 -250 v.. turnover crystal head. 13i..,
new, fully guaranteed, £8.19.6. plus I'. & P. 5 -. Or 25 - drp,
plus P. & P. 5/- and 7 monthly payments of £1.5.0.
l

s

I

-

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
All enquiries S.A.E.
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TERRACE
WINTOUN STREET

103 LEEDS

LEEDS 7

REBUILT TURES1
SEND YOUR DUD
MULLARD AND MAZDA TUBES
TO US FOR REBUILDING

TERMS : Cash with order or C.O.D. Postage and Packing
charges extra, as follows : Orders value 10/- add I!- ; 20/add 1/6 ; 40/- add 2/- ; LS add 3/- unless otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and postage 3/ -. 411 single valves postage
6d.
Personal shoppers Monday- Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Saturdays 10 a.m. to I p.m.
-

SUPER -VISION LIMITED
LOW PRICED COMPONENTS SPECIALISTS
EVERY ITEM BRAND NINA/ AND GUARANTEED
CONDENSERS

THE

2, 5, 8.2, 22, 42, 50 and 100 pf

: Sd. each.
220, 500, .001, .002 and .005 mfd : 7d, each.
.01..02..05 and .1 mfd : ed. each.
.25 mfd : 1/3 each.
.5 mfd : 1/5 each.
All 350 v. WKG

Via B.R.S. (Parcels) Ltd., or BRITISH RAILWAYS.

Electrolytics

MULLARD
12" £7.10
14" £8.10
EMITRON, COSSOR
& CATHODEON 17" £10.10
21" £12.10
' 14' £8.10 15"& 17" £10.10
MAZDA
-

: 5/6 each.
32 + 16 mfd, 350 v. : 3.'6 each,
40 mfd, 450 v. : 3/6 each.
Clips : 3d. each.
50 mfd, 12 v. : 8d, each.

60/100 mfd
32
40

+

+

RESISTANCES
Carbon
10 to 5 M, ; w.
3d. each.

Carriage and Insurance 15/- each tube.

FULLY GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS

:

-Line Output Transformers and Deflector Wish
Most types can be supplied. State set make,
model number and part required. S.A.E please.

Variable T/V type pots

PRIME

(Near Shepherds Bush Central Lin..)

CALLERS

:

10.30 -3

MON.-SAT.

Phone - PARk 1131.

Closed WED.

w.

:

4d. each.

I

w.

5 w. : 1/3 each. 5. IO and 20 ohms, IO w.
5. 10, 50 and 100 ohms, 20 w. : 3/- each.

2.200

3 k, 5 k, 25

k, and I
Egen slider type

M

3 k, 5 k, and 25 k

1/9 each.

:

Volume controls

IBRAYHEAD TURRET CONVERTERS

Foremost in performance, design and reliability.
Instruction booklet supplied.
CONVERTERS £6.19.6.
Plug-in Adapter if
needed 7/6. Postage and packing 2/6.
State set make, model number and channels
required.
Terms C.W.O. or pro forms
ELECTRICS (Dept W/2)
36, QUEENSDALE ROAD, LONDON, 1V.11.

!.

2 w. I / -each.

Wire Wound

5 M

:

:

2,16

2/9 each. .5 M with DPS switch

:

1/6 each.

4/3 each.
:

2/- each.

x I x 2¢ .3 dia. with two iron dust cores

VALVE HOLDERS
Int. Octal : 4d. each.

6d. each.

each.

COIL FORMERS AND SCREENS
2 x l x 1.'.-.3 dia. with iron dust core

I

:

:

87G

4d. each.

:

3/- each.

B9A

:
6d. each.
CER.B9A with screen : 1/9 each.
TERMS : C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Please include a sufficient amount to cover postage.
:

Send 3d, for full list.
Any Transformer or Choke made to order

:

quotations by return.

SUPER -VISION LIMITED
136,

HIGH ST., TEDDINGTON, MIDDX, KINgston 4393.
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Television Receiving Licences
THE following statement shows
the approximate number of
Television Receiving Licences in
force at the end of April, 1958,
in respect of receiving stations
situated within the various Postal
Regions of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland.
Regina
London Postal
...
Home Counties
...
Midland
...
...
North Eastern
...
North Western
...
South Western
Wales and Border Counties

Trital
...

1.589.544

..

1.002.897

...
...
...
...
...

1.308.321

1.312.820
1,140.843
632,285
469.814

Total England and Wales
Scotland
...
Northern Ireland

7.456,524

(,rand Total

8.147.333

...

1,04,068
86,741

grammes. All the cables for the
system were supplied by British
Insulated
Cable:,
C'allenders
Limited and were manufactured
in their plastic -cables factory, at

Hclsby.
The first cable to he erected
was the main feeder from th::
mast- mounted aerial array sited
on a hill outside the town.
signal -strengths
where good
were available, to an amplifying
and distribution station near the
centre of the town.

l'ye Industrial TV Camera

THE

to test subliminal
PLANS
perception have been
announced by an independent
television station in Los Angeles.
During the next three months it
.vill
sea ice
flash " public
messages such as " Drive Safely
m screens at speeds .impossible
to see consciously.
If it is found that viewers
absorb the messages similar
experiments will be made with
commercial advertisements. 'I
three major television networks
have said they will not allow this
technique at least until the
Federal Communications Commission has given its verdict.

h

Television Relay for Hawick

APOTENTIAL audience of
for Fyne 'lees
250.000
Television transmissions is c\pected by mid -April next year.
Mr. Peter Paine. sales
controller, in a letter to leading
states

adcrtising agents.
It is estimated that

the Irne
Tees transmission area contains
2.66 million people (approximatcly. 880.000 homes), of whom
2.5 million livo in the primary
service area. and that 20 per
cent. of all homes will be able to receive the transmission on

opening night. January'

15, 1959.

Pye indus-

trial

Subliminal Messages

250.000
Expect
T.T.Tte.
Viewers by Mid -April Next
Yew

-IV

camera, which has

specially sealed
housing, has been
designed for outdoor observation
at an explosives
-factory. The
camera and its
a r i o u s attachments are remotely
controlled.
a

Some

of

the

with

facilities
which the camera

is provided include
a weather -. proof

housing
a l s o

is
that
explosive

AT Hawick. in Scotland. a dust -proof. a reradio and television relay
system has recently been com- motely controlled
Relay Systems lens change unit,
pleted by
(Hawick) Ltd. This installatiqn and a demisting
in
Hawick. device
gives subscribers
wh i ch
previously regarded as a poor blows warm air on
area for television reception, a
choice of BBC and Commercial to the polished
television programmes and two ,plate -glass
al'ernative sound broadcast pro- window.

The special P >e industrial camera.
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Southern Television

.

miles away, without even moving
Southern Television. from his chair. He was using a
WHEN
the new independent TV system of closed circuit telestation for the south goes on the vision.
At the exhibition which was
air from August 30. its transmissions will cover an area
of more than 3.500 square miles
SOUTHERN
and a population of between
TELEVISION
two -and -three -quarter and three
Provisional

million.

The expected area Of coverage
stretches from Weymouth in the
west to Brighton in the east and

northwards to Newbury in a
rough D- shape.
Already television dealers are
reporting good reception of test
signals in towns throughout the
region,
from
Brighton
to
Bournemouth. and Swanage to
Southampton.
This early test
signal is at a very low power, of
one kilowatt from a temporary
mast only 75ft. high. Full power
test signals of 100 kilowatts from
the main 750ft. high mast are
due to go out from August 1.
The signal now going out is
designed to help dealers adjust
sets and align aerials ready for
Southern Television's opening
night programme on August 30.

First European Television
Exhibition

at his desk in Post
Headquarters. Mr.
Ernest Marples. the Postmaster
General. opened the first European
Television
Exhibition,
which was being held several

SEATED
Office

crossroads, and the control of
unattended level crossings.
Exhibitors from several European countries took part in_ the

exhibition, including

Coverage Mop

a

Finnish

,

Estimated
Population
2.790.000

Far,

&Irbys44e

.oa-èy

A/dvtMt
FrAham

Andover

CúaedPad

,

Amesbury

Nxshóm

Winchester

sd:eoy

SAd esbuy

Easdeigh
F0,440r,4re sartMmptm`4
Narant

F`a,J'

B/w.dPa1.

Lym;igta,

Hoke.

Clrhetler

ibu

Qr

eynorRTs

e;h.rttrhwdi

yNe.pwt
Slöhí/in

Ke,

A map showing the coverage of Southern Television.

held at Park Lane House, the
guests saw Mr. Marples on nine
TV monitor sets placed in key
positions in the various sectors

company that makes TV films
for Russia.

19 Million Can Watch TV
FOURTEEN MILLION more
of the exhibition.
people can watch ITV proThe closed circuit equipment
was installed by Pye. In recent grammes to -day than two years
ago.
reports
Television Audience
months there has been an increasing demand for closed circuit Measurement Limited. To -day's
total
is over 19 million. comtelevision from industry.
It is
already being used for observa- pared with 12 million this time
last
year
and only five million in
tion of radioactive materials.
guided missiles at the moment of May. 1956.
launching. for traffic control at Extended Hours
For Test

Signals

QOUTHERN

TELEVISION

arranged with the Independent Television Authority to
increase the hours of transmission of the test signal from
( hillerton Down. Isle of Wight.
It came into operation on May
the 19th. and signals now go on
the air for 12 hours daily from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. from Monday
to Saturday inclusive.
(There
will be no transmission on
Sundays.)
This major extension from 371
tc 72 hours each week has been
made to help retailers within the
Southern
Television
region
during what will be an extremely,
busy time. and it is hoped that
they will be able to take full'
advantage of it.
These hours of transmission
vrill continue during the broadcasting of the full - power signals
of 100 kilowatts E.R.P. scheduled
to begin in August.
-

Mr. Marples as seen on the monitor sets at the First European
Television Exhibition.
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volts

-1000 a.c. volts

I-low would you like to have one of the famous M.I.P. tierie
too Multi -Range Test Sets on your bench almost by return ut
post. It's easy, you just send 47;6 as deposit and pay the rest in
six monthly instalments of ,fit.ifi.o. The cash price is [12.7.6.
Pest the coupon for full details.

100 Microamps to
500 Milliamps d.c.
100 Microamps a.c.

MULTI -RANGE

0 to I Megohm
0 to 10.000 ohms

TEST SET- SERIES 1OO
To MEASURING INSTRUMENTS (PULLIN) LTD.
Electrin Works, Winchester Street, Acton, London, W.3.
Please send illustrated leaflet of the series 100 Test Set with
...
details of new easy payment scheme

There is also
the SERIES 90

.

1

I

Terms for the Series 90
selfTest
Set
(19
contained ranges ac /dc
200 micro -amps 5,000
ohms per volt).
Deposit 35/- and six
monthly payments of
28/10.
(Cash price
(9.15.0.)
GD

n

Ditto, Series 90

...
Please indicate instrument required.
NAME
ADDRESS

D758

14

SPECIAL

OFFER

THIS MONTH
LIMITED QUANTITY
SPIRAL

Double 4-element Aerials, array only,
complete with Cross -over unit. Matching
Stubs wired to folded dipoles. Few only,
79/6.

4111

4
,

..
IN

v
11

Terms : Cash with order or C.O.D.
Carriage on aerials 2/6 extra.
MAIL ORDER ONLY.

Listed at 55/6.

Our

..

.

ti.

This

facturer. Supplied complete with cranked pole
and wall fixing brackets, can also be loft mounted.

:;
..

The easiest possible dual -band aerial to fit.
Ideal for ranges
Just plug it into the set.
up to 10/15 miles, aepending upon locality.
Bargain offer 19 /II post free.

powerful 4-element, pre -assembled, wide
spaced Band Ill beam Aerial by a leading manu-

of

price, Brand New, in maker's sealed

.
.11

as

q
IN

carton, 39/6.

4- element Aerials, array only, for mounting to
diameter mast, 25/ -.
I #in.
Cellular polythene Co -axial Cable at 8d. per yard

'supplied if required.

G. C.

LIMITED
2, Park Row, Leeds, I
EQUIPMENT
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Latest Improved circuits.
Higher B.H.T. (brilliant
picture). Improved sensitivity (for greater range).
Chassis is easily fitted
into any cabinet. 17'
rectangular tube on
adapted chassis. Less
valves.
months'
12
guarantee on tube. 3
months' guarantee on

round tubes.

HOME RADIO,

INSULATING TAPE. 1 8. Finest quality. 75" x l" wide. Post 9d.
SOLDERING TOOL. 19'8
110 V. orb V. (Specialadaptor for 201240 V.. 10'- extra) Automatic
solder feed. Includes a 20 ft. reel of ERSIN 60; 40, Solder and spare
parts. It is a tool for electronic soldering or car wiring. Revolutionary in design. Instantly ready for use and cannot burn. In
light metal case with full instructions for use. Post 2 9.

GANG CONDENSERS. 1'9. 2 and 3 gang 500 pF Standard Salvaged, Tested. P. & P. 1 3.
SOUND & VISION STRIP 25 8
Sound I.F. 10.5 /Acts Vision I.F. It to 14 Mc 'a Less valves. Valve
line up 6 -6F1s. 2 -802e. Any single channel 1-5 supplied, a turret
tuner is easily fitted. Power Pack Supply 270 V. H.T. 6.3 V.
heaters. P. & P. 2 6.

SOLO

Open SATURDAY -ALL DAY.
Li rtrpoof Street Station -}fang
Park Station -10 minute..
FREE CATALOGUE.

DUKE&

Electrolytic Condensers. 8 -8 mfd. 350 v..
21:
38.
Fully
Polished Aluminium Kettle..
guaranteed, 59'6.
Crossover Boxe. for TA'. 12 -: Coax
Plugs, 1' -: Fuses 11ín., 50) m A.. 1 amp..
OZI
1A5

1LN5
2X2
3D6
835
1235

2

amp.,

5/- 8SN7

3: -8138G
216 1625

21 807

3

amp.,

5

amp.,

8 - SBGSG

4 -

per doz.

iGZ32

3.6
198 PZ30
5 8 EF83 7 8!EY86
5 6 6X4
8 -IPY31
1 8 UBC41 8 6'PY32

15í-

178
171

17'6
2/6 8116
1718
PL33 17'6
4'- EB.pl
6 - ECL82
4 - EL38 21 6
12'6 PL38 21'8
EL33 15'- 6CD6G
12ÁT7 10-'PCF80
6SL7
8'24'8 CL33 17 6
12'6

by The A.R.R.L.

Post 1/9

,TELEVISION RECEIVER SERVICING, Vol. 2. Receiver and Power

Supply Circuits. By E. A. W. Spread.
bury. 21/-. Postage II -.

AND RADIO

TUBE

TROUBLES. By S. Heller. 23/..
Postage I;-.
THE OSCILLOSCOPE AT WORK.
By A. Hass and R.
Postage 9d.

W. Hallows.

15/

'

1/3.

,PRACTICAL TV AERIAL MANUAL FOR BANDS I AND 3. By
R. Laidlaw. Si, Postage 6d.
HIGH FIDELITY SOUND REPRODUCTION. By E. Molloy.
20/-. Postage II -.

10,

TV

FAULT

Publication.

FINDING.
5/

,

A Data

Postage 6d.

MAIL ORDER ONLY -NO ('ALLERS
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D. Minimum C.O.D,
charge 3'6. Postage and Packing per valve.
Od.: other items- under £2, 1 9: £5. 2 -.
Aerials 3- carriage.

THE MODERN BOOK CO

ELECTRO- SERVICES & Co.

LONDON, W.2

BATTERSEA PARK ROAD,
LONDON, S.W.11.
MAC 8155

-.

CTELEVISION PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE. By F. J. Camm. 25/ -.
Postage

BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Boobs
19 -23

221

E

(Dept. MANOR ARK, E.I2ROAD,

Tel.: ILF

6001 -3

FIRST-CLASS
TELEVISION and

RADIO AMATEUR'S
HANDBOOK

2 6: 10) mfd. 450 v., 8 6: 16 mid. 450 v.,
16 mfd. 450 v., 4'6: 32 mfd. 450 v.
16

1.5 amp.,

CO.

EDITION

1958

, TV

79,6

A.C.:D.C. Universal mains 5 valve
octal s /het. 3 waveband receiver
can be adapted to gram. P.U. In
an attractive wooden cabinet.
91' x 181 " -x 111-. Ins. Carr. 7 6.

:

Television Table:. Walnut finish 201n. x
Olin. x 21in. high. Packed flat in carton.
only 4 win, nuts to assemble. 72 6.

29/9

8' P.M. SPEAKER. 8 9. Ideal for kitchen and bedroom extension. Let the lady of the house enioy that Radio or T.V. programme. Complete with O P. trans., 10 -. P. & P. 2'9.

size
151' x 71" x 81'. Less Valves.
Ins. Carr. 4'6.

00

Carr. on all tubes.

EXTENSION SPEAKERS,

POPULAR RADIO OR RADIOGRAM CHASSIS, 39/9
A.C. or A.C.:D.C. 3 waveband and
gram. 5 valve superhet. International octal. Ideal table gram.
but still giving high quality output.
4 knob control. 6- p.m. speaker. 7/9
extra. Set of knobs 2 - extra. Chassis

return.

15'6 Ins.

Extensions in Cabinets. Complete. Fitted
with 6" P.M. Speaker W.B." or " GOOD MANS " of the highest quality. Standard
matching to any receiver. (2 -5 ohms.)
Flex and switch included. Money refunded
if not completely satisfied. Ins, Carr. 3'6.

14in. T.Y. CHASSIS, TUBE & SPEAKER, £13.19.6
A, above with 14 round tube. Less Valves. 3 months' guarantee.
With Valves. £19 19 8. Turret Tuner. 50'- extra. Inc. Carr. 25',

3d.

14in. E5.10.0

months full replacement, 6 months' progressive. Made possible
by the high quality of our tubes. Ins. Carr. 15 6. Convert your
9 ", 10', 12' tube to 14', 15". 16' (round tunes). Our special offer
for these sizes, £5. Details on how to ' Do- it- Yourself " in our
free catalogue. 12" T.V. Tubes. 28. 3 months' guarantee on all
6

line-up 6SSIG, 6V6. EY51,
2 -SD2s, EL33, EL41 and
7 -6Fls.
Turret tuner.
50'- extra. State B.B.C.
and I.T.A. channel required. Extra channel suppled ar 7 6
each. Ins. Carr. (incd. tube, 27, -.

Television Aerials. Band III 3 element.
23 8: 5 element. 39 6: 8 element. 58'6
B.B.C. Single Dipole, 32 8. We carry large
stocks of all types of aerials. Send S.A.E.
with your enquiry and we will reply by

MONTHS' GUARANTEE

12

I7in. C7.10.0

valves and chassis. With
Valves. £2519'8. Valve

32/6

19133

T.V. RECTANGULAR TUBES

T.V. CUASSIS, TUBE & SPEAKER, £19.19.6

B.S.R.4 -speed Tspe A('8 Record ('hanger
28.12.6. 36 carriage.
lon -trap Magnets. 5 -. 71,1. x 4in. P.M.
Speakers. 16'-.
Air -spaced Coaxial ('ab1e. 9d. per yi.
70- per 103 yds.
Sapphire Stylus Replacement Needles.
Standard or L.P. All types at 6 -. including
T.C.4, H.O.P. 37, H.G.P. 5). Studio "O ".
G.C.2, T.C.8, etc. Please state cartridge
number when ordering or enquiring. Postage

lull,

PRAED STREET,

Complete catalogue 6d.
Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 deys 9 -6 p.m.
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RADIO COURSES

.

GET A CERTIFICATE!
After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure your professional qualification or learn Servicing
and Theory. Let us show you how

FREE

!

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 132

pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success compelling qualifications as

A.M.Brit.1.R.E., City and Guilds
Final Radio. P.M.G. Radio

Amateurs' Exams., Gen. Cart
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng. /.
A. M.I. P. E., A.M.I.Mach.E.,

Draughtsmanship (all branches),
etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR

NO

FEE

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication.
It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1885 -OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING

(Dept

HOLBORN,
LONDON, E.C.I.

462), 148,

}'
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PROJECTION TV

IR. -You have rightly said on a number of
occasions that the TV tube looks wrong. and
that a thing which looks wrong is wrong. Yet

The Editor does not necessarily agree with
the opinions expressed by his correspondents. All letters must be accompanied by
the name and address of the sender
(not necessarily for publication).

COLOUR TV

S1R.- Having

recently visited America and
watched some of the colour TV programmes.
I can only say that, unless we can do something
the firms who market projection television better, colour TV receivers in this country would
ma '
recters have discontinued them. From this, I be a flop, especially in s iew of asthe theexpense
Baird
mu conclude that it is a failure. and I am involved. It seems to me as crude
wondering whether you have had second thoughts 30 -line system of TV. and I certainly would not
pay the very high price asked for one. The
on the matter. The disadvantage that the picture
becomes blurred when side viewing and is only colour was crude and rather resembled some of
clearly visible to those who are looking square on the coloured horror comics published in America.
I was told by dealers that the demand for them
to the picture is. I know, one of the greatest
disadvantages, but I should have thought that it was practically non -existent, and those they had
would not be beyond the ability of our designers sold had been a continuous source of trouble.
One dealer said that it
to overcome this. I am
had been marketed too
also aware that. as you
soon.
I know that
increase
picture
size.
SPECIAL NOTE
experiments are continubrilliance is diminished
Rill readers please note that we are unable
ing in this country, but
because it has not yet
to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of exthe BBC is not yet ready
been found possible to
government apparatus, or of proprietary
for it, and I do not think
We regret
amplify light as we can
makes of commercial receivers.
the
public is either.
amplify sound.
The
that we are also unable to publish letters from
Most people seem
greater cost of projection
readers seeking a source of supply of such
satisfied with a
TV receivers is a further
apparatus.
monochrome p i c t u r e.
disadvantage but I canPersonally, f should like
not believe that this is
'the main reason for its decline since hire purchase to see the BBC spend its money on improving the
terms would make its purchase fairly easy. programmes, and some of them are in need of it.
'Friends of mine who have owned such receivers rather than waste thousands of pounds on colour
have told me that they were frequently in trouble Tv. It is my view also that colour TV will not
with them and that maintenance and replacement depend upon a mechanical system as at present. A. H. (Rotherham).
cost were frequent and high. -E. N. (Enfield).
retailer
this
views
on
[We have not changed our
HOME -BUILT TV RECEIVERS
and we think that when it is possible to produce
SIR,
recently looked in on a home -constructed
with
comparable
set
at
a
price
a projection TV
installed in a friend's house and I
receiver
will
it
vision
receiver,
direct
that of, say, a 21in.
at the perfect results that t
was
astonished
so
The
announcement
recent
its
regain
popularity.
of his design. My friend
source
the
enquired
disbeen
has
light
amplifying
of
that a method
he had built it from the pages of
me
that
informed
the
that
criticism
the
eliminate
covered may
that it was called the
pictures are less brilliant and improvements in your journal, and filled with a desire to build
I was
"
Supervisor."
viewing
side
the
may
eliminate
system
optical
the
as a result I have become a
dimness. The optical system in its present form one myself and
of your paper and intend to build
is the main drawback. A more compact design regular reader
your receivers myself this autumn. I have
of -receiver is possible by means of projection TV one ofa reader
of your companion journal Practical
than with direct vision TV, and although many been
its first issue. when it was a weekly.
receivers have been withdrawn from the market, Wireless from
and I have every volume bound. I often browse
experiments continue.-ED.]
through them with great interest. I also took
your pre-war monthly publication, PRACTICAL
BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TELEVISION
TELEVISION, until it ceased publication owing to
PRACTICAL
reader of
I also have several of Mr. Camm's
a
became
the war.
SIR,
TELEVISION after reading an announcement books on radio and television, and one which
of your new series, now completed, entitled " A intrigues me at present is his " Television
to Television." I was fascinated Principles and Practice " from which I learned all
i Beginner's Guide
the simplicity of that series because I had i know about television. His output seems so
j by
tremendous that at one time I thought he was a
f previously read a series for beginners in your
¡companion journal Practical Wireless. That series mythical character, until I met him at the Caxton
was later reprinted in book form and I treasure Hall last year at the showing of the Mullard films.
J. B. (Harrow).
my copy of it. Is there a possibility of the TV More power to you.
S. T.
series being produced in similar form ?
WIRE AND WIRE GAUGES
(Ipswich).
3/6, or 3!9 by post
[As announced last month, " A Beginner's
From George Newnes Ltd., Tower House,
Guile to Television" will be published on
i
Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2
.

-I

1

7 -I

-A.

Olërly 17th at

7.s.

6d., by post

8:s.

3d. -ED.]
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News Fr®m the Trade

Picture Equaliser Unit

THIS

'

is a small tunable filter unit which pro-

vides adjustable attenuation to Band I
signals with only a very small loss on Band III.
The unit plugs directly into the coaxial aerial
socket on the receiver. the aerial feeder lead then
being plugged into the socket provided on the
equaliser.
When setting up the procedure is to insert the
unit and then adjust the controls on the receiver
for normal Band III reception. The receiver is
then switched to Band I and the screw core on the

shields and terminal lugs another ¡in. to the top.
The terms " top " and " front " are relative as
the tuner may be installed in any position.
The heart of the tuner is a circular. white plate
moulded from Bakelite alkyd DX18926 through
which are mounted 104 metal pins.
Between
these lie the selector coils. On the reverse side
the pin heads are arranged radially in sixes
and pairs to mate with the selector arm. also
moulded from Bakelite alkyd DX18926 which
carries the corresponding eight metal contacts.
A feature of the manufacture of the plastic
disc. apart from its high electrical stability and
resistance to heat, frequency loss and tracking.
is its intrinsic strength and lack of brittleness
necessary for the insertion of the 104 pins. Raised
identifying channel numbers -13 are part of the
moulding.
Two further components made of Bakelite
material. Phenolic Black X17165 form the fine
adjustment mechanism of the tuner. The first
moulding is a collar bearing a cam -shaped rear
face, rigidly fixed to the outer " fine tuning
spindle." The second is a spring -loaded ferrule
carrying two teeth, one of which bears on the
cam surface of the first moulding causing it to
move in and out of the tuner by the rotation of
the spindle. while the second tooth engages with
the moving plate of a book condenser to give the
fine tuning adjustment.
Three firms are manufacturing the mouldings.
Kent Mouldings. of Footscray. Sidcup, Kent. and
Cosmocord Ltd., Waltham Cross, Herts, making
the Bakelite alkyd DX18926 parts, and Prestmare
Ltd., of Raynes Park. London, making the
X17165 Phenolic parts.
1

The Labgear picture equaliser unit.

equaliser adjusted until Band I reception is similar
to that obtained on Band III. No further adjustment is required and the set can be switched from
BBC to I.T.A. without needing any Teadjustment
of the sensitivity or contrast controls.
In many areas the Band I signal is so strong
that patterning interference results and, in
addition to its normal function, the Labgear PE13
frequently removes this form of trouble.
The retail price of the unit is 10s. 6d. and
initial supplies should be available this month.
13- Channel Turret Tuner
TWO Bakelite resins have played an important
part in the development of the Fireball
13-channel turret tuner being used in many of
the new television sets. The tuner is made by
Metal Products Ltd., Abercy non.
B.
A.
Glamorgan.
Based on an American patent the circuits
selectors and other components were specially
designed and chosen for British television b
Mr. J. K. Brown, the company's Chief Produci
Engineer, to make the Fireball, the first British
tuner with 13 channels -the maximum number so
far announced: nine being in daily use. It is less
than a third of the size of earlier turret tuners
developed to meet the rapid expansion of BBC.
and ITV services.
The tuner assembly is only 2in. deep and a
fraction over Sin. in diameter; the control spindle
projecting a further 2in. to the front and the valve
.

An exploded view showing the positions in the Fireball
tuner occupied by the mouldings.
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!i11ORT -WAVE RECEIVER

BAR-VACS

Mc/s (5-30 Metres)
RECEPTION SET TYPE 209
10-60

(Te!. RIP 1591)
8

WILMINGTON GARDENS,

liie

BARKING, ESSEX

REBUILT TUBES
12

in.

in.

14

17

in.

in.

21

L14
£12
£10
L8
...
MAZDA
LI4
£I2
LIO
L8
...
MULLARD
GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS
P.P. & INS. 12/6. TERMS C.W.O.
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR ANY ENQUIRIES

9

t

c

LL1DY'S (Nottm.) LTD.

mplete with 6 valves. 2 -6K8C, 2 -EF39, 6Q70 and 6V6G. Internal
axlins power pack and 6 v. vibrator pack. Built -in 6;' speaker.
',luirhead slow-motion drive. B.F.O. and R.F. stage. Provision
i.r 'Phones and Muting and 600 ohms. Combined Input 100'250 v.
\.C. or 6 v. D.C. All sets in new condition and air tested. I.I'.
.rcquency 2 Ma's,
L6/19/6 Carr. 15:6.
BE PREPARED TO LI'I'
TO THE SATELLITES
',

TRANSISTORS

(DEPT. P.T.)

172,

ALFRETON ROAD, NOTTINGHAM

MIDGET BATTERY ELIMINATORS. To convert all types

RED -SPOT 800 ken Audio Frequency, 7/6.
WHITE -SPOT 2.5 Mc's R.F. and I.F. Amp..
YR102 Audio Amplifier 21' -.

battery portable to mains operation. 57/6 each, plus Post and
Packing, etc., 2/6. Smaller than H.T. battery alone. Please state
make and model No.

!SINGLE PIECE THROAT MIKES,
Could be

each.

1/- each. Post, etc., 6d.

for electrifying musical instruments. I

used

Turnover
IB.S.R. 4 SPEED AUTO -CHANGE UNITS.
crystal cartridges 200 -250 volts A.C. Special Price, 67.19.6.
Postage and Packing, 5/- extra.

AZ3I
CY3I

12/111ECC84 8i1
12/11 ECC85 8/I

MUI4

8/6' IDS

PCF80

12/6 IRS

10/6 6J5G
7/11

""--

2/11

-

7/3 6K8G 7/11
9/-1155
PEN36C17/611T4
7/3 6L6G
5/II
PL81
16/613Q5GT 9/6 6Q7G 8/11
8/6 6SN7GT
9/6 3V4
9/6 ECH81 8/1 PL82
5!II
9/11 SU4G
6/6
8/6 PY80
9/6 EF80
5,11
9/11 6V6G
8/3 5Z4G
12/6' PY8I
8/6 E F86
7/6
25A-6G
8/6 6AT6
6/II PY82
9/6 EF91
1211
9/-`TDD4 12/6 6B8G 2/11
9/61 EL84
EBF80
7b
13/11 35W4
15/-' UCH42 8/1I 6F1
ECC8I 8/I I' EV86
I 6
13/II 954
8/- 6F13
8/3,UF4I
ECC82 8/II EZ80
955
3/I
6F13
13/11
7/6
7/61UY41
ECC83 8/11 HY90
PCC84

EB91
5/I
9/6.ECH3510/I
9/6'ECH42 9/I

12/11

DAF96
DF96
DK96
DL96
EABC80
EBC4I

"TRANSISTOR -8"

"EAVESDROPPER"

THREE: TRANSISTOR. POCKET RADIO
(No Aerial or Earth required)
Variable Tuning. Total cost, as specified including Trani -.
Transformers, Coils, Condensers and Battery, etc., with
and plastic case.
POST F;:
70/-8216.
All items sold separately.
Wiilti
With Balanced Armature, 73 6. Wì1 h A'os r,/i.
Impedance Hearing Aid. 86 -.
i

against damage in

transit for only 6d.
extra per order.
All
uninsured

parcels at
customers' risk.

,

NEW

SURPLUS,

AND

GUARANTEED

VALVES.

10 -EF54

I
l'.

Postage and Packing 6d. per valve

extra.

tested before
despatch.

All

Over

1;1331

It'lll

t

and EA50 valves.

TE B.ARt:AlN

1

Unit

39/6

,tl'uIiÍ'!,:Iil oli, data.

Switched Tunink 20 to 30 Me s. Unit includes 35P01'".
10 -. carriage 26.
'Cype 26. Variable Tuning from 50 to 65 Mc.'s. Including 2- EI'51'n
25. -. carriage 26.
and EC52.
'I'ype

S.A.E. with

with order
or C.O.D. only.

l

R.F. UNITS

C3

Free.

Cash

i

PYE 45 Mc's STRIP TYPE 3583
Complete with
new condition.

--

Any Parcel insured

151-.

.

COMBINED CAR-RADIO K PORTABLE PUSH-POLI.
Sl'PEI{IIIì'l'
l'
Can
be built for LI I /IO /We can supply all theca
Send for Free Booklet and
items including Cabinet Cor
Price List. Car Radio Con811.10! -.
version Components, 8 All parts sold separately.
extra.

ALL ABOVE ARE NEW AND GUARANTEED.

AZI

(PNP)

enquiries.

23

JUST ARRIVED!
'

MIXER l'N I'l TYPE 79
Frequency range 172 10 190 Mr;:.
This unit comprises VCR139A tube 5U4 2 -EB91
EF55 7- EF501s and 4 -EA50 Valves.

St. Mary's Electronics
(Tel. AMBassador 9795)
18, PRAED STREET, LONDON, W.2.

REBUILT TUBES
17 in.
in.
L12
L10
£12
L10
P.P. & INS. 12/6.

12

in.

14

MAZDA .. L8
MULLARD... £8

LIST.

in.
£14

21

£14

GUARANTEED SIX MONTHS
PLEASE SEND

TERMS
S.A.E.

:

C.W.O.

FOR ANY

ENQUIRIES

;

;

I

V12120

;

.

:

:

Standard 200 -250 50 e s mains input.
Complete at the bargain price of L5/ IO/-

Carriage

5 -.

QUARTZ c'RVS'rAI. l NIT'S IN STOCK
lOI) ken to 36.7 Nick. SEND FOR FREE

cy ranges from

LOOKING FOR GOOD VALVES AT CHEAT' PRICES
FOR OUR VALVE LIST.

?

SENI)

SEND STAMPS FOR NEW 1958 28 -PAGE l'ATAJ.11(:l
OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9 -6. THURS. 1 ö clock.

II

LTD.
RADIO
HENRY'S
ROAD, LONDON, W.2
ROAD,
5

HARROW

EDGWARE

TEL.: PADDINGTON
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PREMIER RADIO CO.
(Regd.)

B.

H. MORRIS & CO.

207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.
Telephone

:

AMBossador 4033.

PADdington 3271/2.

"Petite" PORTABLE

The

May Be Built For

£7.7.0
plus 3p.
* only
Size

Bin. x

p. te
Bin. x
41ín.

Batteries Extra.

HT I0) -(Type BI 26)

or equivalent.
LT 1/6 (Type

AD35)

or equivalent.
Battery

Elimina t o r

now

available for 37/6.
8 -WATT

AMPLIFIER

This design includes 5 miniature Valves
of the latest types, an Ultralinear Output
Transformer suitable for Speakers of 3 and
15 ohms and a very attractive Perspex
front panel with gold lettering, complete
set of parts, £8.8.0.
Built and Tested £10.19.6. Postage &
Packing 5f- extra.

(RADIO) LTD.

23, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON, W.1.
Telephone : MUSeum 3451.

Read what a customer says

about the MAYFAIR Televisor
" I am writing to tell you that
this set is a complete success, it is
all you claim for it -Plus.
Some 40 miles from the station
a picture was obtained with a short
length of flex, while a somewhat
crude loft aerial produces
results which astound my
neighbours with their expensive factory -made sets.
"Construction was begun in
some trepidation, the groaners implying that this was a

somewhat risky operation to
undertake, that the picture
received would be an inch
wide stripe on the screen,
that the coils would be out
of line, etc. You can imagine
my delight when I switched
on for the first time to find
all the controls performed their various
B.S.R. TU8
functions exactly -on sound and vision.
This achievement on your part and mine gives added pleasure 3 -speed record
to viewing.
Congratulations on an excellent circuit and kit."
player £3.19.6, plus
MAY BE
Plus cost of C.R.T.
2/6 postage and
. I I Send
.
BUILT FOR
for Inst. Book 3'6.
packing.

£33 7

PLEASE ADDRESS ALL MAIL ORDER ENQUIRIES TO Dept. (PT3), 207 EDGWARE RD

,

LONDON, W.2

This hook gives you photographs, wiring diagrams and constructional details
T.V. receivers, with cdditional chapters
on pre -amplifiers, E.H.T. generators, pattern generators, test gear, etc.

for cheap and efficient home -built

F. J. Camm's

288 pages

PRACTICAL
TELEVISION
CIRCUITS
CAMM states in his Preface, "This book
gives constructional details of a number of
the most successful television receivers which have been described
in " Practical Television." the monthly journal of which I am
the Editor. Every one of them has been thoroughly tested and
they may be built with confidence. The circuits extend from a
cheap receiver designed round the well-known VCR97 and which
may be built for about £20, to more elaborate receivers designed
for quality rather than for low price. In addition, the construction of' test apparatus and auxiliary equipment. such as a
spot -wobbler and a tlesquare, and aerial design and erection
have been included." Purchasers encountering difficulty in construction or adjustment of any of the receivers described may
have their queries answered through the Free Advice Bureau of

MR.

" Practical

15s.

Television."

FROM ALL BOOKSELLERS

... or in

case

of difficulty

use the C.O.D. order form on the

An essentially practical book by

F.

right.

f. Camm

of

valuable T.V. data
for only 15s. net.
lb

With

CONTENTS

156

illustrations

The

" Argus "

:
A £9 Television
Receiver : A 3 -inch Midget Televisor:
Compact Televisor : An A.C. -D.C. Television Receiver :
A
Combined Television and Broadcast
:
The
" Argus " Pre-Amplifier : Low Noise Factor Receiver
Pre -Amplifier :
Two -Valve Pre -Amplifier : A " Spot- Wobbler " : A Block
Spotter : A Variable E.H.T. Generator : A Portable E.H.T.
Generator : An Alignment Aid : The Grid -Dip Meter and Bar
Generator : A Pattern Generator : The Telesquare : The
Practical Television " Lynx " : The Practical Television " Supervisor " : Aerial Data.

A

-ORDER HEREDelivery one copy of F. j. Camm's
PRACTICAL TELEVISION CIRCUITS (15s. net).
Please send me Cash on

Name
Address

Simply post this order to GEORGE NEWNES, LTD., Tower House.
Southampton Street, London, W.C.2.
If you prefer not to pay
C.O.D. charges send a remittance for 16s. 3d.
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so we expect that it is a general ageing of components. Since your sound is not affected we
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Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
their technical diJliculries. we regret that we are unable
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details
for constructional articles which appear in these pages.
IVE CANNOT UNDER I KE TO ANSWER QUERIES

OVER THE TELEPHONE. The coupon front p. 4.05
must he attached to all Queries, and if a postal
reply is
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required a stamped and addressed envelope

must be enclosed.

.001 ceramic decoupler (check by bridging with
Another possible symptom
a known good one).
is .grid cathode leakage on the tube, but the
this is so.
brightness will not be controllable

if

We suspect your 6P28 for. lack of width and
focus, and the 6K25 and SP61 /41 next to it for
intermittent frame collapse.

MURPHY V200 -1952
When I switch on, " wicker- work " forms wit h
gradual picture formation after approximately 21)
to 30 minutes. Frequent adjustment is required to
Fine hold due to (a) herring -bone effect across
screen; (b) pulling to right at top of picture; (c)
picture moves to left and right with eventual
break -up; (d) picture will remain clear and steady
for frequent intervals. I have changed pot 20 Kt.
res. 39 Kt /, 47 pF capacitor. Had PL38 tested,
found O.K. Would possible coil adjustments have
any effect as above on picture?-M. E. Rooney
(Liverpool).

H.M.V. 1804

You have described the common symptom of .r
faulty video amplifier anode load. This is a 10 K
ohm I watt resistor and is underneath the I.F.
chassás between the double diode and a coil. This
normally overheats and goes low. Other possible
causes of your trouble are overloading of the
R.F. stages and a low H.T. rectifier.

at one end should be replaced. If this does not
cure the bottom cramping check the associated
The line
.1 pF linearity capacitor for leakage.
tear is usually caused by leakage -through the
.047 pF (replace with .05 AF) capacitor feeding the
top cap of the centre Z63 (or KTZ63) sync
separator.

BUSH TV22

EKCO T141B

set.
Also, for future reference, is there available at
present a replacement for the tube MW22/16
R. Beale (Gosport).
Suitable plug -in tuners are available in the
Cyldon and Brayhead range. As an example we
would quote the Brayhead 16s with B7G R.F.
plug and 16BA6 I.F. adaptor. Full fitting instructions are provided. When ordering quote channels
required. The MW22 -16 CRi is still available.

My main fault is line tearing. Instead of a
perfect outline of an object I simply get a
zig -zag, also my frame begins to close up from
the bottom leaving approximately three -quarters
of a full screen.-H. Smith (Salford).
On the front end of the chassis are situated the
valves' associated with the timebases. The KT61

These last five years when anything has gone
wrong with the set I have taken all the valves
out to be tested and had replacements needed, but
it has now given trouble beyond me which
I feel is concerning the contrast. When the set
is first switched on it has an unusual " sizzling "
When the brightness control is turned
noise.
up the screen becomes blank and bright with
lines moving across it diagonally and it has no
picture. If the contrast knob is turned up completely and then back again to normal the picture
will right itself, but will repeat its blank and
bright appearance for ten to fifteen minutes until
the set is warmed up. After a short time the
picture will go completely out of focus and will
close in slightly about an inch from the right-hand
side of the screen. Throughout a programme I
have to continually refocus the set and adjust
the brightness and contrast controls. After about
two hours the picture seems to fade in quality
acid to lack contrast. Finally, twice recently the
picture has closed completely, leaving a thin
white line horizontally across the screen.
Underhill (Meir).
We cannot imagine one single fault which
would give rise to all your symptoms at once,

-J.

I wish to add a turret tuner to the above set
covering channels 3 and I1. Being within eight
miles of both transmitters there is no need for any
increase in gain. So could you please advise
whether there is a type of tuner available with
leads to tuner terminated with plugs, to plug
straight into R.F. stage with no modifications to

?-

PHILIPS 1236 -U -15
My ability in radio engineering is limited to
replacement of faulty valves, C.R.T., mechanical
parts and, if clearly indicated, replacement and
fixing of other electrical parts. Sound is good;
height and vertical hold controls at mid-position
giving correct performance; interference limiter at
" minimum effect " position; sensitivity at maximum; mains voltage 230v. but carousel on receiver
set at 220v.; contrast control about one -third on;
brightness about two-thirds on; width control
extended only 20 per cent.; horizontal hold about
50 per cent.; loft aerial properly directed for
maximum reception; ion trap magnet set correctly
for maximum brightness. On switching on: after
one minu'c the sound cones on; after one and a
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quarter minutes a very faint picture consisting of the anode brown, and the heaters were found to
broken or torn patterns on an almost circular be open- circuit on all the faulty ones. ti has
raster; a few seconds later a complete picture off- also burnt (melted) a hole through the bottom of
set 2in. to the right, still faint and raster gradually the plastic cup. Could you please advise me what
extending towards oblongity and with slightly tests I could make to find just what is causing
folded edges at left; after two minutes picture jerks this ? -M. O'Connell (Watford).
to correct position but only slightly brighter and
The fault is probably due to an intermittent
still not oblong picture. After five minutes or more short
picture has filled screen with only a fairly come in the tube. Sometimes this can be overacceptable picture which perhaps brightens a little normalby reducing the A.l voltage to that of the
H.T. line. in others by rewiring the C.R.T.
more after an hour or two. Any adjustment of
as follows: Remove connection to pin 7.
contrast or brightness controls progressively blots base
lead to pin 10. solder to pin 7. Remove
out picture and eventually turns it negative. In Remove
lead to pin 2. solder to pin 10. Strap pin 2 over
a darkened room the picture detail is quite good, to
pin 11. Readjust ion trap magnet- maximum
perhaps a little fuzzy, with reasonable vertical brilliance.
and horizontal linearity and interlace. All above

effects worsened by setting voltage carousel at the
245v. setting. After an hour or two viewing H.M.V. 2815
Originally picture closed down to bright horipicture tends to " twitch " at the top, necessitating
a small outward extension of the horizontal hold zontal line. KT33C and B36 were tested and
found O.K. These were replaced and it was
control. -W. Forrest (Romford).
found that resistor from cathode of KT33C to
We would advise you to replace the PL8I line chassis was getting
very hot, colour coding burned
oscillator -output valve situated in the perforated off. The reason for
appeared to be a US.
screening box on the left side chassis as viewed condenser on strip just this
by holder of KT33C, value
from the rear. We would also suggest that the uncertain, could be 8,200,
3,200 or 5,200 pF
cathode ray tube be replaced as the emission of 1 per cent.
the existing tube is apparently very low. Before
Local
suggested value of resistance 210
carrying out any of the above, however, check ohm anddealers
8,200 pF. I replaced both
glow of valve and tube heaters, if very low in these and condenser
have a picture considerably eloncomparison to what could normally be expected. gated and now
folded over at bottom. No amount of
check heater circuit thermistor associated with adjustment will correct
this.
upstanding left side, mains dropper.
Could you, therefore, please advise the correct
values of components and offer any suggestions re
SOBEL T121
other possible causes of faults described ? I have
The line output transformer has been rewound no service sheet to hand. -G. Small (Wolverley).
owing to no EHT at top cap on tube or cathode
The capacitor referred to is, as stated. 8,200 pF.
of EY51 except when condenser C42 is removed
resistor from pin 8 of the KT33C to chassis
from H.T. line connection. A faint picture was The
seen at a critical setting of either brightness or should be 2.2 Id?. With the correct value installed,
working should be regained. If the resistor
contrast. PL81, EY51 and PY80 have been re- normal
overheats and the KT33C is in order, check
placed. Sound is O.K. Oscillations on line and again
mfd connected to 8.200 pF capacitor and I KS?
frame seen O.K. with your advice concerning .1resistor.
headphones in Practical Television.
ECL80
have been switched around. The line whistle is
also audible when C42 is removed from H.T. line. EKCO T161
I get a perfect picture and intermittently it
This condenser has also been replaced. EY51
filament shows part current, but not with C42 seems to jump to the left about 1/16in.
connected. The line O.P. transformer was re- and becomes all smeared, i.e., in a change from
wound by "Forrest" transformer of Solihull. Is dark to light, instead of being a definite line or
it possible that this is still faulty ?
White change the dark spreads into the light, and vice
versa the light spreads into the dark. Sometimes
(Great Barr).
We doubt whether the fault is due to the line I get a broad band of interference about 14in.
which clears the picture on that lzin.
output transformer, this having been rewound by wide
a reputable company. It could be wrongly con- Nelson (Eastbourne).
You have a heater-cathode leakage on your
nected, but you have no doubt checked this. We
would suggest you disconnect R25 as the tube may C.R.T. This can be overcome by fitting a 2 volt
be at fault with an internal short which only low capacity isolating transformer and the easiest
shows up when the boosted H.T. line is raised by one is the plug -in " Nuray " which also has
the connection of C42. Also check R53 (7.5 KtZ) optional boost tappings.
which may have risen in value.

-F.

-J.

MURPHY V240

DECCA DM I7

In the last three months the EY51 valve has
been replaced four times. The last replacement
lasted only three weeks and when an attempt to
remove it was made it was found too firmly
fixed to the plastic cup in which it rests.
It had obviously overheated as it had turned

I have a cross aerial which has given good
reception of BBC and I.T.A. for the past two
years.
Now I find that I.T.A. has a broken
picture on certain days but BBC stays perfect.
The sound is good on both stations. I find that
if I turn down the contrast the picture steadies
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VALVES from I/O. Radio. T.V. Conn Lists :id. .1.
ponents. low prices.
PALMER, 32, Neasden Lane. N.W.10.

EDUCATIONAL
RATES:
4- per line or part
ihereof, average live a ord. to line,
Brochure giving details of
Box No. 1- extra.
lines.
minimum
2
Telein
Radio.
't`Hìe Study Training
Advertfsenieni s must he prepaid
and all branches of Elec+t: t{ r: vision
to ld(ert lsement
and addressed
,.
Ironies.
Courses for the Hobby
Frac tieal Television,"
Manager,
aiming at
"'Ëthecrthusiast or for those
Tower House, Southampton St.,
A.M.Brit.LR.E., City and Guilds.
Strand, London, 11'.0.2.
other Professional
R.T.E.B. and
Train with college 'ALI.ING ('EN'rR A 1. SOUTHER N
oBaminations.
opersated by Britain's largest Elec- REGION
Convert NOW. It's simple with
srdhics organisation. Moderate fees. he ItRA1111
AD t't "ItRET fCNislt.
Write to E.M.I. INSTITUTES. Dept. n stock for ANY AREA. State Channels.
PT28. London, W.4.
et make and model No.. £6.19.6, post ins.,
K11A1"111.TEIt measures
A.M.I.P.R.E. -Por details of suitable The RADAR
3-30 kV., £3.17.6. Post ins. 2/6. Line
study courses only a limited number C.H.T.
rad Frame ose. and O.P. transformers for
of students accepted) send for free 500
sets. EXACT REPLACEMENTS. State
Syllabus of
Instructional Text, make and number with enquiry (3d. stamp).
I.P.R.E. Conditions of membership
1VES'l'1VA1. It.1I)H)
booklet 1/ -, " The Practical Radio
5. Westware. Wii), Darrow. Middx.
journal, sample copy,
Engineer.'
peaks for
2/3; 6,090 alignment
low loss. 9d.
Superhets 6!.. All post free from ELECTRADIO, Co -ax.
SECRETARY, I,P.R.E., 20, Fairfield yd.; Plugs, Sockets. 1/- each. MultiStircore Solder. 2/6 per packet.
Road, London, N.8.
ling Band III Converter, all chan18, Broad 6 gns., post free.
BUILD YOUR OWN TN and learn nels,
about its operation, maintenance and lands, Av., Keynshant, Som.
s;ervtcing.
Qualified engineer -tutor
gin. models, £7/10! -;
available while you are learning and TELEVISIONS,
12in. 5 -Chanmodels, £13, 10,
building. Frei Brochure from E.M.I. 12ín,
models. £19/10:- each; all workINSTITUTES, Dept. PT58. London, nel
paid.
Send
for list.
ing;
carriage
W.4.
'Associated with H.M.V.)
TOMLINs. 127. Brockley Rise, Forest
FOR 5407.
Hill, S.E.23.
LEARN IT as you do it- .we provide
practical equipment combined with GUARANTEED TELEVISION, 12in.
Instruction in Radio, Television, 5-Channel mode's; first -class picture,
E'ectricity. Mechanics, Chemistry. £26 each, carriage paid.
THE
Photography. etc.
Write for full
SHOP. 1921. Brockdetails to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. GRAMOPHONE
Icy Rise, London, S.E.23.
PTO, London, W.4.
t+

FREE!

YOUR AERIALS with oat'
fully machined parts.
Ex annp :e,s:
Band 1, " H," complete with lashings.
for £3.10/ -; 5 Element. Band 3, with
folded dipole, mast and clamp for
45!.. Get further details from our
illustrated lists and data on all
'Trade
aerials. sent for 1,- P.O.
supplied.) SKYLINE WORKS. Burn
call Rd.. Coventry.
1Tel_: +3041rí.1

MAKE

!

-

.

lt

V

COMPONENTS, Valves.

SERVICE SHEETS

Marconi.

SERVICE

MANUALS/ SHEETS

Te:

Philips,

working,

Brockley

London. S.E.23.

Rise.

CRM151, 15in. Mazda Tube. new. un-

used, £24 list, £12. 47, Allport Lane.
Bromboro:rgh, Wirral.

INDICATORS, Type 198, with one
each 6tin. and 3in. C.R.T.s, etc..50 (rail 10. -r. Speakers: bin. in case.
Ip.p.
22/6,
encased 18/6
2/6),
Dr ives: slow-motion, Admiralty, 200:1
ratio, scaled C -100, 5/6, Mttirhead,
Sin. dial 'brass I, 7f,). Command Receivers, brand new, 6 valves, rated.
wave '0.5' =1.5mc sr, -97/6; used 82/6
post 3 6d'.
Conversion data and
cire.. to Car Radio, 1l8. I.F. Strip
Vibra 373. new. with valves, 37'6.
paks, (iv. D.C. to 250v. aOnIA.
snnootined, cased, 22,6
post 3 61.
Vibrators, Mallory ß629C 12v. 4 -pin
7/6. Brand new R.F.26, 20/- 'post.
3 / -r; RP'27. good cond., 18/ -.
Dvt ;:tmotors 'post 3/6); 12v. to 250v.
65 mA. and 6.8v. 2.5 A., 11.16; 6v. to
237v. 80 InA, 1216; " Command "
Type 28v. to 250v. 60 mA. Is:UL.
7/6. Test Meters, new, 4 x 4 x
read 1.5 and 3v., 60 mA. and 5k
Meters, contain 2
ohms,
12,16.
stparatt micro -amp. movements and
Cross -over needle
2 neons, new, 8/6.
IL /RI. 100pA each section, good condition, 86. R.F. Unit with 2 EF91.
1, EF93, motor tuned (20 -35 me "sr.
I.F. 15 ac's, new, 30/- P.P. 3,'61.
Sets DLR:i, pair, 716; DLR5 with
throat mie., 10/6. Converters irotaryi.
110v. D.C. to 50v. A.C., £3 'rail
7/6). Mic. Inserts, G.P.O. carbon,
2/6. Earpieces. inserts, btl. armature
type, 2/6. Blocks, Gredco, 10 -way. 2! -.
C.R.T.s, (!,íu., magnetic, El. focus.
octal 4v., blue trace, 30/ -, List and
Terms:
enquiries; s.a.e. please!
c.w.o.;
postage extra; immediate
despatch. W. A. BENSON. 136. R rIS-

TUNER 56.17.6.

Supplied with any two channels, extra
channels, 7 6 each. Parrett Heaters, LF.
output 10.5-14.0 Mu s. Post Free,
DUKE & CO., 621 -3. Itomford Road,
Manor Park, E.12. ILF 43013.

MODEL

LOUDSPEAKER

Bullington Rd.. Oxford.
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15.

quiries and orders to BHP DISTRILTD..
379.
BUTORS
LONDON)
Staines Rd.. Hounslow, Middlesex.
'Tel.: HOU 5144.)
Our tones ne
r

i

1

I

CATHODE RAY TUBES used but in
with three
good working order.
months' written guarantee. 12ín. to
17in. Mazda. Mullard and Equivalent
types only, at £4110! -, plus 12'6
Enl'or carriage and insurance.

SERVICE.

METERS (NEW', BOXED 11.O.S.)
Ammeters. bin. round, switchboard mounting, moving iron, 50 cycles A.C., scaled 0 -50,
12in. Price £4. Hostage 3 -6.
TELEVISIONS ;
5- CHANNEL
round, moving coil,
screen Ferguson 088. Ekco 161. etc.. Ammeters. tin.
with shu rat. 5m. a basic movement,
£22 each. A good selection of 12in. complete
0 -20. Price 10 6. postage 10.
TVs London I. 100,e condition, scaled
Moving 'coil, tin. round. 10.000
tram £12; gin. from £7, also 12in. Voltmeter.
resistance, scaled 0 -50. Price 10.6,
T'Ve, slight faults, from £5; 9in. ohms
postage 1!6.
"t+
TYLER TELEVISION. f3, Voltmeters. or rat. round, moving iron, 50
from £3.
1fyp.,Lee High Rd., Lewisham. S.E.13. cycles, scaled 0 -300. Price 15. -. postage 1 -6.
Voltmeters. 21in. round,- moving iron,
,LEE 5979.;
scaled 0 -500. Price 17 6. postage 1.-6.
bin. round, moving iron,
I +,
UNREPEATABLE OFFER. 12irr., 5- Voltmeters.
0 -300. Price £5. Postage 3,6.
,.,;r,channel T.V. £15; 14in.. £22; good scaled
Components. Amazingly low
Wireless
'Working order. C. EDWARDS. 1070. price. Send for free list.
Rd.,
London,
N.W.10.
Harrow
SPEED 1:1E(TR1('S
NO I E's
EASTN'00D
(Phone: LADbroke 1734.)

etc..

-

Radio for hire. SI le and wanted.
Mixed Manuals and Sheats. 12 for
RF27 or 26. 18/; 23 or 24, 11) -, brand
10 / -; s.a.e. enquiries. W. J. GILBERT
P.T.1, 24, Frtthville Gdns., London. new, post 3 6. E.W.S. CO., 69.
Church Rd., Moseley. Birmingham.
W .12.
UAERIAL KITS, containing
ENGINEER has complete range new ASSISTand cap for lin. boom 'in.
RadioiT.V. Service Sheets. 3/- each. insulator
20 in. plugs, 2 lin. end
State Model No. required: c.w.o. L. elements,
2
!n. grommets, suitable for
plugs,
Close,
Headway
23,
BRENNER,
of Band II or Band III
construction
Barnet. Herts.
Aerials, 6/6 complete. Send P.O. with
ROBERT MOSS. LTD., 35.
order.
T.V.. Banbury Rd., Kidlington, Oxford.
SHEETS, Radio,
SERVICE
S.A.E. Trade inquiries invited.
Lists 1; -.
models
5,9110
inquiries. TELRAY, 11, Maud :and
Bk., Freston.
RECLAIMED TUBES, 12in., 14in..
17in., all at £5 earn, guaranteed:
SERVICE SHEETS, Rad. T.V.. sale, 100 (5 channel) 'l'.V. Ekco 161.
988.
each.
C.
£15
" RADAT." Ferguson
hire; s.a.e. enquiries.
1070,
Harrow
Rd.
EDWAR.DS.
241, Park Rd.. Barnsley. Yorks.
'Phone: LADbroke 1734.1
bone Rd., Liverpool,
SETS & COMPONENTS
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
TELEVISIONS, sumo i:utlio er needing tubes. all cheap. WILKINSON'S.
'SHE
Goldhawk Rd.. W.12.
Callers only.
4379.1

Murphy.

/l0in. Televisions, complete. not
50
each; carriage paid:
immediate dispatch, 12in.. £5 5/-,
15in.. £9; Philips 17in: Pro.lection
Televsiona. £3151 -. TOMLINS. 127,
9

SOUND & VISION STRIP, 25/6
Sound I.F. 10.5 Mc s Vision 1.F. 11 to I -I
Mots. Less Valves. Valve'ine up. 6 6F1s.
2 6D2s.
Any single channel 1-5 supplied, a turret
tuner Is easily fitted. .'owed' Pack Supply
200 v. H.T. 6,3 v. heated' o, P. & P. 2!6.
12 CHANNEL TURRET

c; c.

AMAZING OFFER. -Originally £40
£100 each.
Ekco, Pye, H.M.V..

r

SERVICE SHEETS for sale and hire.
J.
Radio T.V.;
s.a.e. enquiries.
PALMER. 32. Neasden Lane, N.W. -O.

Tula s,

Write or phone for free liar. ARION
TELEVISION. 4, Maxted Rd., Peck ham, S.E.13 New Cross 7152.1

;

MATHEMATICS for T.V. Course. 21/.
20).
'TUTORIAL
MATHEMATICS.
Buchanan St., Glasgow.

603

Classified Advertisements

c.w.o.

or c.o.d.

TELEVISION TUBES. Only tite ver
best reconditioned Tubes supplied:
unconditional- ,gara n tee;
6 -month
12in. :und 1 #in., all makes, £5'10' -;
15in., £6/10 -; 17in., £7.10.. Cat:riage and insurance 10/- ex tr
C.W.O. MIDLAND TUBES LTD., 37.
George St., Manchester. 1.
r.

,

r.'s

Ilittued overleaf)

604

Practical Television

SETS

& COMPONENTS

(Conttnusd from previous pago)

T.V.

TUBES, 14in., £3/10/ -; 15in.,
£4; 17M., £5, all picture -tested and
guaranteed 3 months.
A few 12in.
and 14in., suitable for testing or
boosting, 251- each; all carriage

paid.
BRADLEY. 6. Beadon Ave.,
Waterloo, Huddersfield.

TELEVISION TUBES, genuine rebuilt. new manufacturers process.

individually

picture

tested.

Classified Advertisements

July, 1958

LE

TELEVISIONS. Clearance of 12in.
B.B.C. sets all in good order, £12

121n.

£81101 -, 14in. £10, 17in. £12, 21ín.
£141101 -; 6 mths. guarantee. plus 15/ins.
P. and P.
Terms: c.w.o, or
c.o.d. G. HOULT, 25, Bond Gardens,

each: carriage extra. Callers preferred. Many others.
C.C.W., 12.
Dockhead, S -È -1, (BER 3756.1

Sati.raetion or ]tone). Back 6uaranY'ec
If returned unused within 7 days
VALVE CARTONS.-We can supply
front 12 to 100,000 off the shelf.
13 CHANNEL CONVERTERS
Plain white or printed. Miniatures. For T.R.F.
or Superhets. Famous
10 / -. "G.T.s." 12/-. "Gs." 14/ per fine tuner, 9 quick -set trimmers make,
giving
100, plus 2/- postage.
Also printing any 3 channels, output to aerial socket.
done to your special requirements: Beautiful case. With PCC84, PCF90.. Full
quotations gladly given.
J. ä: A. Instructions, £3.15.0 (Post 3,/ -).
BOXMAKERS, 75a, Goodwin St., Foeu, Magnet. w.a., centring, mounted,
941 ' ditto, double magnet, 12'8.
ION
Bradford, 1.
TRAPS, 4' -. DEFL. ('1)IIS,
mm.,
7'6.
Surer 38 mm., 15 -. 100 +200 Mfd. 275 v.wConds 5'8. TA'. CABINETS, 14
attractive, mask, glass, front spkr., inch,
25GUARANTEED T.V. TUBES!
35

EVERYTHING FOR THE AMATEUR.
Wallington, Surrey. (Phone: Walling- -Write
for our new List catering for
ton 8334.1
Home Engineers, Hi -Fi Fans. Tape
Recording Fans, etc., etc. Probab:y
CATHODE RAY TUBES, ex-chassis, the most comprehensive In the trade.
picture- tested, 3 months' guarantee. Price 1 / -. R.H.S., 155, Swan Arcade,
Mallard, Mazda, Brimar. etc., 9fn.. Bradford, 1.
12ín., 141n., 15in., £3/10/ -; 17in., £4;
carriage and insurance, 15 / -. Miniature Valves, 10/ dozen. S.C.L.. 77, " MAINS " FROM 12v, BATTERY.
Cranleigh Rd., Bournemouth.
Brand new American Dynamotor
Unit in beautiful black crackle
TELEVISIONS. London only. 12ín., case. Weighs about 301b but neat
£10; 5- channel, 12in.. £14; 14in., and compact. Thousands of uses. no
required.
In seconds
£18; 171n., £27; 13- channel, 12in., conversion
£20; 141n., £25; 17ín.. £35. (Callers makes marvellous, powerful 200
A.C.'D.C. electric motor, eleconly -1
JOHN
GILBERT
TELE- 250
VISION, 1B. Shepherds Bush Rd., tric fan, dynamotor (gives 250 volts
at about 100 watts from 12 -volt car
London, W.6. SHE 8441.)
battery), runs mains radio, bulbs,
etc.
ideal rotary transT.V. TUBES as new, revacuumed; former, Makes
battery charger, etc. Conall makes; 6 months' straight Ruar- tinuous duty,
quiet running, doesn't
entee: 14ín. £5/10/ -, 17in. £7/10/ -; overheat; worth
£25-our price 80' -,
carriage an
insurance 12/6 U.K. with instructions;
carriage paid.
Free delivery
Greater London. Satisfaction
Send reVIDIO REPLACEMENT CO.. Hales mittance withguaranteed.
order.
8. SCIENSt.. Deptford High St., London, TIFIC PRODUCTS. Dept.
Manor Works.
S.E.E. (Tideway 4506.)

-

12ín
14in.
17íu.
17in.

(EX EQUIPMENT)

(MW31-74. 3'31, etc,)
(MW36 -24, CRM141, etc.)
(MW4g64, 4,'15, etc.)
(CRM17 only)

£5. 5.0
54.10.0
58.10.0
28. 0.0
(All guaranteedómonths,) (Carr. &ins -12'6, )
Also available limited number of T.V.
Tubes giving very good picture when filament volts boosted All types 30' tech.
(Carr. & ins. 12'8.)
4 SPEED AUTO STAAR GALAXY
Modernise your radiogram or build a super
record playerFamous Ultra -Modern
Autochangers (as shown but less base) with
Lightweight turnover Sapphire Pickups.
Beautiful Cream and Chrome finish.
10
Records taken of any size or speed. For all
mains voidages. Spares Available (post 4/ -).

13-19-6i

(apEi3á-)

Cleveleys, B:ackpool.

Save 33% on all Outdoor aerials and fittings.
Example : Double Five Array costs only
-. Self-contained Band III Preampli-

SCOUT MK.II Ex-W.D. TELESCOPES,
x
50,
practically new, with
case and sling, £7/15/- ea.; ditto,
25

ers only 601 -. Convertors 80 - complete. second -hand
condition,
£8/10! -.
Fringe Area Super Low -Loss Co-axial, High -power Eyepieces to fit above
1'4 yard. S.A.E. FOR FULL LISTS.
scopes. 50x or 75x. state which, 50/fi70'

ea. Triple Power Conversion
G.
STRANGE
for the above scopes,'giving 25x Kits
terrestrial and 60 astro. and
North Wraxall, Nr, Chippenham, Wilts. 40x
50!
extra.
6 Power Kits, giving 25, 40,
Tel.
231.
50 and 80x terr, and CO and 120x
astro. at £5 extra. If scope a:readypurchased elsewhere send us the
erector (centre lens system) from
WANTED
your scope when ordering triple or
ALL TYPES OF VALVES REQUIRED 6 power kits. Returned intact. Exfor cash. State quantity and con- Gov. Telescopes terrestrial, all brass,
dition.
RADIO FACILITIES LTD., in case 30x, 24in- x 2ín., weight
33, Charcot Road, N.W,1- (PRImrose 7lbs., near new, £4/5/- ea,
Telescopic Sights. 13in, long, weight 20oz.,
OC3.1
17/6. No. 42 Rifle Sl,gilt. 3x, 50/,
near
new.
Tank
Periscopes,
VALVES
WANTED, ECLB). EY51,
boxed.
EY86, PL31, PCF80, and all Miniature unused. 7 / 6, post. 2' -.
Directors,
Types, U25. 1001, 1002, 1OF1, etc. with 4x optical sight, ideal for builders.
etc..
will lay out any angle
5ZG, 6K8G, 6V60, brand new only;
prompt cash by return. R.H.S., 155, with precision of theodolite; sound
condition, 45/- ea., cost over £80:
Swan Arcade, Bradford, 1.
ditto, in near new condition in
case, £4110 /- ca.; ditto.
IMPORTANT. -Valves wanted, new, leather
case.
£31151.
H.
W.
loose o. boxed
same day payment. minus
Rayleigh Rd., Hutton,
ROBERT,
414,
Whitefoot
Lane, ENGLISH,
Brentwood,
Essex.
Bromley, Kent.

A.

;

ALL TYPES OF VALVES WANTED. CO -AXIAL CABLE, unbeatable
offer,
FL31, ECL80, EY51, U25, PCP80, W. a yard air spaced.
PZ30, 17801. etc. etc. Best cash price
TELEVISION
TABLES
by return.
cancelled order.
STAN WILLETTS, 43.
Span Lane. West Bromwich, Staffs. 2G" x 20 ", 18" legs, 4- quartered veneering,
veneered both sides, in medium oak,
(Te'_: WES 2392.)
walnut and supele.
Unrepeatable offer
while stocks last. 39/ -, carriage 3/6.
FOR SALE

TELEVISION BARGAINS: 9in., seen
working, £7/10/ -; 17in., £37/10/ -new 17in. Sets, 59 ans. Aerials and
Co -ax
c:teap.
CLAYTON'S, of

MARSHALLS
FOR

Church Et., Cha:vey, Slough.

TELEVISION

SUPERTONIC

131,

SUNLAMPS,
listed
80 / -.
S.A.E. SCIENTIFIC
PRODUCTS CO., CL1erevs, Lancs.

£7'10'-

ST. ANN'S ROAD,
TOTTENHAM, N.I5

Phone

:

STAmford Hill 3267,
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Above Autochanger mounted
oil streamlined high -finish
case. as shown, to make complete add -on Player, which will play any 10
Records through your Radio or Amplifier for

f5- 150

all mains voltages, (Post 4 -,)
COMPLETE PLAYER in
covered two -tone quality 13
portable Case, with above
Aucochamter, excellent 3- valve Amplifier7 -loch Speaker
beau tìful reproduction
(worth over £20.. (Post
5 -.)
STAAR GALAXY SPARES. 107e available, low prices, including rubber idler
Pulleys, tone -arms, p.u. cartridges (Act's,
Power Point. Sonotone), etc.
GUARANTEED
R %DIO
VAIA'ES,
BOXED, SAME DAY SERVICE
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S.A.E. FOR FREE LIST OF
500 SUPER SNIPS

All items leas 5% and post frss for a do_esì.
Pustage f 3 in £1. Min. 6d. No C.O.D.

TECHNICAL TRADING Co.
Fratton Rd., Portsmouth

350,1352
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PRACTICAL 1ELEVISION

up to normal but is loo 'faint to view in
rt. I have checked and re -tuned J.T.A.
Also
n drum switch but to no betterment.
( ítyé is sound on vision (on LTA. only) when
the -contrast is turned up. I suspect a 10E1 or the
20LIt(framc oscillator). Can you help to diagnose
the fault as my children prefer I.T.A. The set
is nearly four years old. The signal strength is
Thackeray (York).
good on BBC and I:1'.A.
ilse
dint

-J.

We would suspect the 20LI turret valve or a
low emission tube, the latter needing so much
strive as to overload the previous stages. We
suggest that before you buy any new components.
however, you balance up the two sensitivity controls at the back by the aerial panel and check
the setting of the ion trap under the focus dome.
The rejectors are the upper cores in the two coils
at the back of the row nearest the scancoils.

EKCO TC 138
My

set has failed to give either picture or
sound.
The taste.- and line whistle are both
evident. All valves have been checked and are

O.K., although three of the SP6Is are weak.
Valves are set firmly and there are no obvious
loose connections, also 1 have tried a separate
aerial rig -up, still without any signal.F. Finbovv
(Sutton).
We suggest you check the local oscillator and
R.F. stages. These are the 6C9 (or 6Fl) and 6F1
in the front of the R.F. -I.F. strip. The local
oscillator trimmer is the airspaced condenser in
the largest can in that section and is best tuned
with a 4BA plastic tool. Check also that you
wiring as this
have no break in the "contrast
feeds the R.F. valve.

EKCOVISION T164
I can obtain no picture unless the permanent
magnet on the C.R.T. is brought further back on
lJpon
the neck than the makers allow for.
switching off the beam assumes a hazy circular
form instead of a clearly defined spot before
disappearing. There has recently been a breakdown of insulation on the line transformer. Is
this the origin of the trouble? The sound is
perfect -C. Bentley (Derbyshire).

If your picture is. the right size you have a low
emission C.R.T. If it swells up with increase
of brightness or contrast we suggest you change
the U25 EHT rectifier. Your tube may take a
boost transformer if it has not already got one.

1'.E

LV30C

An intermittent reverberant roar has appeared
on sound. It is unaffected by volume control
changes and either completely drowns sound or
else replaces it. Sometimes the fault is present
when set is first switched on but on other
occasions sound is quite normal when first
switched on and may continue so for an hour or
more when suddenly without warning the roar

605

Picture is normal all the time but
vertical hold control has to be kept fully anticlockwise (viewed from the rear) in order to lock
picture, but for the first five minutes or so it
cannot do so even in that position, Can you
help, please? -12. C. 1 loutd (Whetstone).
appears.

Your sound trouble
sound output salve or

either a faults' FCLBO
mfd condense- on the
H.T. side of the output transformer. Your frame
trouble could be either a faulty FCL80 or the
frame blocking oscillator transformer.
The
former valve is second from the back on the rove
alongside the R.F. strip, the latter valve is dowo
near the volume control.
Mullards are having
trouble with this type of valve, which accounts
for their early failure and scarcity.
is

12

FERWSON 306T
The other day the picture of my set died away
in two or three seconds until the screen was blank.
I advanced the brilliance and the tube lit up with a
dark and hazy picture. The sound was normal. I
would like to mention one point which may have
some bearing on the cause. During the time I
have had the set I occasionally hear a sharp
crack as though arcing was taking place (this may
happen twice in a night or once in a week or so).
It has been suggested to use that it was probabiv
an ill -fitting aerial socket, or, on too low a mains
tapping (it is of 240/250 volt). This crackine
noise occurred, incidentally about 20 .eco>Ids
before the picture faded. For some months past
a =in. black band has been at the boll
of the
picture when warmed up. -J. Tee (Peterborough).
We suggest you check the EY86 EHT rectifier.
"[his is probably not connected with sour gap At
the bottom. which is undoubtedly due to a faulty
PCL83 frame output valse. This latter is the
one over the top of the C.R.T. neck and can be
changed with the sound output valve on its left.

l'YE LV20
My set is eight years old and it has given
excellent service until recently. Now I get
black band at the bolt
of the picture. I
would be very grateful if you -could advise me
what is wrung. -C. J. Watts (Hornchurch).
We suggest you change the EF50 frame output
valve. which is the one nearest the volume control
(with the little diode in between). The FF50
which is between the volume control and the
PZ30 is the frame oscillator and this can sometimes cause the same trouble. Check also the
25 mfd from the cathode of the frame output
salve to chassis.

r

f

UTEK II

S

COUPON

This coupon is 'available until JULY 21st, 1958, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accord with the
notice on page 601.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION, JULY, 1958
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E.1142
91:1'::7

'9

t_At;

El.',

14AT7

9
9 15F47
9 Ii1'.;n

1211E6

1207

1

1

11110

19

9
9
9
9

C6

9
9

VN'w

9

d,

19 IVrtcoi 5911 "l'II
89 1.111s
19 tt 7,'1
89 It
39 n-1

9
9

I'll,.

9
9
6
9

/.7.

8 9

1l.

et: \4.;

19 Ii, E
8 9 lais::
991Sr,1, .,

89
9

1

39

89

RI.

8

Barrettor
tot
3.9

91

1;9

Brand new.

13

3 9

8 91

8 91161
2 9 ín-::7

FOCUS M ONETS, 13 9.

9,y!

38;

',I

3 9

89

1919£

891I'P!e:

49' P]

UX
TYPES

3 9

ab m.m.

P. 7 ::.

P. &

FOCUS MAGNET, 3 9. I{.- liesses chassie. 35 m.m.
ism Triode rube,. l'. A P. 2 ::
T.V. MASKS 149. For Iíi6, Brand new. P. &

ALLEN SCANNING CODS. 7 6.

For 14ín. or 12J'. wideonsgle tubes.

Low- impedance.
P. & P.
-.

l'

MAINS POWER TRANSFORMER, 99. 330.0 -:ID v.
259 in a. If v. heaters ,i. 5 amp., 4 r. pr 5 amp., 4 v.
amp. Ishlated. Estrt. isolated winding for
w
or 4 V. Drop through type. Prim. 200-7 59 v.
Post 7
9i>..: 4:ín, X 5in. x 5
U.P. TRANSFORMERS, 1 3. Standanl size 2 -5 ohms.
Salvage. gnu rantee,t. Port 1 -, 21) for £1. post 5 6.
-INSULATING TAPE, 1 6. 75ít. s 1in wide in wafer/
pa 11, : -.
tins. Post On 1. 9,1.: p
SOLDER REELS. 1 6. so-iii, :loure Ervin. loft.
lost SI.
n plastie spoed.
p

d

CO -AXIAL

to arty length.
tels.

Post

.,nl.

CABLE. 84.

26.

Poet on

Cl

wl 90atfty. ('nt

r.is., I

_

6.

503 REPOSSESSED AND SHOP

SOILED
T.V. SETS IN STOCK. ALSO LARGE
SELECTION OF TAPE RECORDE1è6
ALL GUARANTEED.

T.V. TUBES

7,9

8 9

1112701

Easy

For London's Finest Bargains in
electronics, television and radio
egttipnrent.

9

11

5
1
9
8

Checks

9

3 9'f.r7
8 9 VRra
8 9 V'í'52
VT5111

3 9

45e- per 199

'

7 9. Incl. 7 -gn'g. Nt,
1e -1 ed.
Takes
E('l's:,
nu(nct urea. Not
-.
MCI.). !'oat
toe dohm. Long
19.
VOLUME -CONTROLS,
led.
spindle. New, bote,!. Moe
VOLUME -CONTROLS, 12 6 dui. Assorted volume
and tone controls. Stripped from working radio and
chassis. Post 9 -,
T.V. SLIDER CONTROLS. 9d. ink and 2K only.
9tirewoand. 4 for 2 8. Post vil.
HEADPHONES, 19. .Mingle earphone and baud.
l' -I.It. Ideal for cnyt nl set -, rvlenvion on T.V. or

À.M. F.M. TUNER UNIT,

RECLAIMED & GUARANTEED
101n, and 12in., £6 :
14ín -, £5 ; loin.
and 17in., 27.10.0.
REBUILT TUBES with 6 mths, guarantee. Min., £8.10.0: 12ín., £9 ; 1416.,
511.10.0

;

15in., £12.10.0

17ín.. £14.

:

BRAND NEW FULLY GUARANTEED
14in. M.W. 36.24 tubes, 218.10.0.
17in. M.W. 43-34 tubes, £17.10.0.
P.P. & Insurance on all tubes. 15' -.
BRAND NEW T1261 12ín, flat face 2 volt
filament. Ferranti tube will replace
Brlmar- Mazda-G.E.0 1lin. tubes. Price
510.10.0. Guaranteed 6 months.
Also Ferranti 91n. T96 brand new 4 volt
filament will replace G.E.C.. Mazda or
Brimar. £7.0.0.
-

SPECIAL OFFER, The Schmidt T.V.
projection optical box for 221n. picture
back projection including focus and
frame coils, less tube. Original price £30.
Our price including P. & P., £5.10.
Orders and ('allers- to :
NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS LTD.
220 Edgware Road, London, W.2

FAD

5607

e,

V.Iea (not

I

ti.
radio. Post
LF. TRANSFORMERS,

1

- pair. 465 ke

s.

Tested,

Post '

Sal.
:, g:mg.
GANGED CONDENSERS. 1 9. 0
sage, g,utr,,nteed. lama.
CAR AERIALS, 6 9. whip antennae. Dui', long,
collapses tu 11 in. ; I -hole tisipg. Post I,..
u ,, 4 9.
Jp tor t30

-.

CHOKES
Salvage, gu:o:mt red.

P. & P. 9,

P. & P. 7 0.

3, 2 9, Salvage. guaranteed. P. & P. 2,6
SO -, P. & P. 7 6.
a' m a, 1 9. Salvage, guar:, need, P. & P. 2,
les foe 10 -. P. & l'. ll r
Sie. P.M. SPEAKER, 8 9. C:ut be fitted in cabinet
or cupboard door, so that radio I,rogramme can he
he.

111

19

for

heard while busy in the kitchen. With O.P. trans.,
10 -- Pont 2 9.
EXTENSION SPEAKER. 59 9. In attractive poi
Isbell cabinet.
Fitted with Sin. P.M. speaker,
mains lend mol swftrl1. Post 2 6,
CHASSIS, 1- each. 6- or öralve. Ingest type,
midget valve design. For A.M. or F.M. New,
,-ndmi mn plated on s.w.g. steel. 121h,. r 71in. n
!'test 19. 4 for 4 -, post 3 . 12 for 10; -,

car,

5

759 ohms.
Post 2 6.

DROPPERS. 9d.
5 - dote,!.

2

amp.

Post ltd.

RELAYS, 9d. (í9P 14794 L.m ohm.. Break 1 make
(,P.O. pattern. Used. Pod 1 .
CONDENSERS. 9d. 32 mt.. 450 volt working. Card.
hoard. New. Post I. -. 12 for -, lost 1 6.
R.F. FILTER UNITS, 1'9. 6.1'.O. specifications.
Fitter) with
Beautifully made in solid brass v:
in-our switch. Simply tilted in the a rial. Ban 2
tage tuning. Limited stock. !'not e::
VALVE SCREENING CANS, 1 - 'too. latest midget
type. Aluminium. !
n, di:,.
Post 6d.
NICKEL -CHROME WIRE, 1 -..91441. dia., on 191yard spools : .tif2 dia.. ou 25 -yard spools. Parked in
ready-use tins, with run-o111 mechanism, special
I

p

dulled finish.

ideal for gardeners and
ooutdoor use.
Post !'t. 21 for £1. pod 2 6.
SPRING STEEL WIRE. 8d. .uu dia., on 50-rand
wood spoon. Post 9d. _d for 10 -. post 2'6
bend 3d. stamp for PRISE oolotegure.
Rustproof.

COVENTRY RADIO
Audio & Component Specialists Est. I92S
189 -191, Dunstable Rd., Luton, Beds.
HI -FI EQUIPMENT CABINETS IN

STOCK

Record Housing : Nordik Range in
Oak, Walnut, Mahogany.
Speaker Enclosure

...

...

25.17.6

Equipment Cabinet
25.19.6
Record Cabinet (ISO records)
24.17.6
Continental Bench
...
...
24.17.6
Polenaise Hi -Fi Cabinet
219.19.0
W.B. Prelude Speaker Cabinet L11.11.0
W.B. Prelude Equipment Cabinet
213.13.0

W.B. Prelude Corner Speaker
Cabinet
...
.,.
... 110.10.0
W.B. Table Equipment Cabinet
19.19.6
W.B. Senior Hi -Fi Console
416.16.0
W.B. Junior Hi -Fi Console ... 212.12.0
W.B. Junior Base Reflex
E9. 9.0
W.B. Standard Base Reflex ... 210.10,0
W.B. Senior Base Reflex Corner 111.11.0
B.K. AUDIO PLAN
B.K. Speaker Cabinet .,
... £16.19.6
B.K. Equipment Cabinet
... 217.19.6
B.K. Record Cabinet .
... 416.16.0
B.K. Continental Bench 48in...,
O. 7.0
B.K. Continental Bench 72in.... 213.13.0
B.K. Set 4 Legs tilt & glide feet
E2. 2.0
B.K. Set 4 Legs Plain Ebonised

SOUTHDOWN

19.6

Hi -Fi Cabinet
229.10.0
R.C.A. Lowboy Cabinet
.. 418.10.0
HEALS Chairside for Quad ,,. 229.15.0
HEALS Chairside
237. 0.0
,.
.
BREARCLIFFE Equip. Cab. 230. 9.0
BREARCLIFFE Equip. Cab, 222. 1.0
ARMSTRONG Equipment Cabinet
¿34.19.0
Leaflets available on request.

www.americanradiohistory.com

all

types of resistors and
condensers.
Easy to Use

to Build Up

READY CALIBRATED

Stamp for details of this and other kits.

RADIO MAIL (Dept. VS)

Raleigh Mews, Raleigh Street, Nottingham

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
We operate a prompt and efficient
MAIL ORDER Service,
3d. stamp (only)

for Lists.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
I l \ -still%At FE.p 1U' It \--RRID(:1 ,
t I.1 I

:RsTON, VAN('K,

TRANSFORMERS
CONTACT

if011fat

?

FIRST'

Rewinding and manufacture of all types
for Television. Radio and Electronic
Application.
FORREST (TRANSFORMERS) LTD.,
Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire.
Phone : SHI. 2483.
Est. 34 years.

LYE'S --9:uarantccd
6-, t DO
8 6 6SA7

EA50

2 - SP61
7-8 TT11
EB91 6.- VRIR
ECC33 8'6 VR21
EF36 4'8 VR65
EF37 7 8 VR%A
EF39 5'6 VR91
EF50 5'EF80 8'6 VT20
EL,32
5i- VT50
5'- VT51
EB41

VRI

P61

oh.

1

guaranteed.

RES /CAP. BRIDGE p3&!zf-

LTD.

89

39 f'FII

10 9

3 9 EL91
1 9 E7,4n
3 9 EZo
3 9 ENV4

NEW -MAX ELECTRONICS

4 9

89

July, 1958

4-

3 6 1LN5

5 -'4D1

5
4

-

6U5

8-

7'6

5U5(UX)

4-6AK6

7 6

86

3,616118

6- 7B6
- 7D3
5- 8D2

^'6

6'-

5

3'6I6AL5

4'- GBE6

4 -,6BRG

3

8 fïBWG

3 86C5M

4-¡6D2

VU111 2 6'6J5

-

W77

5 -'6.12
11'6 XP(1.5, 3'6 GK7G
PY3t 9'- XSG(1.5) SKIM

- 6U7

6 6 9D2
`.,DG

6- 12BAfi
6- 12BE6

$:-

4 6

51-0Z4

6

4 6 1?D2 65 6 1R
104'- ('SN7GT '20D1 126
4 -'Z152
ft6
8$'20P4 15'Postage 6d. per va!ve, orders over £1 poet
free.
(A so all components) TV Tubes.
Perfect ('omlition (callers only) MW22 16.
MWt2218, £4.0.0 each.
7:nttutriPS lvel(omed for all T.V., Radio, and Transistor
Components.
TELEICIT SUPPLY
BEC 6á7a),
104 High Street, Beckenham. Kent.
PY81
SP41

To be certain of a copy
reserve one TO -DAY !

F. J.

Camm's

A BEGINNER'S
GUIDE TO
TELEVISION
success
THEof outstanding
F. J. Camm's " Beginner's Guide to Radio " has prompted
the writing of this companion volume. It
contains a series of lessons for the student,
enthusiast and teacher covering such
subjects as persistence of vision and
scanning :
the cathode -ray tube and
timebase ; interlacing ; the aerial : the
TV camera ; scanning systems : colour
and stereoscopic television, etc. There is a
valuable section on technical terms. With
GI illustrations.
To te published 17th July
.
don't wail
ail until
supplies are running 0111
-ORDER NOIE. In case
75. 6d.
of difficulty 8s. 3d.. toi
post
GEORGE
FROM ALL
from
LTD.. Touer
BOOKSELLERS NEIt'NES
House.
Southampton
Street, London. R'.C.2.

GJî

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
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Nted

Quq_owMÉ°

with the
Industry and Commerce offer their best posts to those
good money, status
qualifications-appointments that will bring personal satisfaction,
skilled knowledge
and security. As part of a modern industrial organisation, we have
for present day and
of what is required and the best means of training personnel
new interests or
hobbies,
for
future requirements. We specialise also in teaching
further
part-time occupations in any of the subjects listed here. Write to us to -day for
information. There is no obligation of any kind.

-

PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING IN
Sales Management
Draughtsmanship Mathematics
Accountancy
Sanitary
M.C.A. Licences
Economics
Advertising
Engineering
Mechanical Eng.
Aeronautical Eng. Electrical Eng.
Salesmanship
Metallurgy
Electrical Instal.
A.R.B. Licences
Secretaryship
Eng.
Motor
Electronics
Art (Fashion, Illus.
Servo Mechanisms
Painting &
ng, Humorous) Electronic
tracing,
Decorating Shorthand & Typing
Drat,ghtsmanship
Automobile Eng.
Short Story Writing
Photography
Eng. Drawing
Banking
Short Wave Radio
P.M.G. Certs.
Export
Book -keeping
Sound Recording
Police
Gen. Cert. of
Building
TelecommuniEducation Production Eng.
Business
cations
Management Heat& Vent. Eng. ProductionPlanning Television
Equipment
'Hi-Fi'
Carpentry
Motion
&
Time
Radar
Speed
High
Chemistry
Study
Oil Engines Radio
City & Guilds Exam
Tracing
Industrial Admin. Radio Amateur
Civil Service
(C & G) Licence Transistors
Jig& Tool Design
Commercial
Radio Engineering Welding
Subjects Journalism
Workshop Practice
Radio & TeleLanguages
Commercial Art
vision Servicing Works M'gement
Management
Computers
etc., etc.
Maintenance Eng. Refrigeration
Customs Officer

A.M.I.H. &V.E.,
Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE OF EDUCATION,
A.F.R.Ae.S.,
A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.M.1.,
&
Guilds Exams.,
City
A.C.W.A.,
A.M.I. .E., A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S., A.C.C.S.,
fees.
Moderate
etc.
etc.,
Certs.,
R.S.A.
Certificates,
Servicing
B.
R.T.E.

The

E.111.1.

Courses with
PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT

Factories at Hayes, England.

The only Home Study College

operated by a world -wide
manufacturing organisation

MECHANICS
TELEVISION
in RADIO
ELECTRICITY
CHEMISTRY
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP PHOTOGRAPHY etc.,

./
etc.

TODAY

POST THIS

To :- E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. ß3K, Lcndon, WA.
AGE
_.... _.
NAME

L5

f under 2l)

L! OCK
ADDRESS

CAPS

INSTITUTES
-Part of "íyi4 ilJA4fterv Pace"
1

am

interested in the following subjecr s) with without equipment

JUL 58

s'cl

1'
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per.nr:cl visits)

PLEASE

ICVt

COlkmhiA, etc., etc.
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AZ]

for ANY SET in ANY AREA

AZ31
B65
DAC32
DAF91
DAF98

This unit has been widely used since I.T.A. Transmissions
began to convert all types of sets, Superhet and T.R.F., to
receive on Band Ill.
Unlike many other convertors this unit is small enough to
be fitted inside your cabinet, enabling the job to appear
finished and perfectly safe for all to use.

1,13820

I)F33
DN'91
D11/96

1,11719

DK91
DK92
UK96
DL33
1,L45

The wiring

is simple to follow, and alignment is not difficult.
* IT will convert
any set, any age, T.R.F. or Superhet.
station switching.
* ITIT includes
* provides pre-set contrast balancing.

IT
IT
IT
IT
IT

**
*

lt1..92
UL94

uses only one aerial

input for both bands
provides manual tuning on Band III.
is totally screened.
completely rejects unwanted signals.
requires no additional power supply where either 6.3 v.
or .3 amp. heater line is available.
CONVERTOR wired and aligned with fitting
instructions
...
...
...
...
... E3 10 6
KIT complete in every detail, less knobs ...
... E2 10 6

KNOBS each ...
...
...
...
...
...
CIRCUIT and instructions in detail (free with kit)
KITS made up by customers checked and aligned,

1
1

0
6

EB41.

EB91
RUCH

EB510
EBF89

ECC:43
ECC91.

ECC92

C. &. G. KITS
:

ADDiscombe 5262

89
96
-

10 6
9 6

9

15.-

81-

8;.

913

91
9'8

EC'C84
1.7CC85

8'8

9i91-

10'-

10'8

ECM 121

121
21!ECH35 126
ECF82

EC1442 911
EC1481 916
1:CI.S0 19'8

EC142 13,8

23'6
10'10 -

EM81

11/6

10/8:8

NU3

14-

PC4_14

B-

Z^_1

577
5152
5719

10,8

EZ811

81-

9'-

8'-

EZfiI
8EZ90
71
PC2
14;8
PC4
231
FC13
14 0
P(tI:4C 19.8

111

48

10,-

-

111

11 8

7'8

HY911

121

KT33C

KT86

w'77
w-81M
w-142
W719

10.-

8/6

HL1331,

9:-

15, -

13'-

111.92

wG

X78
X79

EY84
E191.
EZ35
EZ40
EZ41

H51('90

VP2B

88

11'8

10:-

1883

113

9-

15'-

H30

l'Yö:

11.3

10;-

81

0132

N154
N727

PCF80 12.8
PCF82 11 6
P('1.82 12.8
PCL83 12.6
PENA4 111

178

EYyt

6/9

8 6

EF89
EP91
EF92
EF95
E638
EL41
EL42
ELM
EI.84
E1.9)
MAO
E11R5

lofe

E(5746 1718

1'C1121

Phone

9'9
8'8

EBI.9.1 21.EB631 21 EC91
8'9

17(4183

ROAD,
ADDISCOMBE, CROYDON, SURREY

lb-

01.96
8'9
F:ABCBO9'6
1:AF42 10:-

including pest
...
...
...
12 6
When ordering please state present B.B.C. Station and I.T.A.
Orders over C2 post free.

285, LOWER ADDISCOMBE

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT
211 Streatham Road. Mitcham
ALL VALVES LISTED ARE NEW STOCâ.
Terme C.W.O. or
C.O.D. Postage 3d. per valve. MITCHAM 6201
15.6 EF40 16'- ML4
12;8 l'ULB:: 156
6913
181
10.8 EF41
9/0 M1P4 15 - UF4l
9,- 6J54.:
61
816 EF42
12'- MU14 10i- 1.7F19 lOr- 6J7C1T 10 9/9 EF60(A) 476 MX40
UL4l
98 6K7
4;6
9'- EFRO
8.- N37
18J3
U1.84
9 - 6K7OT 10 9/6 E98..
7.6 N78
11/8 UUR
23,8 6K8GT 12 3
10/8
EF86
141 Nt42
9,8 UY41
7'e 6L1
17 8

RST

BAND III CONVERTOR

*
*

July, 1958

1818
1.7.319 12'8

LY747

SIR

PEN4t:4
PL36
PL36
PL82
P1.83

PY80
Pl'R1
PY82
PYRa
P536
1410

Rl9

8P41
9P81
TDD4
TP22
U78
U142
11147
11153

l'403

23:8
1118

9'8

8/8

(16
18:0
22 -

9 6

8,6
9;8'8

8'8
1119
19 -

119

68

3.8

7 8

6L18
126
6L19
21'6N7(; :1;T

8-

18L7GT

7 6

6X4

78

6AN7GT 8 8

6X5üT

8 6

787

12 8
7 8

10 6

8133

88

10C1
16C2

1-6

8'6

8

1

51141:

8'6

10F1
2' .8
IOLD111 9
10P13 226
12AH8
12AT6
9
12AT7
9

3Y31:1'

816

12AU7

11'9
8 6

98-

r7.4(: 106A9(:T 10'6AL1
6,9

19:-

6Lß(4

7Y4

101

IC2
1F3
1R5
1T4

B.'3

8 -

19,8'8

1-

12AX7
128A6

9

1211E6

1-3

12'6

6AM6
6AN6

9'-

12J71.; V:T

8'6

6AT6

617 6
8 3
8 8

12K7CT

6E1E6

8 3
7 8

12KBGT

611117

12 8 6
9 6
8 8
2'7 5 9
19 8
8 8

18'8

8-

6Ag5

91
91

IBM)

6836

9.6

U801
27;6
UABC80

611w-6

19'-

6BW7

PAF42 10 UR(VI 8:8
1(89'90 CO

651X6

6CI6t1

12B07

10 -

10 6

1?Q7

L

3
6
8 6
B

12g7GT
261,2
2oL1

35w4

23
23

6
6
7 6
8 6

61'2
357.40T
MKT4(5)
UCH42 19!- 611
50L6üT
(or 7) 21!UCHBI 1018
6E12
10tdnotat ions given for any types not listed. Obsolete and old types a speciality.
I;F'9
21 D:F37A 106

Send for liste

vosrmsmalaar.

17'

59 Gns.
lINE OUTPUT

OPPORTUNITIES IN

lELEVISION
14'8

creel

TRANSFORMERS
replacement or
rewind.
Send
us your faulty
one and we will

be pleased to
quote and save

Television offers unlimited
scope to the technically
Details of the
qualified.
easiest way to study for

A full specification I7in. Television Receiver to SpencerWest standards now available
at

your Dealers.

Remarkable

performance and priced at 59
Gns. only, complete.

you money.

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., R.T.E.B.
Cert., City and Guilds,
Television,
Television
Servicing, Sound Film
Projection,
Radio
Diploma Courses, etc.,
ore given in our 348 -page
Handbook " ENGINEER -

ING OPPORTUNITIES"

which also explains . the
benefits of our Appointments Dept.

We Guarantee

NO

SPENCER - WEST LTD.

AUDIO LTD.

Quay Works, Great Yarmouth

162 Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.1

Works 4794
Sales 3009
Grams: Spencer -West, Great Yarmouth

Norfolk
Phones

:

Ego

a

-NO

FEE"
PASS
earning less than

If you are
atIP

pages

week you must read

this enlightening book.

Send for your copy NOW -FREE and
without obligation.

WRITE TO -DAY

;
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1

British Institute of Engiseerint Techaolegr
237, College House.
29.3l. Wright's Lane,
Kensington. W.8.

IET

í
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A N Ew AN-R.G H os-rl Nr
AERIAL
FLAT DWrL ! MS
(and others who cannot use an outside T

V

aerial)

DEFINITELY more sensitive, more directional than
ary other " stand -on- the -set " aerial available.
That means greater range, better contrast, less
ghosting and less interference than ever before.

COVERS ALL T/V CHANNELS -YET HAS
NO SLIDING RODS OR CONTACTS TO
WEAR OUT. Finished in Black and Gold with
non -slip, anti -scratch

rubber base.

LIST PRICE 3916

TV

STOCKED BY LEADING
manufacturers

RETAILERS or in case of difficulty

write to the sole

:

Labgear Ltd
YOUR OWN

PLACE, CAMBRIDGE
WILLOW
'Phone 2494.
'Grams
Labgear, Cambridge.
:

TELEVISION TUBE

RE -BUILT

THE FOLLOWING TYPES AND SIZES ONLY.

MULLARD

.

.

OR EQUIVALENTS
COSSOR -EMITRON -CATHODEON

MAZDA ..

I2in.

£7-I0-0.

I4in.

£8-I0-0.

17i n. E10-10-0.

21m. £12-10-0.

E8-10-0.

17m. E10-10-0.

14m.

All Tubes plus

carriage and insurance.

15 -

SIX MONTHS' GUARANTEE
Terms to the Trade.
Tubes can be sent to us by British Road Services (Parcels) Ltd.

Carriage forward.

TERMS, CASH WITH ORDER or C.O.D.

81,

RE -VIEW
HIGH STREET

(LONDON) LTD.

Telephone

.
:

.

MERTON

CHERRYWOOD 3255

www.americanradiohistory.com

S.W.I9

PRACTICAL

Iv

C.R.T. ISOLATION

TELEVISION

July, 1958

TRANSFORMER

COSSOR COMPANION

Low Ic:ikag,: win,fing.+. Ratio 1:1.25

Type A.

"

giving

boost on secondary.
1., 10/6 ; 6.3 v.. 1018

a 25
4
10 6
:

;

11.3 x.. 1016.
1..,
106
!nit,. with reliais primaries, 1218 each.
Type B.
Mains input 220;740 volta.

10.8 v.,

SUPERHET MODEL 527 X FOR ALL -DRY
BATTERY OPERATION
N11'.I 1::
to 43 orle.
01
42.- lo 136
metres,
metres, SIednlnt 107 t
metres.
fine All -wave receiver giving world-wide
reception on there x islam). Sin ope :iker.
The cabinet I5 nroi
ta
and beige with gold
trimmings.
Valves n lI E;I_, 11 F'06, DA F06,
,

A

.

Multi

.

le. 2, 4, 6.3, 7.3, 10 and 13 vota. Input
has two taps which increase output volts by
and
respectively. Low capacity
...Ida hie for most Cathode Ray Tubes, 211 -.
ti to for h v. C.R. Tubes only, 17/6.
Type C. low capacity wound transformer for
0.. with 2 volt Tubes with falling emission.
H li

50

:

HI :O

SIZE

"Its at

vous.
Output 2 `íj-29-21.3
amps. With Tag Panel, 17/8 each.
essential to use mains primary
T.T. receivers having serles-

S

1959 RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
THREE WAVEBANDS.
FIVE VALVES
S.W. 10 01.-50 M.
LATEST Ml'I.L.S RD
M.W. S01 m. -550 m. ECI142, IiF41, EBC41,

i..
-It
with

ti ism

,Imnerted heaters.

gall
0-at

-10,000

23 ohms

i

A.C. 2110,250 v. 4-way Switch

ohms

1.

1'9:

10 w., 2.3

ohms,

.11,111111

w..

5

10 gns.

12 6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 ft. on standard 7" Metal reels.
Spare Reels 7" plastic 4 -, 7" metal, 2 3.
SUPERIOR
1,200ft.
Plastic
Tape
on 7' Plastic Reels, 21/ -.

:
Deposit £6.5.0 and six monthly
payments of £1.

MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR ABOVE CHASSIS.

din., 17;6: loin., 25'-

;

IMPORTANT NOTICE

Terms

lr,,in .91111.,2 -each.

1114

860107

2\,'

Silver,

:1í

4

51'4

B B

5Z4
0.AM6

,iSS

651

7 6

81

Ie
5 8 2.l 1`
i

I

611143
61:14 ;

e:Ft

dH,

10 6

6E7

1;t

pw1

15 11a'2

11 8
11 6 in

1

106r2107
86 Ivibi;

1

6

10 6 121t117

1

8

7 6 12117
3 6::-./.I
6 6 =
7 6 :,.- I

1

3
6

l'1'.l
8 8

1'V.2

108°1'r;1

6 E1'11"
8 1.L:,
1

7!8 PF :S

10,8 l'1.>,_

1:1:.-'0

"l'.

81IF."

76P'1<7

12 8 R1'1.42

68PVo

51:1.,"

5 6
5 8

III
t:l.-'

10 8
12 8

1

1

106

. ,

complete.
CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Acos, preei.ion
engineered. Size only fin. s :1 16in. Bargain
Price 8.8. No transformer re,pnire'I.
Cabinet
TELETRON CRYSTAL SET KIT.
'ba..i- component.. Prim. 15 -, with 11.11,

10 8

1

101

58

I

8

i

E

1

1. t

l

l

881'.t:.1 181:/.Io 308 r....
1t1
1:Z.1
6 6 1: 1I;r."
11 8
58
108E1Io- 165;'.
1

10 8
10 8

HI -GAIN BAND 3 PRE -AMP KIT.
with valve lit't's1. Price 296'
er Pack, 49,8. tu.trn,t l'm. onll 1 8.

108

Eimmilt

10 8

108

Volume Controls 80
spirilles.
1
tea r.

Long
teed

(

ohnis to

111,11110

:uaranMidget
2 Meg.

extra.)

17 8

Semi -air

4. -.

;,f.E COAX
spared Poly-

thene insulated.
stranded yore.

ill,

'dia.

liti 9 yd.
Lo.
Fringe quality.
Q
31419
Linear or Log Tracks.
7d.
Air Spared.
COAX PLUGS ... 1 - DOUBLE SOCKET ... 13
No

D.P.Su.

FBI'..

/

SOCKETS
... 1 - OUTLET BOXES
.. 4 8
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER yd. 8d. .o or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd. 1 -, hit Shins only,
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3 WATT. Pre -set Min -

T.V. Type. All values 25 ohms to fill K., 3i- ea.
So K.. 4 -. (Carbon 50 K. to it m., 31 -.l
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT, Pota _fin. Spindle
Values, dal ohms to 50 K., 9/8 ; 100 K.. 6/8.
CONDENSERS.
New Stock.
.001 mfd. 7 kV.
1.1 tC., 5,8
Ditto, 20 kV., 9/6 ; 100 pf. to 000 pf.
Micas 8d. Tubular 500 V..001 to .(Il mfd., 9d,
-, .1, 1
.:5, 1 8 .5 350 v., 119 :.11050 v., 9d.
.111 2..00
1 9
.1 mid., 2100' volts, 3,6.
CERAMIC x,
COEDS. 501 v .3 pl. to .01 old., 104.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.
D1(' 5 pf. to 500
p6, 1 - 6011 pl. to 3,000 pf., 1;3. ;'Pose tolemnee
pl :.I 1.5 pi'. to 47 pF'.. 1!6. Ditto 1 ;;, ,SII pF.
l
to sr-. pF'., 1 9 ; 1,0011 pl". to S,0011 pF., 2, -.
;

;

,

:

:

:

I

I.F.
465

TRANSFORMERS

7/6

pair.

Kos Slug tuning Miniature Can. 21in.

lin. s Ln. High Q and good bandwidth.
By Pie Radio. Data sheet supplied.
Wearite M800 I.F. 485 Kea 12;6 per pair
Wearite 550 I.F. 485 He's 12,8 per pair

v. 2.3 14+8,51/11v. 4/6 Ili i-16,4511 v.
56
v. 2,- 16H- 16.500 v
450 v.
5,6
8
.. Eat v. 2.3
8/- :r2
.
,a
4:
v.2 9 CAN TYPES
t 4:,u v.
6/5
i6'a511,.38 Clips
3d.
7f_
Di T"o v. 4 - Ir, 4:,u v
3 6
a11
un1 .',a1 v. 31/8
s 4:,n v. 5
_:, _., I. I t 64 ::511 x.
5,8 Illn
-5 v.1816
1,110
1,01i0,6 v.
rot .,
v. 2 - o I6 4:,n v. 518;8
2 4311
4 450

6::'

4-

.

E.H.T. TYPE FLY1X11
SS 2 kV., 5 K:: 40 ;t.2 ;
K1,45. 3.6 k1'., 7,8: I,. 5. I k%'., 6, -:
1::1 Idol S LI'
14 6. 511 ,..p.s, v.,ll :,cr, ;IU" of above.
MAINS TYPE SELENIUM ;:
- ní.4., 7/6.
LL NTACT COOLED 250 V. 50 m.4., 7 6; 60 mA.,
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
BACK VOLTAGE.

k1.,

7

:

i

,

COILS Il ea rite "

I " type, 3'- r. 11
Mid gr t
- 11 type ads. Aret core, from
-. All ranges.
TELETRON. I..1.
1.10.1., 00h reaction, 36.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. 11.0%..8 9 M. & 1.., 12.8.
T.R.F. COILS :1 ill' i - pair. H.F. CHOKES, 26.
FERRITE ROD 7in. x ::. 111. dia., 2 8.
.

:

JASON F.M. TUNER COIL SET, 26 -. H.F.
oil. aerial roll, H., :illntor coil, two I.F', tran,formers I11.7 Mc. ',elector transformer and
heater choke. 1'ireuil hook tieing four 6A116,

'

f1
with Kit.
-ill .t:Inoc superior rail heated dial, £6.15,C.
Fringe :o'a kit. 22/8 extra.
11

I

x:tin.. 168.

se 12 8

10,6

114'_ 10 8

1

16

1

TRANSISTORS. Aloha, 10 -. R.F. 2.6 My e,
21' -. Mnlllrrd 0071, 20 -.
HANDY VOLT METERS. Sin. Twin Ronge,
0,271 v., 11250 v. 11.1'. with leads and leather

11 8
11 6
6 6
10 8

lu'.II 10

:

15. 1410.,126. lax

F.0 118
^"

BARGAIN

hits.

I

6 8
12 6

Phil

8 L' I,+'
8 1:1::::,
6 EE

1211.E

,

6,11
6.17
nIK,:

108.111'14

761:11112108

10'B6x-

611-1E6

(iliFt6

p01

REPRODUCER
Plover

Witigle

Rose and Cream It poi,.
Ren,dv-lalilt II., al r 3,1111101er w ith yalyrt and
7in. elllpliral "m, Ispraker. £3'12 O.
l
All availabla separately or ii all porch:;
together. 59.15'0. complete kit, post free.
£3'5'0 extra. with Earrael 4 Sp.
ALUMINIUM CHASSIS. Is s.w.g. umlrilled.
Will 4 sides. riveted corners and Intl ice flying
holes. 21 in. sides, 7 c 4111.. 4 6:
7111.. 5 9 I
11 x - ,
6!9 : 13 x1 din.. 86 14 x din., 108:

6E11,1
6 6! H A I1CS11
106 rl:t' :.. 86
1081'.I:í It 108 HV It2A 128
76

76
380:17
8r8r,s5,
86
gg,;l 6u 7 6
8.8 ritriti' 8 8

THIS

£2 5 0.

8

8861:;

Post Free.
monthly payments

Makers surplus slorke. 4spee,l
l'ollaro Junior Cram. pick-up unit. £4 12 6.
Handsome portable '1151'. 174;1,. S sal in. x 7ín.

-ft.;

8 6 h1K'i

() NI

each.

Falm,lle

GOLD CLOTH. 17in. x 250n.. 5 -: 2
35 in.. 10 -.
Tyran í1l. ,;In. w ide. 10
Sit. aiu.xwide, 5 - it.
All Boxed VALVES New & Guaranteed
I(:'

1

dnq,Ii Ilse I'laycrl :,bìuets45' -.

Spe''d

:

San pl'.. 3 6.
Expanded Medal

SINGLE

Deposit 05 and 4
Space required 141n. s 12lia.

BUILD

I

,

31111,

:

of £1.

Leal'el S. A.1:.
ill..

I

411P.

F I: (' 7'

£8.0.0.

OUR PRICE

ï

dielectric 11111,
SPEAKER FRET.

It

E

ti

I

Designed to play 16. 33, 45, 78 r.p.m. Records,
-in., l0in., 12in. Lightweight Xtal pick-up,
GC2 turnover head, two separate sapphire styli.

.

,I

l'

I.1 L' 1) 11)

41111.

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES
TUBULAR
TUBULAR
CAN TYPES
::5n v. 2.-.100/25 v
2/- 8+ 16 5110 v.
58

FULLY GUARANTEED .A N l i SPARES
ARE AVAILABLE
4 -SPEED
GARRARD
RECORD PLAYER

x

(Battery

tare.

;

.4L1, THEME 1115'IliIH PL.AYERM ARE

,

1

2in., 30 -.

COLLARD *
H1(iIL- FIDELITY ACTO('IIANGER
Mixer Model Ií('456
4- SPEI:I)S---10 111E4'011 DS
With Studio " O " pit'h -up
BRAND NL% IN ',LACER'S BOXES
OUR PI(II'E £915.0. post free
TEILDIS :
Deposit 85.5.0 and nix
monthly payments of £1.
Suitable Player Cabinets, 49'8.
Amplifier Player Cabinets, 83. -.

;

I

1

:

*

:

1

cure. A Ins. 4/6.

TERMS

O.P. TRANSFORMERS. Heavy 11110 y 511 mA., 4'8.
M 'u tirat io, push -pull, 7.6. Miniature, 384, etc., 4.6.
L.F. CHOKES 15 -10 H. 60,65 mA., 5/ -; 10 11.
111 H. 150 mA., 12/8.
In A., 8.8
MAINS TRANS. 350 -0.350, 80 mA., 6.3 v. lapped.
4 v. 4 :1.. 5 v. tapped 4 v. 2 a., ditto 250.0.250, 2216.
Bargain .°.116 -0 -300 65 mA., 6 v. 4 a., 4 v. it a.. 151 HEATER TRANS. Tapped print.. i.an:2.5o v. 6.:: v
I amp., 71
tapped see. 2, 4, 6.3 v., 14 amp., 8;6
230 v. Mee. 0.:; V. 3 amp., 116.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, fin., 8d. fin.. 10d
nail+ FORMERS 5937/8 and Cans TV1.2. tin. sq. x
and i
aq. m 1 in., 21- ea., with cores.
TYANA.. -Mid get Moldering ¡rot,. 200 ?20 v. or
2511 v., 16 9. Solon Instrument Iron, 24' -.
MAINS DROPPERS.
3in. x if in. Adi. sliders,
sup. 750 ohms. 4,2. 11.2 amp., 1,0110 ohms, 43.
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 ohms per foot..2 amp., 100
per foot. 2 -way. Gd. Per foot, ::-way, 7d. per ft.
LOUDSPEAKER P.M. 3 OHM. o_Iin. square, 17 8.
oorbuaus. 17 6. Till. x 4in. Goodmans. 21 -,
auttare. Elan 211
Sin. Plessey, 19 8.
1.110,1100X0, 188.
10in. R. & A.. 30. -.
Tw -'ter. I.SH75, 6 ¡6.
12in. Plessey-. 30 M.1!. 2.5k. field, tapped 0.1'. tils(..
ra
24 8.
15 ohm Plessey 10 wt. 12ín. with Tweeter, 97 8.
CRYSTAL DIODE 1..13.C.. 2 -.
GEX34, 4 -.
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 4,111111 ohnn. 16'8 pr.
MIKE TRANSF. -111: 1,3 9 ea.: 11111: t, Ptted, 10 8.
LW,TCH CLEANER Flni,l squirt spout. 43 tin.
WIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS.
.165 pf.
i.,lnn n din. s 1'.
v
fin., 10 -.
5 htandanl
I-in 1111e 9
.less trimmers, 8 -; midget, 7 6
llio ppt, 7 -; 150 pr., 6 6.
SINGLE, 511 pF.. 2 8
1

;

n

4

m 01)111,

1íL41, 5/.111,

12-month guarantee.
Short-Medinm].ong -Gram. A.V.t'. and Negative feedha'k
4:2 watts. Chassis 134 n 51 n 24in. Elam dill
10 0 41in. horizontal or vertical available.
2 Pilot Lamps, Four Knobs, Walnut or Ivory.
Aligned and calibrate,). Chassis isolated front

1

:

I:,

800 m. -2,001 tn.

LW.

TRIMMERS, Ceramic. 30, 50, 70 pi.. 9d. ; 100 pf
2511 pt.. 113 ; 500 pf., 750 pf., 119.
t Jo pt., 1 3
RESISTORS, Preferred values. 10 ohms to 10 meg.
I w .. 4d.
1 w., (1d. ; 11 w.. Sd. ; 2 w.. 1/I w .. 4d.:
HIGH STABILITY. 1 w., 1 ;,, 21 -. Preferred values
1000 Io Pt meg. Ditto, 5,;,, 100 t1-S meg.Il 9d.
wail /
WIRE -WOUND RESISTORS
(

I"

filin.

o

£6.6.0.

PRICE AV H

22012411

Iopnt

NOTE.

tin.

r

01TH

I

1

od,

With

FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS:
12 x.
amp., 8;9 2 ., 11'3 4 a., 17 8.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS. Tapped input sun'
. for rimming at _
12 v., 14 ato.,
p.
15 6.
sup.. 17 8
4 amp,. 228.
Circuit ilrinded.
VALVE and T.V. TUBE rnl, alent hooks, 5 -.
S.1'.
TOGGLE SWITCHES.
2 -. 11.1'.3 6. D.P. D.T. 4 -.
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES
p. 4 -any 2 wafer lone .I'i11die
...
... 8 8
p. -way I. p. 2 -w04 -h"rt .l,il "Ile
...
... 2 6
I

I

;

:

,

1

'
p. 3
V 4 p. 2 -w
r long spindle 3'6
p. l'2 -'
h.
apindlr
3 6
VALVEROLDERS. l'.,'. In:. Oct., 4d, 51'511, EASo,
6d. I;Gt, RT. 1 3. tug. /031 :í00r. 4, 6
- nd
1.
pm. 1 -. MOULDED InAZDA and Ito. Oct.. a6d
I:71., ti. I, Boll. li111, 9d., 1171: a 9th
1 8
II' 1057. 26. Ira, woh r
28. CERAMIC I :1,517
1171.. 1':.I.t, Ind. Hrt., 1 -. RTI: 0:111 tan, 1,9.

2 p. 6p. 1 -N

1

I

,

1,

NEW AND ENLARGED SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN
OUR WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY PURCHASE. Please address all

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Tel.THO

1665. Buses 133

or

68 pass

door.

48 -hour

postal service,

P.

& P.

Mail Orders correctly as below.

33ENWHITEEHORSWeRD.,WESTCROYDON
I

/ -,

over L2 post free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D, Service 1/6

www.americanradiohistory.com

